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A

SMALL FILM FESTIVAL has been held for each of the past three years
in the city of Kanazawa, three hundred miles from Tokyo on the Japan Sea
coast. Organized by a prominent Tokyo film critic, and sponsored by
Kirin Beer, the Izumi Kyoka Film Festival concentrates on film adaptations of the fiction of Izumi Kyoka, a writer active from 1893 to 1939.
According to the program notes for the first festival, Kyoka's works "laid
the mythological and logical foundations for the establishment of film as
melodrama" (Yomota 1990).
The theme of the 1992 festival was naki, or "crying." With respect to the
question of whether today's busy, affluent Japanese have time or inclination to cry anymore, the six films selected for the festival were said to offer
a glimpse into a time and place when people shed tears freely. The films
were, of course, melodrama.
The designation of a film as melodrama can be a source of some comfort to the English-speaking critic, suggesting the mobilization of a host of
familiar categories. Since the early 1970S melodrama has been constituted
as an important object of study in Anglo-American film criticism, with
several major compilations and readers coming out in the last few years. 1
Christine Gledhill notes, however, that "how far the melodramatic aesthetic extends to non-Western cultures" remains "a matter of debate"
(Gledhill 1987, 2).
And so the question may arise, why try to think about these films in
terms of melodrama at all? Well, first of all, that's what they are called,
the Japanese word merodorama being derived from melodrama and written in katakana, the script used to mark foreign loanwords. But beyond
that, the kind of pejorative, common-sense notion of the word against
which 1970S Anglo-American film criticism worked seems to extend quite
well to a Japanese context. A scenario-writer for Shochiku Films, for
1
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example, in a tenacious defense of melodrama's association with mass culture, describes his chagrin at reading popular movies continually dismissed by reviewers as "trite melodrama," "syrupy, old-fashioned melodrama," or "insulting, unbearable melodrama" (Yamauchi 1986, 97). And
in literary criticism the Shimpa theater, whose adaptations of Kyoka stories acted as a medium for many of the film versions, is nearly synonymous
with "old-fashioned melodrama." At the same time, the Izumi Kyoka Film
Festival is organized quite unapologetically to celebrate the importance of
Kyoka's melodramatic work.
I would like to take up the question of Japanese melodrama in the context of Anglo-American criticism. Beginning with a discussion of the
notion of melodrama as it emerges in film criticism of the 1970s, I will suggest that the apparently radical gesture of rehabilitating a despised form
tended to leave in place a number of hierarchical assumptions relating to
value and genre. I will then take up work by Christine Gledhill and Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto, suggesting that some of the most interesting recent discussions pose a dilemma for the critic who wishes to approach Japanese
melodrama.
Gledhill's introductory essay for Home is Where the Heart Is (1987)
forcefully articulates feminism's claim for a stake in the critical reappropriation of melodrama. I will suggest, though, that the notion of influence
implicit in the historical narrative she constructs can only treat a nonWestern melodrama as derivative or separate. Yoshimoto's "Melodrama,
Postmodernism and Japanese Cinema" (1991), on the other hand, by
positing Japanese melodrama without appealing to positive family resemblances, questions a reading of melodrama based on a notion of a positive
entity existing in the West and enables a forceful argument for the irreducible importance of global power relations in understanding melodrama in
postwar Japan. I will argue, however, that in carrying this out on the level
of the nation-state, emphasis on the alterity of Japan may elide difference
within Japan, a choice that leaves unposed the question of Japanese melodrama's affiliation with women's culture.
Both these critics offer powerful tools and materials to deal with melodrama. I hope that by maneuvering Yoshimoto's and Gledhill's work into
a mutually critical position, I can construct a reading that learns from
both.
Due to the economics of international film distribution and the politics
of cultural exchange, studying film in an Anglo-American context is most
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likely to bring one into contact with two types of Japanese film: those
made by acknowledged auteurs like Kurosawa or Ozu, or otherwise
selected by the critical institution as valuable, and the interlocking category of films thought to be accessible to a Western audience. One of the
advantages of a different principle of selection, such as that which organizes the Izumi Kyoka Film Festival, is that one sees a spectrum of films,
from acknowledged masterpieces (Mizoguchi's Taki no shiraito, 1933), to
less well known works by major artists (Kurihara, Shimazu, Naruse,
Makino, Ichikawa, and Shinoda have all made one or more Kyokamono),
to forgotten popular works. I have chosen to work mainly with Teinosuke
Kinugasa's A Woman's Pedigree (Onna keizu, 1955).2 Of the six films at
the 1992 festival, 3 this highly legible narrative is perhaps the one least possessed of the kind of alternative practice often associated with Japanese
cinema (Elsaesser 1986). I hope to show that Kinugasa confidently deploys
a mainstream style to produce a film clearly recognizable as part of the
melodramatic aesthetic, but that careful attention to the function of particular devices helps us resist the notion that this is derivative of a preexisting Western model. Further, I will argue that placing the film within
the political context of postwar Japan, to which it explicitly alludes, cannot be done without reference to questions raised by feminist treatment of
melodrama.
THE 19705: PUTTING MELODRAMA ON THE MAP

Our story of a complex negotiation between Japanese melodrama and
Anglo-American criticism begins appropriately in Soviet Russia in the
1920S. Intellectuals in the new revolutionary society, including Blok,
Lunacharsky, and Gorky, passionately concerned with the practical need
for entertainment and instruction for the masses, make popular melodrama the object of spirited discussion. In 1927, several careful studies of
the formal characteristics and evolution of the genre appeared, including
Boris Tomashevsky's French Melodrama of the Beginning of the XIXth
Century and Sergei Balukhatyi's Poetics of Melodrama (Gerould 1978,
152- 154).
Comparison with the situation in 1920S America can bring out the
anomaly of the Russian Formalists' attitude. Here, melodrama was
scorned even by the silent movie industry. Advertisements and reviews of
films now considered to be quintessentially melodramatic, such as Grif-
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fith's Way Down East (1920), were touted as bringing new depth and realism to the "old-fashioned," "quaint," or "wooden" melodramas on which
they were based. 4
The tactic revealed here, of resolving anxiety about the status of film as
a popular medium by appealing to critical norms of high culture, shaped
trends in film criticism until well into the 1960s. Attempting to demonstrate, for example, "the Shakespearean or Mozartian qualities in the
oeuvres of Howard Hawks, John Ford or Alfred Hitchcock" betrays a discomfort with the fitness of stylistic and narrative categories specific to the
cinema (Gledhill 1987, 5). Similarly in postwar film criticism, appeals to
such concepts as order, harmony, composition, realist-humanist them atics, or the notion of individual creative vision implicit in auteurism can be
shown to have been shaped by contemporary trends in literary or fine art
criticism. 5
In the 1960s, critics centered on Cahiers in France and Movie in England began to address this anxiety in a new way and unapologetically
took popular Hollywood cinema of the 1940s, 1950S, and early 1960s as
their object. The editorial manifesto of the first issue of Monogram (April
1971) places it explicitly in this movement, noting that "if there is any single point which unites the contributors to Monogram, it is their belief in
the cinema, its relevance and excellence, both past and present," and that
this cinema "does have a tradition, and that this tradition is to a large part
constituted by the American cinema." Constructing a tradition by the
analysis of the specific formal and narrative qualities of mainstream cinema was a liberating acknowledgment of film's status as popular form and
industry. Behind this move, however, remained the assumptions of
auteurism, for this analysis was in fact meant as a mediating step toward
"the intentions and talents of that creative minority which in the past and
today has made the cinema worthy of such interest" (Monogram, April
1971,1-3).
Thomas Elsaesser's exemplary essay on melodrama appeared in the
fourth issue of Monogram. 6 Elsaesser provided both a complex historical
lineage for melodrama and a reading of Hollywood's family melodrama of
the 1940S and 1950S, wherein the stylistic peculiarities, and the rhythms of
mise-en-scene in the works of Sirk, Minelli, and Ray, provided a punctuation and ironic commentary on the overt ideological message of the story.
It is as a moment in the larger critical trends sketched above that we can
best understand the constitution of melodrama as an acceptable object of
film criticism.
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Characterizing the new work on melodrama from the start were two
approaches influential in film studies generally, auteurism and the notion
of the contradictory text. The contradictory text approach seeks to show
through textual analysis that "fissures and contradictions" in the smooth
surface of a film can undermine its ideological coherence. These formal or
narrative contradictions "seem to save the films from belonging blindly to
the bourgeois ideology which produced them" (Mulvey I978). By mobilizing both of these approaches, and using the Hollywood family melodrama
of the I940S and I950S only as a backdrop for the "subversive" and "contradictory" work of a few committed or gifted directors, Elsaesser instituted an appeal to norms of high culture that would shape a decade of subsequent criticism.
Hence, although one feels a tremendous energy and sense of liberation
in the melodrama criticism of the I97os, there is also a tension or a feeling
of ambivalence springing from the contradiction between the project of
rehabilitating a despised popular form and the necessity for the critic to
despise popular melodrama in order to appreciate the complexity or subversiveness of an auteur like Douglas Sirko
This tension tended to make itself felt in interlocking questions of value
and of genre. Van Rees locates the appeal to norms of high culture in a
series of hierarchical oppositions. "The contrast 'valuable vs. valueless' is
customary in all discourse on art. Versions of this contrast are 'high 11 ow' ,
'serious/trite', 'genuine/fake' "(Van Rees I983, 287). This tension may be
conceived as being between the potential in melodrama criticism of a genuine reversal or displacement of a host of hierarchical distinctions and the
actual deployment of an auteurist approach in the service of a neo-Marxist notion of the "contradictory text," which tended to leave these hierarchies in place.
For example, Elsaesser lists as a particularly important characteristic of
melodrama, "a non-psychological conception of the dramatis personae,"
yet one of the primary reasons he valorizes I950S family melodrama is its
creation of a pathos or irony between complex levels of psychological
awareness (Elsaesser I972, 2). The strategy of finding a genre-transcending complexity in the auteur in question would prove very influential in
later criticism.
In Laura Mulvey's "Sirk and Melodrama," for example, Sirk's treatment
of the male unconscious is said to "approach complexities nearing the
tragic" (Mulvey I978, 54). What was important was not how a critic
defined melodrama, but that the film under analysis break out of that defi-
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nition. Andrew Britton attests to the tenacity of this paradigm by pointing
out the "surreptitious revamping of the auteur theory" in Geoffrey
Nowell-Smith's influential psychoanalytic reading. "Nowell-Smith's ruminations on melodrama conclude with the proposition that ideological contradiction is 'studiously closed off by most Hollywood forms,' but emerges
once more in the melodrama, 'at least in the versions of it that are due to' a
few privileged auteurs - in this case, Ophuls, Minnelli and Sirk" (Britton
1979,26).
A discussion of Frank Borzage states that "one of the reasons that melodrama ... remains in critical disrepute is that it tends to externalise, to
transform, a character's inner conflicts into external events." The essay
then goes on to show that the films of this auteur "concern themselves
... purely with the souls of his characters" (Belton 1972, 20). Cawelti
proposes a notion of "social melodrama" in which certain works use a
melodramatic framework to "represent society in a fairly complex and
critical way," which allows social melodrama to "shade(s) over on one side
into the nonmelodramatic novel" (Cawelti 1991, 33-36). And as Merritt
points out, one may well emerge from Elsaesser's 1972 essay thoroughly
convinced of the power and psychological complexity of Sirk's films, yet
unsure why they were designated melodrama in the first place (Merritt
1983).
It seemed that the really good melodramas were the ones that weren't
very much like melodrama at all. This in turn led to a curiously cavalier
treatment of the question of genre. For if genre is only to be mobilized as
that which the text in question exceeds, then any characteristic of melodramatic forms, from Italian opera to Diderot, could be cited without historical reflection, as long as it set off the auteur's product from the mass of
melodrama.
In this way, a wide-ranging, sometimes contradictory set of cues came
to constitute melodrama, any combination of which critics could mobilize
to qualify the particular film they wished to talk about. These cues might
be highly specific, such as the "presence of a central figure, usually a virtuous young lady of some lower or ambiguous status ... who was pursued
by a male character of higher status and dubious intentions ... sorely
beset, the heroine commonly loved a more worthy and innocent young
man, who was himself enmeshed in status difficulties, often because his
true parentage was concealed" (Cawelti 1991, 33). Or they may be so general as to lose their power to distinguish, such as "suspenseful excitement,"
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"rather complicated in plot and character," "rigging the development of
the action in the direction of wish-fulfillment," "non-psychological perception of the dramatis-personae," or "an emphasis on internal conflict"
(Cawelti 1991, 37; Modleski 1982, 450; Morse 1972, 16; Elsaesser 1972, 2;
Landy 1991, 95). In any case, the point was seldom to clearly demarcate a
melodramatic genre, but to legitimate the particular way a critic wanted
to talk about the work in question (Yoshimoto 1991, 31).
A sense does emerge of certain common positive traits. Among these
might be the presence of unmotivated coincidence, a sense of emotion out
of proportion to diegetic events, and a morally legible series of trials followed (in most cases) by the happy ending. Merritt, however, has pointed
out the dependence of notions such as "motivation" and "proportion" on
prevailing notions of realism.
This ad hoc treatment of the problem of genre may not be unique to
melodrama. Bordwell argues that "genre does not function as a closed,
deductive category, but as an enabling schemata. Genre is an 'open-textured' concept, definable neither by necessary and sufficient conditions,
nor by fixed boundaries. The critic is not concerned with definition, or
reasoning from genus to species, but in identifying the genre to aid in
interpreting the particular work" (Bordwell 1989, 68-69).
Neither is this opposition between genre and auteur criticism unique to
work on melodrama. It has been suggested that "the notion of the auteur
as imported into Anglo-American film scholarship relied on rescuing from
the mass of genre films, or Hollywood studio formula films, those which,
it was argued, bore the signature of an author. Thus the notion of the
auteur ... by definition implied the possibility of the directors creating a
genre film outside of the genre system" (Brunette and Wills 1989, 49).
What causes a special tension in the case of melodrama, though, more
than in the case of, say, the western or the musical, is its pejorative sense
in criticism. Labeling a film a "western" does not imply a value judgment
in the way "melodrama" does. This tension, then, arises from the contradiction in the attempt to rehabilitate a despised genre while retaining value
oppositions characteristic of high culture.
If the auteurist approach retained an appeal to norms of high culture,
the contradictory text approach tended to set up the critic's ideological
savvy against the naive reception of the popular audience. Mulvey suggests that the contradictory text approach privileges the critic's position as
the one who knows special processes to detect the hidden, unconscious
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thread behind the coherent picture of a world conjured up by ideology
(Mulvey I978).
Exemplary essays like Elsaesser's contain a deep fund of productive
new insights, but also limitations and contradictions that will be worked
out in the field for years to come. While noting the "healthy distrust of
intellectualization" in popular culture, Elsaesser at the same time charges
the popular audience with "a lamentable ignorance of the properly social
and political dimensions of (social) changes and their causality ... it has
encouraged increasingly escapist forms of mass-entertainment." "[O]ur
responses only start to become useful for aesthetic analysis when we can
distinguish the second-degree responses - what we know about the cinema - from responses to what we know about life." Despite its productivity when mobilized in the service of a radical neo-Marxist politics, Elsaesser's influential approach tended to construct the popular moviegoer as
passive and naive (Elsaesser I972 , 4-9).
I have tried to suggest that the constitution of melodrama as an object
of serious criticism in the I970S bequeathed a tension to subsequent studies that emerged in entangled questions of genre and value. This tension or
ambivalence sprang from the contradiction between a project of rehabilitating a despised popular form and the necessity to devalue popular melodrama in order to allow the critic to appreciate the complexity or subversiveness of selected auteurs.
Subsequent criticism would deal with this tension in a number of ways,
but for two particular problems, melodrama's affiliation with women's
culture and non-Western melodrama, this tension was acute enough to
generate genuine problematizations of genre and value. I believe that
work in these two areas by Tania Modleski, Christine Gledhill, and Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto articulates concerns that are very important for a consideration of Japanese melodrama.
BEYOND SIRK: FEMINISM AND NON-WESTERN CINEMA
STAKE A CLAIM

Christine Gledhill's "The Melodramatic Field: An Investigation" is perhaps the first substantial attempt since Elsaesser at a historicization of the
melodramatic aesthetic in relation to film. It is also a forceful articulation
of feminism's claim for a stake in the reappropriation of the form. Indeed,
for Gledhill, this affiliation with women's culture is an essential part of a
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critical treatment, "the elision of which with melodrama should not be
assumed" (Gledhill 1987, 1-2).
In the previous section, I tried to identify the persistence of certain value
contrasts in melodrama criticism, wherein the serious, complex, and subversive masterpiece is located by the critic and separated off from the trite,
simple, and escapist mass of melodrama. Hence, the critic is not interested
in popular melodrama, but only in really good melodrama. Given the
form's "long relegation as a women's cultural domain," this produced a
tension that would be particularly acute for feminist critics. Gledhill poses
the question of what is being criticized and for whom?
The two audiences for Sirkian irony can be further specified: one which is
implicated, identifies and weeps, and one which seeing through such
involvement, distances itself. The fact that, across all classes, the first is
likely to be female and the other male was not remarked on. (Gledhill
1987,12)

Feminist criticism responded with a genuine problematization of the
hierarchies of value implicit in the "art" versus "popular culture" distinction, resulting in studies that avoided the appeal to norms of high culture
and appreciated melodrama on its own terms. Tania Modleski's "The
Search for Tomorrow in Today's Soap Operas" (1982) is exemplary in this
respect. Taking up a form that is "commonly seen as the last resort of
melodrama" (Gledhill 1987, 2), and whose twenty million daily viewers
are 90 percent female, Modleski addresses accusations that its viewers
indulge in escapism. One can imagine several responses that would remain
firmly in an art/popular or realist/escapist economy, such as arguing that
soap operas are in fact timeless masterpieces, or that a woman's daily life
is so oppressive that she deserves an escape. Modleski instead displaces
the binary oppositions:
[B]oth high art critics and politically oriented critics, though motivated by
different concerns, unite in condemning daytime television for distracting
the housewife from her real situation. My point has been that a distracted or
distractible frame of mind is crucial to the housewife's efficient functioning
in her real situation. (Modleski 1982, 459; italics in original)

By means of this displacement, Modleski is able to find an ambivalent
appeal in soap opera, appreciating it as it addresses, not the critic, but the
popular audience.
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The theorization of the patriarchal realist/narrative text posed another
problem for consideration of melodrama. If the mainstream cinema, even
in its representation of the female figure, excluded the woman's point of
view and served the needs of the patriarchal psyche, how could one
explain the intense recognition reportedly felt by many women and the
pleasures derived from melodrama? Gledhill, in discussing feminist writing about melodrama, identifies two strategies for dealing with this question, predicated on consideration of a mass audience differentiated by
class, gender, race, and age. First, following Mulvey, she makes a distinction between melodrama with a male and female point of view, then asks
whether contradictions in the tragic, hero-centered, male-point-of-view
melodrama were really hidden. If a "radical reading" could detect contradictions threatening the unity of the text, such contradictions were "part
of the daily lived experience of the female audience," who needed no special training. The second strategy sees in melodrama, its female protagonists, and concentration on the more humble sphere of home and personal
relationships, "a genre distinguished by the large space it opened to female
protagonists, the domestic sphere and socially mandated 'feminine' concerns" (Gledhill 1987, IO-II).
Both Modleski and Gledhill insist on the role of women in melodrama,
both as representation and spectator, thereby drawing attention to difference within the mass audience. I hope to show that these considerations
are just as important for Japanese melodrama.
The rich historicization of melodrama in part two of Gledhill's essay,
though, poses a problem for the critic hoping to approach a Japanese text.
Gledhill frankly acknowledges that, in order to delimit a manageable field
of inquiry, the volume for which this essay is an introduction concentrates
on the "white, Anglo-Saxon cinema, based with one exception in Hollywood." It will be worthwhile, however, to inquire how these boundaries
are maintained.
Twentieth-century popular culture's melodramatic inheritance must be
traced through the passage of European melodrama to America, for its
transformation there was arguably a determining factor in the emergence of
Hollywood aesthetics and its later international power. (Gledhill I987, 24)

There is little point in denying the importance of Hollywood for the
international cinema, yet one must ask how this inheritance is to be passed
and what the status of flourishing melodramatic traditions in the non-
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West is to be in this model. Does the tracing of an inheritance imply an
origin and linear descent? Is there any possibility of another cinema entering into the definition of melodrama, or must they always be derivative?
Gledhill explicitly addresses these questions:
How far the melodramatic aesthetic extends to non-Western cultures such
as those of Japan or India is a matter of debate. These questions demand
clearer definition of melodrama as mode and genre, of its historical and
international lines of affiliation. Moreover, certainty that the term 'melodrama' constitutes legitimate categorisation rather than superficial resemblance requires parallel historicisation of non-European fictional forms.
(Gledhill 1987, 2)
The question of melodrama's extension to non-Western cultures, then,
will be answered by "clearer definition of melodrama as both mode and
genre." For Gledhill, melodrama as mode refers "not only to a type of aesthetic practice but also to a way of viewing the world" that is pervasive
across popular culture. Genre is a more restricted notion, such as "Holly'Nood family melodrama." This is a useful distinction that was often conflated in earlier discussions. For example, Merritt's dismissal of melodrama in "Postmortem for a Phantom Genre" (1983) can be seen to be
predicated on a confusion between melodrama as mode (which he persuasively defines in relation to changing norms of realism) and melodrama as
genre (whose prior, full, original sense he locates in Rousseau).
How does one reach a clearer definition of the melodramatic aesthetic?
By investigation of "its historical and international lines of affiliation."
This seems to imply a certain conception of history where linear affiliations will be mapped through time and space. According to Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary, the word affiliation has three senses:
association in terms of fellowship, as with organizations, clubs, etc.
in law, the fixing of the paternity of a child.
3. the assignment of anything to its origin; connection by way of descent.

1.

2.

In describing this affiliation, Gledhill uses words like adoption, inheritance, tracing, and legitimate. These seem to point most nearly to the third
sense, although there is also an odd echo of the legal sense. In either case,
what is important is that this cluster of terms implies a hierarchical relation to an original, which is located in the West.
In answering the question of melodrama's extension to non-Western
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cultures, then, this clearer definition produces a category to which nonEuropean genres that are designated "melodrama" will be compared.
"Certainty" that the use of this term is legitimate will be achieved by "parallel historicization" of the non-European form.
By formulating the question in this way, Gledhill seems to raise two
possibilities: that a cinema will be found illegitimate and disqualified from
the use of the term melodrama or that legitimacy will be certified by parallel historicization. Again, the legal sense of "affiliation" as a fixing of
paternity is oddly suggested, in that it is precisely the name "melodrama"
that is at stake, which cinemas found not to be legitimate will presumably
be denied. In either case, although melodrama as mode is said to be a pervasive aesthetic and way of viewing the world across international popular culture, non-Western melodrama can only be approached as derivative
or separate.
While this might seem to be an "overreading," that this conception of
melodrama might carry uncomfortable possibilities for other cinemas can
be felt in Krishna Sen's discussion of melodrama as "the dominant aesthetic form in Indonesian cinema" (Sen 1991, 68). Sen quotes the same passage from Gledhill, but elides the specification of "Japan and India" as
likely candidates for legitimate melodramatic status, seemingly aware that
this raises the possibility that some countries may be excluded. Sen also
refuses the move to a parallel historicization, exploring rather the contemporary historical and socioeconomic circumstances that have made melodrama a critical and popular success in Indonesia for the last twenty years.
Sen seems concerned not to trace a descent, but to ask "how the insights
emerging out of Western theories may inform, and be informed by, work
on other cinemas" (Sen 1991, 67; italics added).
Using Gledhill's distinction between mode and genre, it seems a reasonable critical task to work to establish clearer definition on the level of
genre. Here it is quite likely that we would find Indonesian household
drama operating under a set of conventions significantly different from
Gainsborough costume melodrama.
The question of melodrama as mode, though, might better be answered
by simply acknowledging the diverse cinematic traditions that discuss
their own products in terms of "melodrama." Karatani Kojin, in suggesting that the significance of a Japanese era name does not necessarily correspond to the dates of that particular reign, suggests that usage demonstrates the meaning of a word more correctly than an attempt to find a
strict prescription.
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Wittgenstein states that the meaning of words lies in their usage. That is, in
order to understand the meaning of the word . . . we need to look at how it
is used. (Karatani 1991, 194-195)

In this sense, to attempt to fix a definition of melodrama in terms of its
historical antecedents and to judge a cinema's claim to melodrama on that
basis is to create a nonproblem. This nonproblem may be exemplified by
the gymnastics required to weave the etymological origin of "melodrama"?
into a definition of cinematic melodrama when almost all films are accompanied by music. Making usage the basis of our understanding of melodrama can accomplish two things. First, it forces us to acknowledge the
truly pervasive, international appeal of the melodramatic aesthetic. Second, by resisting the conflation of mode and genre that enables the historicist argument, it allows us to follow Sen in locating the power of the melodramatic aesthetic, not in a presumed relation to nineteenth-century
French theater, but in social and economic conditions of modernity that
vary over time and place.
If feminist criticism of melodrama moved to problematize questions of
value, critics concerned to discuss non-Western melodrama revealed a
particular stake in related questions of genre. But, unlike feminist criticism, it is only very recently that work on other melodramatic cinemas has
begun to make an impact. East- West Film Journafs special issue on melodrama (1991) is a major statement of this claim for a stake in the reappropriation of melodrama.
Before moving to Kinugasa's A Woman's Pedigree, I will discuss one
article from that issue, Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto's "Melodrama, Postmodernism, and the Japanese Cinema." This essay ranges over questions of genre,
tradition, and English-language criticism of Japanese film to argue for the
irreducible importance of addressing what he calls the "aporia of modernity" for non-Western cultures. Working on the level of the national subject, he illustrates this by reading melodrama as an imaginary resolution
of the contradictions of an occupied postwar Japan and throughout maintains a highly critical attitude toward both the United States and Japan.
Yoshimoto's conception of "genre criticism" is particularly striking in
that he never gives us an idea of what positive characteristics lead him to
describe the films he discusses as melodrama. Far from being an omission,
this is perfectly consistent with his desire to avoid the "pitfall of fixing and
essentializing a melodramatic genre" (Yoshimoto 1991, 33). The reason
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becomes clear in his discussion of Geoffrey Nowell-Smith's 1978 "Minnelli
and Melodrama." Yoshimoto finds that its conception of melodrama
depends on "an ideological model of a linear historical development" culminating in a model of the bourgeois family that is specific to the West.
This puts the critic concerned to discuss melodrama in Japan into a
dilemma that is closely similar to the problem posed in our reading of
Gledhill's notion of extension. Faced with such a definition of melodrama:
[W]e have only two options. One is to rewrite melodrama in Japan and
other non-Western countries as a Western melodrama. The other option is
to conclude that since what is called melodrama in the non-West does not
quite fit into a model structure of melodrama in the West, there is after all
no melodrama in the non-West. (Yoshimoto 1991 , 33)
Here, I believe we can begin to place Gledhill and Yoshimoto into a position of dialogue. We recall that Gledhill would answer the question of
"how far the melodramatic aesthetic extends to non-Western cultures" by
demanding "clearer definition of melodrama as mode and genre." Yoshimoto takes precisely the opposite tack, finding the effort to fix definitions,
rather, to render the question unposable.
Yoshimoto does not simply relativize the term melodrama, but is concerned to actively use the genre's constitution to tease out historical problems. The purpose of genre criticism is not to assign a text to a particular
genre or produce a definition of that genre, but to enable cultural studies.
Hence genre is seen not as a natural or preexisting object, but as a critical
construct, the study of which can articulate the text's relation to ideology
and socio-historical contradiction.
The contradiction that Yoshimoto is concerned to articulate is the "aporia of modernity" for the non-West.
While modernization can be achieved by acquiring advanced technology
and by fostering the development of industry, Japan has been fundamentally
excluded from modernity since the possibility of the latter is dependent on
the success of colonialism dividing the world into the West and non-West.
(Yoshimoto 1991, 34)
Here, Yoshimoto makes an important distinction between modernity and
modernization. In understanding these issues, I will draw on N aoki
Sakai's discussion of modernity and its critique, particularly with regard
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to Takeuchi Yoshimi (Sakai 1989, II3-lq). Modernity is a geopolitical
space, which the Orient enters only when it becomes an object for the
West. Its entry is involuntary, marked by military invasion and economic
exploitation. Hence, Japan's decisive encounter with modernity is said to
have occurred in 1853 when the United States forced Japan to enter into
treaty and trade agreements and open its ports (Yoshimoto 1991, 30).
Modernization, however, "can be achieved by acquiring advanced technology and by fostering the development of industry" and is marked by
the use of mass media and mass culture. For Japan, this is located somewhere in the 1920S (Yoshimoto 1991, 30-34). The aporia of modernity
arises from the truth of modernity being for the non-West its reaction to
the West, which prevents it from occupying the position of a subject whatever modernization it may undergo.
It is within the framework of this fundamental aporia of modernity that
Yoshimoto reads postwar Japanese melodrama. In characterizing Japan as
"fundamentally excluded from modernity," though, a shift in emphasis
has taken place from the socioeconomic problems of modernizing to the
problem of an undifferentiated Japan as subject of modernity. Borrowing
Jameson's notion of melodrama as a form of romance, Yoshimoto writes
that
[m]elodrama articulates the conflict between the old and new social structures and modes of production. In Europe, the emergence of melodrama
was inseparable from the rise of the bourgeoisie and the beginning of a new
class conflict. In Japan, melodrama articulated a disparity between modernity and modernization, whose "synchronic uneven development" has been
a sociocultural strain on the Japanese for more than a century. (Yoshimoto
1991 .34)

Whereas for Jameson, melodrama articulates a class conflict in Europe,
that is, points to a difference within Europe, for Yoshimoto, melodrama
articulates a conflict between registers of modernity, and it is not clear
where that conflict is taking place. Is this strain a result of socioeconomic
contradictions within Japan, where traces of the modern and nonmodern
coexist, to be mapped onto gender, class, and geographical differences, or
is it a conflict between Japan and the West, which results in a kind of psychical strain on a generalized Japanese subject?
In reading through the article, one may note that the phrases "Japan"
and "the Japanese" are generally used without qualification. For example,
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Since the Japanese believe that in the West the self is asserted and the subject
as agency is firmly established, the parallel is established between two binaries, melodramatic/ nonmelodramatic and Japan/ the West. The word melodramatic in turn signifies for the Japanese their inferiority complex towards
the West. To the extent that it feeds on their awareness of the lack of a Western-style subjectivity in Japan the melodramatic constantly reminds the Japanese that Japan is trapped in the geopolitical space of the Western hegemony. (Yoshimoto I99I , 35)

This seems to be related to an earlier comment that in "the film circles of
postwar Japan," melodrama was associated with lack of individualism
and denial of the self. But what may be lost in moving from a specific
group of urban intellectuals to a generalized Japanese subject is a sense of
difference within Japan. The point is not that this was not an important
function or effect of postwar melodrama, but that there are other modes
of address to be considered in the case of melodrama. In the following
pages, I will attempt to draw on the insights of feminist criticism to map
onto Yoshimoto's model what is arguably the most important such axis of
difference for melodrama, that of gender.
It must be stressed that the point here is not to criticize Yoshimoto's
argument on this extremely important issue of Japan's relation to modernity, which he carries out in a compelling and highly critical manner. My
question is whether this is the only, or even the best, way to approach Japanese melodrama.
I have argued that the power of Anglo-American feminist criticism of
melodrama derived in part from the insistence on difference within the
popular audience. Hence, we are now at a point where we can bring the
two concerns we have been discussing into a mutually critical position, for
one of the things elided in Yoshimoto's treatment of melodrama is its relation to women's culture, "the elision of which with," Gledhill writes,
"melodrama should not be assumed." That this is important precisely for
the geopolitical understanding of Japanese melodrama that Yoshimoto
urges will become clearer with reference to the films of the Izumi Kyoka
Film Festival.

A

WOMAN'S PEDIGREE

In discussing A Woman's Pedigree: The White Plums of Yushima (Onna
keizu: Yushima no Shira-ume), I have three main concerns: (I) to introduce in some detail a Japanese film into the general debate on melodrama
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in Anglo-American criticism; (2) to weave the concerns of Yoshimoto and
Gledhill together in a way that suggests that it would be difficult to consider Japanese melodrama without both; and (3) to show a Japanese film
that, in an international context, is a recognizably melodramatic, highly
conventional narrative, but whose narrative and stylistic devices must also
be read in terms of a historically specific context.
In this way, I hope to place Japanese melodrama as a participant in an
inextricably international culture, but one which calls into question any
attempt to conceive the melodramatic aesthetic as something to be defined
in the West and extended outward. In this, my goal is to follow Krishna
Sen in asking "how the insights emerging out of Western theories may
inform, and be informed by, work on other cinemas."
A Woman's Pedigree, serialized in 1907, was adapted for the Shimp a
theater the same year, and has since been adapted for film five times
(Chiba 1989, 103; Garno 1976).8 Although Japanese directors may, in
order to raise capital for the studio, be assigned films to which they are
artistically indifferent (Mellen 1975, 118-13°), Kinugasa made four adaptations of Kyoka's work, suggesting a serious artistic engagement with the
project. His black-and-white version of A Woman's Pedigree (1955) was
the first.
Set in Tokyo at the end of the Meiji period (around 1900), A Woman's
Pedigree 9 tells of the tragic love of Hayase Chikara, a scholar of German
and graduate of the prestigious Imperial University, and Otsuta, the beautiful geisha he is living with. Chikara was taken in off the streets as a
young boy by the imperious Professor Sakai, to whom he owes a great
debt of gratitude and under whom he is currently working on the first
German-Japanese dictionary. A geisha being an unacceptable match for a
young scholar, Chikara and Otsuta keep their cohabitation a secret, and a
general state of uneasiness about being found out pervades their otherwise
happy lives. One night, a pickpocket hides a stolen wallet in Otsuta's sash,
and she is apprehended by the police. An unscrupulous associate of Chikara's happens to be in the area and goes to the police box to see the
excitement, where he sees Chikara claim Otsuta as his wife. The next
morning, Sakai confronts Chikara with a newspaper headline revealing
his connection to the "geisha pickpocket." Sakai (whose daughter, we will
discover, is in fact the illegitimate child of Koyoshi, a geisha senior to
Otsuta) gives Chikara an ultimatum. "What's your decision? Me, or the
woman?"
We find out Chikara's decision at the famous Parting Scene at Yiishima
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(which Kyoka specially wrote for a 1915 Shimpa production). Chikara
chooses duty over personal feeling and goes into exile in the provinces,
where he labors night and day on the German-Japanese dictionary they
are preparing. Meanwhile, back in Tokyo, Otsuta has contracted tuberculosis, and Sakai, called to Otsuta's bedside by Koyoshi, relents and gives
his blessing to their marriage. The last words of the dying Otsuta, who
mistakes Sakai for Hayase, are "Sensei said it was all right, he said it was
all right ...." Hayase bursts in the door seconds after she dies, and in the
final scene, he and Sakai visit the stone steps of Yl1shima, where Hayase
and Otsuta had parted years ago.
In dismissing Nowell-Smith's contention that melodrama is an enactment of Oedipal conflict and the contradictions of the bourgeois family,
Yoshimoto introduces Jameson's conception of melodrama as a derivative
of romance and states flatly that it is "much more productive" for Japanese
melodrama. According to Yoshimoto's exposition of Jameson's binary
model, melodrama is structured by an ethical binary opposition between
good and evil which is manifested on the level of the individual in the form
of a struggle between heroes and villains (Yoshimoto 1991, 33). Noting
that the position of the villain is often erased in postwar melodrama, he
then suggests that this constitutes an imaginary resolution of the contradictions the Japanese faced in dealing with the double problem of responsibility for a ruinous war and agency as an occupied non-Western country.
In a sophisticated analysis of Kinoshita's The Broken Drum (Yabure
daiko, 1949), Yoshimoto demonstrates how traces of the class struggle
Jameson's model is designed to detect return to haunt the film (Yoshimoto
1991 ,36-38).
In the case of A Woman's Pedigree, though, we may note that opposite
the gentle, steady Hayase Chikara is a full-fledged melodramatic villain in
the form of his colleague Kono. A foppish frequenter of the pleasure quarters who is shown propositioning three different women in the opening
festival scene, it is Kono who fulfills the perennial function of melodramatic villains, that of driving the narrative. Having made known to Chikara that he is interested in Sakai's daughter as a marriage prospect, he is
rebuked and turned out of Chikara's house for making rude inquiries into
her family history, including Sakai's purported alcohol problem. Our suspicion that he had something to do with the subsequent newspaper article
on Otsuta's arrest is confirmed in a later scene where Kono, strolling
through a train on his way to the first-class lounge, spots Chikara in the
crowded third-class section. They quickly get into a heated argument, and
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Kano reveals that it was indeed he who alerted the media to Otsuta's
arrest, which had set in motion the tragic chain of events that led to their
separation and Otsuta's death. Chikara slaps him, to the pleasure and satisfaction of the other third-class travelers, and the movie audience.
Hence, although the presence of this villain poses problems for Yoshimoto's interpretation, in the clearly drawn confrontation between Hayase
and Kano we have the kind of moral legibility that invites mapping onto
the binary structure he borrows from Jameson. There is one position,
though, that a binary structure like hero/villain cannot account for. That
is the position of the victim. Hayase's decision to leave Otsuta, whether
driven by a feeling of obligation, or society's expectations, or by an
unconscious desire, points to a figure that is necessarily elided in a binary
model like hero/villain, and feminist criticism teaches us that the figure of
the victim is a gendered position.
Although Yoshimoto dismisses Nowell-Smith's use of the Oedipal triangle as based on a model of the bourgeois family that is narrow and essentialist, an inverted Oedipal energy to the scene of the dying Otsuta mistaking the stern Sakai for her lover suggests that this may require more
careful consideration. For the purposes of this paper, though, we will look
to a more specific model to account for the function of Otsuta in the narrative. Yo mota Inuhiko, in a lecture at the festival titled "Merodorama no
ronri" (The logic of melodrama), suggests a descriptive model for Japanese melodramatic narrative that points precisely to the sacrifice of a
woman as a pivotal characteristic. In this frequently encountered structure:
(a) the hero is disowned or expelled from a traditional family or authority
structure, in an event precipitated by, or connected to, a woman.
(b) he experiences a period of wandering or persecution, usually accompanied by the woman.
(c) the woman dies, or goes insane, or disappears.
(d) a happy ending as the man is reinstated to his former position in the traditional family.

For Yomota, the family cannot be reconstituted until the woman is
excluded, and the family relationship that is at stake is not between the
husband and wife of a bourgeois family, but the authority structure
between a master / father and disciple / son, a structure he identifies as
deeply conservative (Yomota 1992).10
In watching the Izumi Kyaka Film Festival one finds considerable sup-
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port for Yomota's contention. A Woman's Pedigree, Tale of Late Chrysanthemums, A Song Under the Lanterns, and Mizoguchi's Osen of the Paper
Cranes (1936) all adhere closely to this pattern. There is a 1931 chambara
film by Ito Daisuke called Jirokichi the Rat Kid, in which, as the narrative
strands begin to gather around Jirokichi, a criminal on the run, he takes
the woman he's been hiding with for the entire movie downstairs, puts her
into a ricksha, gives the driver enough money to take her across town, and
we neither see nor hear about her again. The transparently pragmatic
nature of this way of removing the woman from the narrative points to a
further significance in the much less benign fate that awaits the heroines of
melodrama. For Otsuta and Otoku (of Tale of Late Chrysanthemums) will
die of consumption, Osen will go mad, and only Osode of A Song Under
the Lanterns will live to share the happy reunion of master and disciple.
In Kihan toshite no ryosai kenbo (The "good wife/wise mother" ideology as a norm), Koyama Shizuko warns against construing issues of Meiji
ideology in terms of a semifeudalistic oppression unique to Japan. For
Koyama, efforts to educate and position Japanese women are better
understood in relation to the formation of the modern family, and the
need of the modern state to justify separation of social roles by gender,
and should not be treated as essentially different from other modern
societies (Koyama 1991). And indeed, we find that a narrative logic similar
to the one discussed above has been noted in the cinema of other large
capitalist countries. In "Melodrama and the Family Under Capitalism,"
Kleinhans notes that "One of the most persistent structures in bourgeois
domestic melodrama is the pattern of a woman sacrificing her own goals
... for the happiness of another person." This is held to be characteristic
of melodrama in general, as capitalism demands the sacrifice of the
woman in the reproductive sphere in order for the man to enter the productive sphere (Kleinhans 1973, 201). Again, Pollock locates the ideological force of 1950S family melodrama in the attempt to reinstate "the particular role allotted to women at the cost of their autonomous sexuality
within an opposition ... [of] the untroubled home and the world of production and class contradiction" (Pollock et al. 1977, II2).
Setting aside (perhaps unjustifiably) the question of changing family
structures in Japan, it is possible to see in Japanese melodrama two
aspects similar to Gledhill's distinction between male and female point of
view. If the central problem in each of the four films cited above can be
located in the male hero's struggle to remain in or reenter the sphere of
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production, the woman's role is highly ambivalent. Tasked with selflessly
reproducing the conditions that free the man to work, including not only
care of children, but the cycle of daily maintenance of home and body, she
also constitutes a dangerous threat to his relation to the master / father figure. In A Woman's Pedigree, for example, Otsuta's presence both enables
and endangers Chikara's work in compiling a German-Japanese dictionary, work that is vital for the Meiji state's program of industrialization
and internationalization.
We have already noted that it is Otsuta's presence in Chikara's house
that threatens to damage his standing as a scholar of the Imperial University. Police, mass media, and the awesome workings of melodramatic
coincidence 11 conspire with the villain to put their secret cohabitation on
the front page, threatening Chikara's relation to Professor Sakai, and his
ability to carryon his role in the production processes essential to the
state. As if to underscore this importance, in the wartime version by
Makino (1942), Chikara becomes a munitions chemist, working on a new
gunpowder formula.
At the same time, though, as Gledhill points out, we can see in the generous amount of narrative space given to Otsuta's daily life "a genre distinguished by the large space it opened to female protagonists, the domestic
sphere and socially mandated 'feminine' concerns." There are lengthy
scenes where the narrative appears to slow almost to a halt, of Otsuta's
easy banter with Chikara's maid and the door-to-door fish-seller, of her
preparing Chikara's clothes for an upcoming conference, of going out
alone for a walk through the nighttime market, the attention she lavishes
on making a new set of sitting cushions.
Miriam Silverberg, in a recent article about a group of Japanese writers
who studied the emergence of new cultural habits in the everyday life of
prewar Tokyo, discusses the work of Kon Wajir6, a professor at Waseda
University. "Kon's stated intention was scientific documentation" "in
words, pictures and numbers" of the mores of modern city-dwellers.
These studies were illustrated by finely detailed drawings of the articles of
daily life for men and women (with prices), of space distribution in new
households, and of the clothing of people strolling the Ginza, with statistical distribution of Western and Japanese dress (Silverberg 1992, 35-44).
That Kon's professional academic studies were first published in journals
such as Fujin koron (Woman's Opinion) and Fujin no tomo (Woman's
Friend) points to the same double function suggested by the attention to
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the reproductive sphere in melodrama, serving, on the one hand, to help
reinforce socially mandated "feminine" concerns, while on the other hand
addressing topics and situations that corresponded to the daily lived experience of its audience. Elsaesser finds a particular poignancy in the representation of women "caught in a world of objects into which they are
expected to invest their feelings" (Elsaesser 1972,13).
We have thus far, following Gledhill, tried to make a case for the importance of gender difference in Japanese melodrama, a difference that may
be elided in Yoshimoto's use of Jameson's binary model. The consideration of the socially mandated nature of this difference shows that we
must also, following Yoshimoto, place melodrama in the particular sociopolitical background of postwar Japan, and such an examination requires
that one "take into account th[e] fundamental difference between the positions of the United States and Japan" (Yoshimoto 1991, 28-29). As this difference in positions fluctuates with global economic and political changes,
melodrama's value as an imaginary solution to real social contradictions
changes as well.
Yoshimoto points to several rough demarcations that significantly
divide the postwar period. The occupation years (1945-1952) were marked
by a policy change around 1947 in which the experiments of young New
Deal officers in the Supreme Command for the Allied Powers (SCAP) to
demilitarize and democratize Japan were reversed due to Cold War
exigencies, resulting in the establishment of Japanese defense forces in violation of the new constitution and the reinstatement by SCAP of a host of
Japanese officials and businessmen purged for their connection to the militarist government. The signing of the San Francisco Treaty in 1952 formally returned autonomy to Japan, but it would be the consolidation of
political forces in the Liberal Democratic Party by 1955 that would launch
Japan on the Income Doubling Policy, the success of which would largely
restore its confidence in relation to the West (Yoshimoto 1991, 28-39).
Representations of the family in postwar American film are widely
believed to be connected to a wider movement in which "in the years after
the second world war the dislocation of the economy and attempts to
restore peacetime conditions coincided with a major attempt to relocate
women in the home and in their familial roles" (Pollock et al. 19771,112).
There are important parallels to the situation of women in postwar Japan,
though for very different reasons. As a result of Occupation policy and
changes under the new constitution, significant legal changes occurred in
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the family system and the status of women. Wives were given equal rights
with their husbands with respect to property and divorce, and primogeniture and the authority formerly held by the head of the family were abolished (Hane 1986, 352). The presence of u.s. soldiers in the streets of big
cities also affected Japanese life-styles, and the influence of these changes
is widely evident in popular culture such as comic strips, popular songs,
and photographs of women walking side by side with men on the city
streets. These changes with respect to women's status are seen as among
the most significant of the Occupation period (Tsurumi 1984, I-II).
Tsurumi sees the Japanese attitude toward the set of new values
asserted by the Occupation, though, to be one of resignation to necessity.
The idea that these were a universal standard, as the Occupation
portrayed them, was not readily accepted. Hence, one can argue that, as
the influence of Occupation ideas about individualism and equal rights
lost their moral and political force in the 1950S, the demands of instituting
high economic growth as a national policy would mean that Japan was
faced with a task similar to postwar America, that of rolling back the
relaxation of family roles enjoyed by women in the preceding period.
Yomota's model, wherein it is the exclusion of the woman that allows
the man to return to his proper place in the master / disciple relation of the
productive sphere would suggest that melodrama would both reflect and
help to achieve such a consensus. Other factors in A Woman's Pedigree
reinforce the notion that it is important to reorient the Japanese male to
his role in the productive sphere. Sato Tadao has identified risshin shusseshugi (emphasis on getting ahead in the world) as a dominant theme in
prewar Japanese melodrama, against which postwar film rebelled (Yoshimoto 1991, 34). Kinugasa, whose Lord for a Night (Aru yoru no tonosarna, 1946) has been identified as one of "the great postwar films criticizing premodern or feudalistic values" (Uriu 1981, lIS), appears by 1955 to
be willing to reassert some of the values grouped under that heading. For
example, in Ky6ka's original story, it is Chikara, not Otsuta, who pockets
the stolen wallet, helping his boyhood friend out of a tight spot. In Kinugasa's version, Chikara rather takes the opportunity to lecture his friend,
reminding him that what they did out of necessity when they were poor
street urchins is no longer acceptable, and he dismisses him with the warning that he better straighten up. It is impossible to miss the didactic significance of this for the 1955 Japanese audience, who would still have vivid
memories of the postwar chaos, a chaos that in part necessitated the relax-
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ation of restrictions on women's position in the struggle for physical survival in postwar Japan.
That Kinugasa locates his film, despite its Meiji setting, in the context
of a post-Occupation shift away from the values embodied by the United
States is strongly suggested in the opening scene. In a superbly legible
introduction to the story, the camera moves smoothly through a crowd of
festival-goers to pick up the pickpocket and is then relayed to Chikara,
who passes going the other way. The camera follows Chikara until he
meets Otsuta, who has to hide when Sakai's daughter comes by. At this
point, Kono comes up, and all are introduced by name. They then part,
and the camera follows Sakai's daughter to Sakai. In this way, one by one,
all the major characters except Koyoshi and Meno the fish-seller are introduced to the viewer by name, with medium close-up.
There is one item of mise-en-scene, though, that disrupts this subservience to narrative legibility. Above the festival crowd are hung streamers
with small plastic flags of all the nations, and as the camera moves these
constantly pass unobtrusively overhead. At one point, though, Chikara
and Otsuta stop to talk, and behind and above them are two much larger
flags squarely facing the camera, the rising sun of Japan and the white
cross of Switzerland, which stay on screen for about ten seconds. This
excessive presence on the screen, in a scene otherwise firmly subordinated
to advancing the narrative, allows us to read this in terms of the contemporary debate about Japan's incorporation into the Cold War structure as
an ally of the United States as arguing for a move away from the United
States toward the neutral status of a Switzerland. But the melodramatic
structure of sacrifice and reconstitution and the insertion of the didactic
presence of risshin shusseshugi suggest additional, somewhat more conservative implications.
As a capital-intensive medium dependent on a mass audience for support, film production can be a sensitive register of popular moods
(Yamauchi 1986, 97-105). In asking whether the melodramatic structure
of these Kyoka adaptations can function as a call to more conservative
social roles, away from the relaxation characteristic of the Occupation
period, and in service of the policies of economic growth, it is suggestive
to note the distribution of Kyoka adaptations over a thirty-year period
centered on 1945 (see figure 1).
One salient feature of figure 1 is the paucity of Kyoka adaptations during the Occupation and continuing until 1955, with steady activity both
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Figure 1. Film adaptations of works by Izume Kyoka, 1933-1963.

before and after. In prewar Japan, the Home Ministry's Motion Picture
Film Inspection Regulations actively encouraged portrayals of the individual's submission to family and self-sacrifice for the state and could impose
administrative sanctions for the portrayal of "individualism and other corrupt family practices" (Kasza 1988, 61-71). The paucity of films during the
Occupation may well have been due in part to SCAP censorship policies in
place until 1952, which specifically discouraged period films and those
"favoring or approving feudal loyalty ... direct or indirect approval of
suicide ... approval of the oppression or degradation of wives" and especially encouraged films that dealt with the liberation of women (Mellen
1975, 13, 104). Kyoka's works, usually set in the Meiji period, treat extensively questions of loyalty, sacrifice, and duty within the emerging nationstate, hence movies based on them would draw the attention of SCAP censors. This would not, however, account for the drought of Kyoka films
until 1955. The sudden burst of Kyoka activity after 1955, with nine adaptations between 1955 and 1962, may have been due to a change in the needs
and attitudes of both producers and consumers of film. These years also
correspond closely to the first period of the Income Doubling Policy.
I have seen only three of the nine post-Occupation films, and the graph
in figure I is only meant to be broadly suggestive, but the model of a move
away from a kind of u.s.-style individualism lingering in both the intellectual and popular imagination, and toward the kind of consensus required
for the years of intense devotion to the Income Doubling Policy, would
help to explain the sudden sustained popularity of films corresponding to
the type of melodramatic structure identified by Yomota. Yoshimoto suggests that it would be the very success of this policy that would make
melodrama obsolete for a Japanese audience after 1962, and indeed, there
would not be another Kyoka adaptation for seventeen years.
In further exploring the question of whether melodramatic films may
have been connected in some way to a need to roll back the relaxation of
family roles experienced by women in the Occupation period, one may
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also look at the way these films were altered in important respects from
Kyaka's original stories. Kyaka, though fond of treating the conflict
between duty and personal feeling in the context of the Meiji family,
portrayed this as an explosive contradiction in such works as The Night
Patrolman (Yako junsa, I895), Noble Blood, Heroic Blood (Giketsu
kyaketsu, I894, original story for Taki no shiraito), and The Operating
Room (Gekashitsu, I896). The resolution of these conflicts in favor of
faithfulness to duty tended to result not in a reconciliation or reconstitution, but rather in families ripped apart and the violent death of everyone
concerned. In The Wayfarer (Kojin, I9I2), Natsume Saseki's protagonist,
whose sister-in-law has just informed him that she would like to be struck
by a bolt of lightning, ironically suggests that this tendency to resolve conflict by apocalyptic death is a general feature of romantic novels. An early
essay suggests, though, that Kyaka, in ripping his families apart, was not
simply reproducing a romantic convention, but rather had a sophisticated
understanding of the political stakes of the particular family system being
instituted by the Meiji government. One might expect to find in Love and
Marriage (Ai to konin, I895) a romantic plea for love versus the matchmaking system in marriage, but this is rather a thoroughgoing disavowal
of the entire institution, which Kyaka calls a cruel and unusual criminal
law designed to bind, restrict, and plunder the freedom of women in the
interests of maintaining the social order and national polity, likening the
entry of a woman into the marriage contract to the death of a soldier.
This apocalyptic aspect of Kyaka's work tends to be excised from postwar remakes, bringing the story more in line with Yo mota's model of
melodramatic reconstitution. Kyaka's original A Woman's Pedig"ree, for
instance, concentrates much more on Kano's bid to marry Sakai's daughter, and the driving force of the narrative is rather the problems the ensuing background investigation brings about (Eto I99I, I63-I7I). The story
ends with Chikara exposing the hypocrisy of the Kano family, resulting in
their suicide en masse under a total eclipse of the sun, and Chikara's death
from poison while still in Shizuoka. This can be compared to the last scene
of Kinugasa's film with Chikara back in Tokyo, alive and well, ascending
the stone steps of Yllshima three paces behind the father figure of Sakai,
who, when informed by Chikara that this is the spot where he and Otsuta
parted, responds, "Call her your wife, Hayase, call her 'wife.' " Similarly,
Shima's remake of Taki no shiraito (I956) alters the ending toward a
reconstitution of the family in service of the state. Mizoguchi's I933 ver-
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sion, faithful to the original story, ends in the death sentence of the yet
unmarried Shiraito at the recommendation of her lover, the state prosecutor, whom she supported throughout law school, who shoots himself that
same night. In Shima's version, the lover recommends a sentence of eight
years and while waiting for the sentence, in an irony that would not have
been lost on the author of Love and Marriage, visits Shiraito in jail with a
marriage certificate. She is found not guilty, and in the final scene, they
stroll into the sunshine, she free to become his wife, and he free to serve
the Meiji state.
In suggesting that an attempt to fit melodramatic narrative to a binary
model elided the role of the female in Japanese melodrama, we introduced
Yo mota's characteristic melodramatic structure, noting the high degree of
correspondence to the films of the festival. Further, it was argued that the
sacrifice of the woman to reinforce a division of labor along gender lines is
a shared feature of melodrama in capitalist economies and suggested that
its mobilization in mid-I950S Japan could serve a conservative purpose not
incompatible with a double tendency of moving away from selected values
associated with the American Occupation and towards the consensus
required for successful application of the policies of high economic
growth.
Up to this point, in trying to detach from the notion of non-Western
melodrama as derivative of an original model in the West, I have tended to
stress the participation of Japanese melodrama in a pervasive and specifically modern aesthetic mode. While considering the geopolitical perspective urged by Yoshimoto, it seems that attempts to understand melodrama
in terms of a clear opposition between Japan and the West are refracted by
differences within Japan and that these differences can be pointed to using
a feminist criticism developed in Anglo-American study of melodrama.
In avoiding the notion of Japanese melodrama as subordinate to, or
essentially different from, the West, though, there is a danger of exaggerating its familiarity. 12 There is a footnote to Elsaesser's "Tales of Sound
and Fury" that contains the cryptic remark that "Japanese melodrama has
been 'highbrow' since the Monogatari stories of the I6th c" (Elsaesser
I972, n4). Here, he is echoed by Tsurumi, Burch, and others who assert
that, if the West is a place where critics explicitly thematize distinctions
like "highbrowllowbrow," in Japan there was substantial agreement on
norms of culture across classes in the Edo period, an agreement to which
Japan's mass culture of the twentieth century is heir (Tsurumi I984, 53-60;
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Burch 1983, 84). This notion of a smooth continuity across class between
the Edo period and present-day Japan, though, needs to be carefully scrutinized. Asserting this in relation to melodrama in the twentieth century,
for instance, makes it difficult to account for the disparaging use of the
term against which Yamauchi argues. Useful as it may be in questioning a
sense of familiarity in encountering Japanese melodrama, this issue
requires fuller treatment than I can give here.
And this sense of familiarity can be quite powerful. In watching the festival, one does not get the feeling that the definition of melodrama would
have to be strained to accommodate these "foreign" texts. The excessive
emotion, moral legibility, coincidence-driven plots, and inevitable shot of
the protagonist standing in a downpour without umbrella or raincoat
make all six films instantly recognizable as melodramatic. In particular,
Kinugasa's masterful deployment of a mainstream narrative style in A
Woman's Pedigree seems to invite the conclusion that Japanese melodrama is, after all, "just like ours." A Woman's Pedigree is a clear, easily
understandable story that is particularly susceptible to a straightforward
reading according to notions of Hollywood realist cinema as one whose
formal paradigm works to conceal the decision-based nature of filmmaking in the service of a legible, character-centered narrative (Ray 1985, 32).
Closer attention, though, to Kinugasa's use of particular devices, such as
the close-up, will show that subordination of style to a linear narrative
does not exhaust their function, revealing a density that is best explained
within conventions specific to the Japanese cinema.
There are many ways to categorize any single film, and we have thus far
concentrated on A Woman's Pedigree as a member of the genre of melodrama. Placing it, rather, in the category of "Kinugasa films" can make
salient its tightly motivated narrative construction. Burch has discussed
Kinugasa's Page of Madness (1926) and Crossways (1928) and found a
sophisticated use of rapidly developing editing codes. This results in false
cues and a radical ambiguity in separating fantasy from reality, past from
present, that put it fundamentally at odds with the slide into continuity
characteristic of the impressionistic beginnings of contemporary European avant-garde films, such as those by Pudovkin and Sjostrom (Burch
1979, 127-13°). The example is given of a man who appears on a rainy
night after the opening shots in Page of Madness, suggesting the appearance of the human center of the diegesis after the stage is set. The man disappears, however, never to return.
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To note the difference between these early Kinugasa films and A Woman's Pedigree nearly thirty years later, one can consider the efficient service
the opening scene of the latter film provides the narrative, introducing all
the major characters by name within ten minutes. Every element of film
style seems to support the narrative movement. Music, for instance, is
clearly distinguished between diegetic and nondiegetic and carries narrative information in other ways. For example, we understand the special
place Sakai's daughter occupies in everyone's heart because her entry onto
the screen is always preceded by harp music.
Although the narrative proceeds in strict chronological order, Kinugasa's use of the mirror in a dream sequence seems to recall the ambiguity of
distinctions between reality / fantasy and past/ present in Page of Madness,
ambiguity at times "so startling that one hesitates to attempt analysis"
(Burch 1979, 135). In one sequence, Otsuta is walking the streets, looking
at shop windows, and stalls when she passes in front of a chest with mirrors. Her figure reflected in the mirror stops, then dances back slowly as if
enchanted. The scene then cuts to Otsuta busily arranging things at home
while the movers unpack the chest, leaving the viewer, who assumes she
has bought it, to wonder about the strange backward dance at the market.
The scene cuts back later, however, to Otsuta still at the market, laughing
as she wakes from her daydream in front of the mirror. This recuperates
the moment of ambiguity for narrative and character development, showing us Otsuta's dream of openly assuming the duties of Chikara's wife and
hinting that it will not come to be.
One may compare this, for instance, to the rigorously non-narrative use
of the mirror in the two Mizoguchi films at the festival. The Tale of Late
Chrysanthemums (1939) is set in the world of Kabuki, and there are eight
scenes featuring an actor seated in front of a dressing mirror. Mizoguchi
uses the mirror, though, not to reveal narrative and character, but for its
geometrical properties of reflection. In these scenes, which normally feature several persons seated on the floor around a dresser, we are never
shown the reflection of the person looking in the mirror, but rather the
attendant beside him. In one shot, where the actor in front of the mirror is
talking to someone standing beside him, the mirror is tilted upward at an
unnaturally steep angle, clearly in order to catch the reflection of the
standing figure. The only exception to this pattern is a shot where the
camera is directly behind the mirror, a shot almost unheard of in mainstream style, since the reflection of the face is blocked by the back of the
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head. Eleven years later in Portrait of Madame Yuki (I950), Mizoguchi
still shoots the mirror at the same oblique angle, though now all that is
reflected is an empty wall.
Hence, unlike Mizoguchi's use, even seemingly disruptive devices in A
Woman's Pedigree can be interpreted within the conventions of mainstream cinema.
The close-up is a device Kinugasa uses extensively, in a manner that
seems straightforwardly conventional and invites consideration in terms
of theories of the representation of women developed in the consideration
of mainstream cinema. 13 In examining the use of the close-up, though, I
will suggest that its significance is not exhausted by its narrative function,
and that one must carefully consider its operation in a complex system of
norms specific to the Japanese cinema.
Burch has suggested that the frequent use of the uncentered, frontal
long shot in Japanese cinema functions in a disruptive and nonlinear way,
eschewing editing devices that would direct the spectator's attention to the
human center of the narrative (Burch I983, 87). The mainstream use of
variable framing and close-up can be thought of in this sense as an act of
pointing, showing the spectator where to look (Carroll I988, I99-208).
This is not to say, though, that the close-up, for instance, is a necessarily
linear device, and a number of Japanese directors use it in ways that do
not seem to serve the narrative. Mizoguchi is known for generally avoiding the close-up, as part of an aesthetic that does not center the human.
Towards the end of Taki no shiraito, though, there are two fully centered
close-ups of an old woman's smiling face. The old woman is a minor character, though, caught at a decided lull in the dramatic intensity of the film,
and the most lasting effect is perhaps to remind the viewer how infrequently a large round object occupies the screen in Mizoguchi's architecture-dominated mise-en -scene.
A Woman's Pedigree, by contrast, has at least twenty-eight full closeups of the two leading characters, coded for melodramatic intensity by
devices such as swelling music or tears. These serve to mark important
points in the narrative, conveying reactions or emotion, but the lingering
soft focus characterizing shots of Otsuta, including six painfully beautiful
close-ups on her deathbed, points to a significance beyond their narrative
function. There are several ways one might approach this excessive treatment of the female victim. One might, for instance, invoke feminist arguments about the representation of female figures in mainstream cinema.
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Here the female figure is said to function both as the threat of castration
and the goal of male desire, and this ambivalence "produces a contradictory scenario in which 'woman' is subjected alternately to voyeuristic punishment or fetishistic idealisation" (Gledhill 1987, 10). In support of this,
one may note a 1972 interview, in which Kinugasa claims that "My work
has consisted mainly in finding ways of making actresses laugh or cry, of
getting characters killed in artistic circumstances" (Burch 1979,139).
One might also see this as functioning within the Japanese star system,
as an interaction between filmmakers and audience to share the beauty of
the actress Yamamoto Fujiko, featured in all four of Kinugasa's Kyoka
films. Within an argument that Japanese film is best approached as a
story-telling event rather than a diegetic narrative, Dorita Sewell has suggested that the Japanese have a different relation to screen actors than an
American audience. Part of the force attributed to the psychoanalytic
interpretation lies in the purported power of mainstream cinema to enlist
the popular audience in the illusion of its diegetic world. Morse lists as
one of the characteristics of melodrama "a tendency to dissolve the boundary between what a character feels and what the audience feels" (Morse
1972, 16). In contrast to American audiences, who are said to "look at
movies as if they are watching people's lives," the Japanese, it is claimed,
"look at movies as if they are watching actors" (Sewell 1983, 60).14 In this
model, the audience, rather than saying, "Ah, how beautiful the dying
Otsuta is!" would say, "Ah, hasn't Kinugasa filmed Yamamoto Fujiko in
an excellent light!" Although this leaves room for unconscious effects of
subject positioning, it would appear to vitiate some of the force of an
argument that A Woman's Pedigree addresses the desire for unity of the
patriarchal psyche.
A third consideration is the status of Chikara as a nimaime role.
Nimaime, meaning "second sheet," is a term originating in Edo-period
theater referring to the actor given second billing on the signs outside the
theater. The term has come to mean a handsome, gentle, perhaps nonetoo-reliable actor or role and is said to be a favorite of the female audience. Gledhill argues that Western cinema uses the codes of honor, purposeful action, and legible success and failure as an accommodation to the
symbolic functioning of masculinity. The importance of the nimaime in
Japanese film would then stand as a contrast to this type of Hollywood
hero and would suggest that attention to differences between the sexual
and social positioning of men and women in Japan is necessary before
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interpretations of female representation based on a notion of classical cinema are invoked. We may note that the figure of Chikara, too, receives
about one-third of the close-ups, some in soft focus.
Hence, the use of the close-up in A Woman's Pedigree suggests a legible
melodramatic intensity and a conformity with the pattern of alternating
punishment and fetishistic idealization of women characteristic of what
feminist criticism has identified as the patriarchal text. At the same time,
situating the film in the complex system of conventions of Japanese cinema suggests room for debate about this theoretical model's applicability,
related as it is to a notion of subject positioning in mainstream cinema,
which may need modification. I do not wish to argue for one option or the
other, but only, by noting that both are possible, to suggest the care with
which one must proceed.
CONCLUSION

This study may be conceived as an attempt to keep in mind two senses of
the word difference. Works by Christine Gledhill and Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto, in coming to terms with questions of value and genre left unposed
by the constitution of the melodramatic field in the 1970s, have been read
as proposing imperatives for the study of melodrama that address one of
these two senses of difference. Gledhill articulates the work of feminist
critics which problematized a latent appeal to high culture values in melodrama criticism by pointing to a gender difference within the popular
audience. Gledhill's imperative: The study of melodrama must take into
account its relation to women's culture. Yoshimoto, in taking up the question of melodrama in Japan, refuses a conception of a fixed genre which
claims melodrama for the West, thereby pointing to a difference between
the non-West and the West. Yoshimoto's imperative: The study of particular melodramatic texts must be correlated with the fundamental difference
between the positions of Japan and the United States as subjects of modernity.
The discussion of the melodramas of the Izumi Kyoka Film Festival is
my attempt to respect these two imperatives and to construct a reading of
A Woman's Pedigree that learns from both. If I suggested that each tends
to exclude a part of the term they are constituting for their analysis, nonWestern cinema in Gledhill's "melodramatic aesthetic" and gender difference in Yoshimoto's "Japan," the careful attention necessary to bring their
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work into a mutually critical position indicates their importance for my
own conception of melodrama. There are many problems that need more
careful consideration than I was able to give here. For example, the conception of melodrama as an antigenre for notions of realism or tragedy
advanced by Merritt, Gledhill, and others is suggestive and would likely
map out very differently in the Japanese context. This might allow a
clearer conception of melodrama as "pervasive mode across popular culture" than I was able to reach and at the same time sensitively register the
difference between cinematic traditions.
Perhaps more seriously, it must be granted that attempting to complicate Yoshimoto's model in this way may involve a slippage between the
imaginary level on which he would like to carry out his argument and a
retrieval of a notion of empirical spectator. The intensity and diversity of
responses to a question about the female spectator in a recent special issue
of Camera Obscura (no. 20-21, 1989) demonstrates that the question of
whether the differentiated spectator should be treated as a position or
term in cinematic discourse or as a demographic and empirical social phenomenon is far from settled. Any slippage evident in this article probably
reflects either the author's ambivalence or ignorance. I only hope that the
consideration of A Woman's Pedigree that I was able to pursue conveys
some sense of the inextricable importance of both senses of the term difference in Japanese melodrama.
One thing that became clear to me in the course of the study is that
what is necessary for bringing these two senses of difference together is the
notion that there is something meaningfully similar across cultures about
the differences within a culture - gender, class, city/country, and so
forth - and that the similarity of these differences is due to socioeconomic
conditions of capitalism and modernization that are shared by a wide
range of cultures at any given time. Although this formulation is perhaps
too neat, it seems to be an irreducible first step in avoiding a universalist
framework when considering the cultural production of another nation or
culture. It is this which allows the argument that the work of feminist critics operating in an Anglo-American context can be applied to the melodrama of a Japan which, though significantly different from the West, is a
participant in international culture. I hope that this study has demonstrated the importance of the concerns of both of these critics in approaching Japanese melodrama and the importance of Japanese melodrama for
Anglo-American criticism.
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Notes and References
I. See, for example, Gledhill (1987); Landy (1991); and East- West Film Journal, 5, I (1991), a special issue on melodrama.
2. Kinugasa is known in the West primarily for such early masterpieces as
Page of Madness (Kurutta ippeiji, 1926) and Crossways (Jujiro, 1928).
3. The films were, in order of screening, Tale of Late Chrysanthemums
(Zangiko monogatari, Mizoguchi Kenji, 1939); A Woman's Pedigree: The White
Plums of Yushima (Onna keizu: Yushima no shira-ume, Kinugasa Teinosuke,
1955); A Song Under the Lanterns (Uta andon, Kinugasa, 1960); Three Mothers
(Haha sannin, Koishi Eiichi, 1949); Portrait of Madame Yuki (Yuki Fujin no ezu,
Mizoguchi, 1950); The Winter Was Warm That Year (Sono toshi no fuyu wa atatakakatta, Bae Chang-Ho [Pae Ch'ang-ho], South Korea, 1984).
4. Merritt (1983, 29) quotes several examples.
5. See Bordwell (1989), especially chapters 2-4, for an exhaustively detailed
examination of the inferential and rhetorical strategies mobilized to construct
interpretations of film since the 1940s.
6. An exemplar is "an essay or book which influentially crystallizes an
approach or argumentative strategy.... The exemplary essay is frequently
anthologized, widely taught, and constantly cited" (Bordwell 1989, 24-25).
Elsaesser's "Tales of Sound and Fury," cited nineteen years after its publication in
four out of seven articles in the East- West Film Journal (1991) special issue on
melodrama, has also been reprinted in at least four anthologies of criticism.
7. Where "melos + drama" = "music + drama."
8. For a table of film adaptations of Kyoka stories, see Chiba (1989). Garno
(1976) contains statistics about adaptations that sometimes conflict.
9. Unless otherwise specified, A Woman's Pedigree will hereafter refer to the
film, which is different in important respects from Kyoka's story.
10. This may account for the absence of the position of the "other woman" in
each of these four films.
II. The pickpocket who happens to pick an unknowing Otsuta on whom to
stash the stolen wallet turns out to be Chikara's boyhood friend from the streets
of Shizuoka. Kono just happens to be nearby when she is apprehended, and at the
police box, she is faced with explaining why, when the police came to Chikara's
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house just that morning to ask for an accounting of the occupants, the maid had
not reported her presence.
12. Miyoshi (1991, 9-37) identifies domestication (exaggeration of familiar
aspects) and neutralization (designation as essentially unique, hence strange or
incomprehensible) as the two main strategies by which American readers avoid
the potentially unsettling encounter with the Japanese text.
13. Rosen (1986, 8) has suggested "mainstream cinema" as representing a gain
in clarity over what is usually designated "classical cinema."
14. It is interesting to compare this to an already quoted comment by Elsaesser
with respect to the naive popular audience: "[O]ur responses only start to become
useful for aesthetic analysis when we can distinguish the second-degree responses
- what we know about the cinema - from responses to what we know about
life." This points to the alarming possibility that Japan is like an entire nation of
film critics.
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Adapting (to) the Margins:
Hot Summer Winds and the
Stories of Hisaye Yamamoto
ROBERT

M.

PAYNE

I99I as part of PBS'S American Playhouse
series, Emiko Omori's television film Hot Summer Winds marks a significant step for Asian American cinema. A drama about a Japanese American woman, written and directed by a Japanese American woman, based
on the writings of a Japanese American woman, has finally had the opportunity to reach a wide viewing public. Because of its singularity, Hot Summer Winds claims an accessible space of integrity and dignity for the Asian
American image in a medium that has done much to marginalize that
image. 1 The film was well-received by its diverse audience and by the
Asian American community. And given the infrequency of popularly
available Japanese American dramas, the coproducing PBS station created
a curriculum guide for the high-school classroom to emphasize what students can learn from Hot Summer Winds's presentation of Japanese American life (Nakamura 1991). But, while the film's skillful execution merits
this praise and attention, no one has yet raised questions of narrative differences between the film and the adapted stories. The absence of this discussion, even in the curriculum guide, is especially puzzling because the
differences are so striking, differences which intriguingly illuminate issues
of ethnic representation in American media.
Hot Summer Winds melds two short stories by Japanese American
author Hisaye Yamamoto into a single, hour-long drama. The two fascinating stories, "Seventeen Syllables" (1949) and "Yoneko's Earthquake"
(1951), were published with little fanfare,z but they gathered a loyal following in the early 1970s, when Asian Americans sought to reclaim their
own cultural and literary history. Yamamoto published some of her earFIRST BROADCAST IN MAY
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liest short stories during the late 1940S and early 1950S, a time when few
Asian American writers were reaching beyond their specific communities
and into a broader readership. Although Jade Snow Wong and Monica
Sone distinguished themselves during this period as nonfiction writers, an
Asian American woman's name was as hard to find on the fiction shelves
as it is now on the director's chair.3 Yamamoto's presence, then, as a
female Japanese American fiction writer in these post-internment years
instantly signaled an identity different from the overwhelmingly white,
male American literary world.
Yamamoto's writing goes further, however: it encourages the reader to
delve beyond the surface content of plot and story. Ostensibly, both "Seventeen Syllables" and "Yoneko's Earthquake" are slice-of-life stories
observing a young nisei (second-generation Japanese American) girl's dayto-day preoccupations with farm life and with her issei (immigrant) parents in the 1930S. But both the stories' youthful protagonists are blind to
turbulent tragedies that rage beyond the page. The stories' most pressing
concerns lurk between the lines, within the nebulous space of misunderstanding between a naive American daughter and her world-weary Japanese mother. Elaine Kim describes this generational tension as a continuing concern throughout Yamamoto's writing:
Most of Yamamoto's stories have something to say about the relationship
between issei and nisei generations, who are brought together in stories
essentially addressed to fellow nisei almost as a warning to them not to lose
the experiences of their parents, which they (and she) can only partially
understand .... Generally, the stories are told from the viewpoint of a nisei
narrator who sees the issei as through a glass darkly, without ever fully comprehending the feelings and actions of the older persons. (Kim 1982, 158)

"Yoneko's Earthquake," for example, follows Yoneko Hosoume, a tenyear-old nisei girl, as she observes her uneventful life on a California farm.
Yoneko plays with her younger brother, Seigo, and gets a crush on
Marpo, the handsome Filipino farmhand. But, the story's third-person
narrator drops tiny clues that things beyond Yoneko's comprehension
loom beyond the scope of the narrative:
[Yoneko's] mother came home breathless from the fields one day and
pushed a ring at her, a gold-colored ring with a tiny glasslike stone in it, saying, "Look, Yoneko, I'm going to give you this ring. If your father asks
where you got it, say you found it on the street." Yoneko was perplexed but
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delighted ... and she said, certainly, she was willing to comply with her
mother's request. Her mother went back to the fields then and Yoneko put
the pretty ring on her middle finger, taking up the loose space with a bit of
newspaper. It was similar to the rings found occasionally in boxes of Crackerjack, except that it appeared a bit more substantial.
Mr. Hosoume never asked about the ring; in fact, he never noticed she
was wearing one. (Yamamoto [I95I] I988, 52)

Yoneko is hurt by Marpo's sudden disappearance and bewildered by a
strange trip the family takes into town: Yoneko and Seigo have to wait
patiently in the family pick-up while their parents visit the town's Japanese
hospital. The parents eventually return, the father helping the mother to
walk. Yoneko never learns what happened inside the hospital.
Seigo's sudden death not long afterwards makes Mrs. Hosoume inconsolable. Yoneko tries to hide her hurt feelings now that both Seigo and
Marpo are gone. The story ends on a haunting note, as Yoneko awkwardly announces her new intellectual independence in front of her
mother:
One evening ... Yoneko was helping her mother with the dishes when
she found herself being examined with such peculiarly intent eyes that, with
a start of guilt, she began searching in her mind for a possible crime she had
lately committed. But Mrs. Hosoume only said, "Never kill a person,
Yoneko, because if you do, God will take from you someone you love."
"Oh, that," said Yoneko quickly, "I don't believe in that, I don't believe in
God." And her words came tumbling pell-mell over one another, she went
on eagerly to explain a few of her reasons why. . . . She had believed for a
moment that her mother was going to ask about the ring (which, alas, she
had lost already, somewhere in the flumes along the canteloupe patch).
(Yamamoto [I95I] I988, 56)

At first, it seems clumsy to end a story with parentheses. But upon
closer inspection, the reader realizes that the entire story is parenthetical,
incidental to the real drama beyond Yoneko's youthful comprehension.
The attentive audience has gradually pieced together the "off-stage" story:
Mrs. Hosoume has had an affair with Marpo, and the trip into town was
for her to get an abortion. The vague insinuation of an absent narrative
leaves chilling gaps in Yoneko's perception of events. What, for example,
does Mrs. Hosoume mean by "never kill a person"? Is she referring to the
aborted fetus? Or is she implying that Marpo's unseen departure was
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equally violent and irreversible? Unable to interpret her mother's odd
behavior, Yoneko receives her first disturbing inkling of the cruel world
that awaits her as an adult, a world ominous in its imperceptibility.
Because Yamamoto's young main characters are not aware of all the
important events influencing their lives, the reader of both "Yoneko's
Earthquake" and "Seventeen Syllables" must peer beyond the girls' limited
purview to discern the narratives' crucial hidden content. Abandoning
seamless narrative closure, Yamamoto crafts a writerly text that demands
the participation of her audience to complement the written story with
their own construction of the absent narrative.
Perhaps inspired by the evocative understatement of haiku,4 Yamamoto's narrative strategy calls attention to the ethnic issues inherent to her
stories. Her characters' status as so-called ethnic minorities suggests a
problematic relationship to their own Americanness: straddling but separated from the signifiers of two cultures, Japanese and American, the issei
and nisei characters are crucibles of a new identity which must discover its
own meaning and purpose. As personified by Yoneko, a Japanese American identity already exists, but it is still unfinished, growing, maturing.
However, rather than unproblematically defining a "Japanese American"
identity, Yamamoto's synthesis of disparate cultural signifiers ultimately
turns in on itself: the constant exchange of culturally distinctive ideas and
activities among the diverse characters implicitly questions the narrow
idea of culture as a collection of fixed, insular ethnic groups. Furthermore, the possibility, however deferred, of intercultural/interethnic
unions in Yamamoto's stories also indicates - and perhaps celebrates the constantly fluctuating cultural and ethnic makeup of America's human
landscape. Yoneko may exemplify a synthesis of Japanese and American
cultures, but she can't contain the boundless fluidity of cultural interaction. 5
In this context, Yamamoto's narrative ellipses take on an added resonance. Discussing the ambivalence of both narration and the national selfimage, Homi K. Bhabha connects the loose-ended narrative to resistance
against the nation's narrative authority and its construction of an unquestioned, seemingly homogeneous national identity:
[Narrative openness] investigates the nation-space in the process of the
articulation of elements: where meanings may be partial because they are in
medias res; and history may be half-made because it is in the process of
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being made; and the image of cultural authority may be ambivalent because
it is caught, uncertainly, in the act of composing its powerful image.
(Bhabha I990a , 3)

The reader, then, may easily interpret Yamamoto's crucial narrative
absences as a correlation to the relative absence of Japanese Americans and people of color in general - in the discourse of American history as it
has traditionally been taught in mainstream education. In particular, the
pedagogical absence of the Japanese American internment, only recently
remedied, has long elided this crucial event in the history of the U.S. constitution. Also, Yamamoto's narrative lacunae are associable to invisibly
oppressive power relations among the characters in her stories: the
absence of important narrative information marks the missing alternative
voice of the underling. Just as they suggest the amorphous space of an
alternate literary discourse, the rupturous gaps in Yamamoto's stories suggest the contours of a perceptually radical history denied by patriarchy,
hierarchy, and racism. By drawing the reader to the silences within the
open-ended narrative, Yamamoto's stories quietly question what remains
to be said beyond the narrative, and beyond the construct of American
culture as fundamentally immutable and Eurocentric. By nurturing narrative openness, Yamamoto's writing incarnates Bhabha's concept of
"minority discourse":
The minority [discourse] does not simply confront the pedagogical, or powerful master-discourse with a contradictory or negating referent. It does not
turn contradiction into a dialectical process. It interrogates its object by initially withholding its objective. Insinuating itself into the terms of the reference of the dominant discourse, the supplementary [discourse] antagonizes
the implicit power to generalize, to produce the sociological solidity. The
questioning of the supplement is not a repetitive rhetoric of the 'end' of society but a meditation on the disposition of space and time from which the
narrative of the nation must begin. (Bhabha I990b, 306)

Emiko Omori's Hot Summer Winds establishes its own identity by skillfully combining "Seventeen Syllables" and "Yoneko's Earthquake" into a
single story, and by its change of title (even though the film's working title
alternately used those of the short stories). Because Omori entered into the
film industry as a documentary cinematographer, it's no surprise that her
film pays meticulous attention to visual detail. Great care is taken to naturalistically re-create rural California in 1934. Some scenes ease the progres-
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sion of plot so the camera may dwell on the visual intricacies of Japanese
American family life: the appearance of the family's tomato fields, bottles
hanging from a string, the family quietly enjoying a hard-earned meal, the
mother enjoying a bath in the Japanese Juro, a fallen tomato floating in a
pond, among other fascinating and absorbing images. In this way, Hot
Summer Winds forges an awareness of Japanese American culture
through the visual presence of the non-white characters within the cinematic frame. 6 Simply by allowing these characters to positively inhabit a
visual space, Omori, like Yamamoto, implicitly criticizes the creative
organizations, both textual and institutional, that so frequently obscure
Asian American life and thereby foster greater Eurocentrism among film
and television audiences. Thus, the film crafts its own Japanese American
discourse within the institution of public television. But, a closer look at
Omori's adaptation reveals a discourse in sharp contrast to Yamamoto's.
Simply put, Hot Summer Winds grafts the narrative of "Yoneko's
Earthquake" onto the end of "Seventeen Syllables," so the mother's affair
with the hired hand is spurred by her husband's oppression of her identity
as a haiku poet. The film employs the characters of "Yoneko's Earthquake," however, and many issues central to "Seventeen Syllables" are
therefore never touched upon. Some of the film's changes preserve other
aspects of the stories: for example, Yamamoto's concern for non-Asian
ethnic groups (more evident in "Seventeen Syllables") is maintained by
changing Marpo to a Chicano. But the film veers sharply from the stories
in two significant ways. First, the absent narratives only implied by Yamamoto are unambiguously dramatized on the screen by Omori. Second, the
film elides Yamamoto's urgent pessimism when, after the mother's abortion, the father has a change of heart and allows her to continue writing
haiku. And since Seigo doesn't die, everybody appears to live happily ever
after.
On one level, Omori's optimistic ending may be seen as part of a feminist discourse. In the film, the mother's identity as a haiku poet challenges,
disrupts, and finally alters the patriarchal issei household. The act of writing puts into motion an expressive means of self-definition which may
subvert - however minimally - the prescriptive and restrictive gender
roles of this nuclear family. Unlike the end of "Seventeen Syllables," where
the mother's identity as a poet is ultimately crushed and obliterated by the
father, the endurance of the mother's writing at the end of Hot Summer
Winds affirms the resilience of the female discourse. Furthermore, when
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Yoneko's mother turns to Marpo for sexual consolation, and when she is
finally reconciled with her husband, she goes against the long Eurocentric
tradition of fictional Asian women - from Madame Butterfly and Suzie
Wong to the female leads of Miss Saigon and Come See the Paradise who seek romantic completion in the arms of white men.
However, by bringing Yamamoto's ominous absent narratives to the
unambiguous center of its story, Hot Summer Winds removes the dreadful
unspoken menace of these events. Omori abandons the fascinatingly interrogative perspective of the youngster, the intriguing quality that makes the
stories so outstanding, to convey something less impressive: an adult's
sympathetic perspective of adultery. The film thereby deprives the material of its distinctiveness and relegates Yoneko to an uncompelling supporting character in a drama focused upon her mother.
Although the mother's abortion is still kept off-screen, it functions in a
completely different manner than in "Yoneko's Earthquake." In the short
story, the abortion is implicitly a patriarchal act of violence against the
mother's yearning for a more fulfilling life outside her loveless marriage.
Even though the abortion is never explicitly acknowledged within the
story, its brutality is displaced onto a collie killed by the father's pick-up
truck on its way to the doctor. In Hot Summer Winds, the family travels
to the doctor without incident, and after the off-screen abortion, the
father shows his wife open affection for the first time in the film. The parents' reconciliation follows the mother's recovery, when her husband gives
her a fancy new writing pen, tacitly encouraging her to write more haiku.
So, the film portrays the abortion not as an act of patriarchal violence, but
as a healing force rendered benign by its invisibility. 7
Hot Summer Winds views the Japanese American family as a flexible
institution, rather than a bastion of patriarchal intransigence, as in the
stories. In the film, the father's willingness to let his wife write again, as
well as his preparing food for the children while she is recovering from the
abortion, signify an equal willingness on his part to relax the usually stringent gender roles of the issei household. By the film's conclusion, a stratified Japanese American family has been transformed into a liberal field of
activity that may accommodate romantic love, domestic work-sharing,
creativity, and reproductive freedom. The parents' reconciliation, then,
redeems the patriarchal, ethnically homogeneous, nuclear family that the
stories' narrative openness implicitly interrogated.
The film's cohesive story structure and the omniscient voice-over narra-
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Figure 1. Emiko Omori's Hot Summer Winds (1991) . The father (Sab Shimono) demonstrates his change of heart by presenting the mother (Natsuko Ohama) with a fancy new
writing pen, but his miraculous change in character is completely unmotivated. Photo by
Mitzi Trumbo, courtesy of KCET- TV, Los Angeles.
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tion by the adult Yoneko (in place of the stories' circumscribed third-person narrator) continuously fill in the events of the plot, so there is no need
to question the daughter's awareness of what is happening. The viewer
comes to believe that young Yoneko knows and understands everything
concerning her parents' relationship, which is plainly detailed on the
screen. The film resolves the conflict between the parents with the finality
of a happy ending, and Yoneko's adult voice-over, echoing her opening
words in the film's conclusion, neatly brings itself full circle. If the young
Yoneko of the short story represents a discourse still in development,
Yoneko's adult voice on the film's sound track signifies a discourse that
has reached maturity and completion. The dramatization of the stories'
"off-stage" events, as well as the film's more-or-Iess classical structure,
enclose the diegesis within a contained, unquestioning narrative realm.
Where Yamamoto stresses a rupturous narrative absence, Omori stresses a
seamless visual presence. Where the stories work toward narrative openness, Hot Summer Winds works toward narrative closure.
Still, the closure doesn't entirely succeed. The neat resolution utterly
depends on the father's miraculous transformation from a household
autocrat to a more flexible, more giving marriage partner. The film never
allows insight into how and why this character makes such a sudden and
drastic shift in personality. Earlier, the father slapped his wife merely for
talking back to him, but when she tells him that she is pregnant by another
man, the husband only storms out of the house to quietly contemplate the
rural landscape. The father in the film, as in the stories, is a man of few
words, so it would be characteristic of him to keep his feelings hidden.
But, the film's vision of how to transform this issei household from a conservative patriarchal domain to a liberal site of sharing remains lost within
the father's unexplained change of heart. Hot Summer Winds's elision of
how this change comes about elides, in turn, the perpetuation of patriarchy: the film seems oblivious to the fact that this reformed, seemingly nonpatriarchal Japanese American household exists only at the father's mercurial whim. But, unlike Yamamoto's stories, this sort of textual openness
appears completely inadvertent.
A more intriguing narrative openness within the film is suggested by the
mother's poetry. In joining Yamamoto's two stories, the film omits the
mother's explanation of her past and how she came to America. The
viewer never learns exactly why Yoneko's well-educated mother married a
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barely literate farmer. However, the mother's bittersweet poems subtly
suggest a painful past. For example:
A long picture scroll
Humorous and pathetic
Both, this past of mine.

After her husband destroys her writing materials, Yoneko's mother begins
her affair with Marpo, which functions as both an act of defiance against
her husband's cruelty and an outlet for the emotions she is now forbidden
to channel through poetry. In its most intriguing and anomalous scene,
the film suggests the affair as a substitute for the creativity of writing: as
she bathes in the Juro, the mother fantasizes about Marpo seducing her
after her bath. In rhythmic cross-fades, her mindscreen (to use Bruce
Kawin's term)8 alternates with images of her slow, sensual bathing. When
her bath is over, she approaches Marpo, who invites her into his shack for
tea: this shot matches exactly the opening image of her fantasy. The scene
fades out, letting the viewer assume that the mother's fantasy will be consummated.
In this scene, for the only time in the film, the chronological flow of
time is disrupted to suggest a female discourse which correspondingly disrupts the monogamous marriage and the ethnically homogeneous, patriarchal family. Just as the monogamous marriage can't contain the mother's sexual desire, the seamless, linear narrative can't contain her desire for
self-expression. Still, the perceptual issues raised by the bathing scene are
eventually subsumed within the film's closed ending. The mother's female
discourse is finally appropriated and rendered unthreatening by patriarchal approval of her poetry. The disruptive potential of the bathing scene
is thus reduced to the readerly: it freezes into a self-reflexive stroke by the
filmmaker to display her command of the medium. Such a readerly flourish doesn't correspond to the writerly ruptures of Yamamoto's literary
narratives. 9
Ultimately, Yamamoto's discourse of literary absence and Omori's discourse of visual presence are at odds. By leaving her stories open-ended,
prodding her readers to extrapolate the reasons why the narratives refuse
to completely account for themselves, Yamamoto compellingly questions
the marginalizing dominant. Omori, on the other hand, seeks a place of
integrity for the Asian American image within the closed confines of the
dominant discourse.
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Both the film and the stories, then, embody the liminality of a minority
presence in American media: the film marks one threshold of possibilities
for the Asian image as part of a dominant discourse, while the stories suggest another threshold beyond which an alternate Asian American discourse must be imagined. In both cases, the possibilities of transcending
marginalization remain themselves marginalized - relegated to the quiet,
unspoken, unrealized corners of the text - despite the fact that marginalized people command the center of the fiction. Nevertheless, while Yamamoto's stories urge the reader to cross their discursive threshold, Omori's
film appears content to remain within the discursive limits of dominant
cinema. The film thereby affirms these limits - as it affirms the ethnically
homogeneous, patriarchal family - as a site of liberal accommodation.
Because Hot Summer Winds redeems these dominant authorities, it's no
wonder that the film actively seeks a place within the high-school classroom, within the pedagogical, Bhabha's "powerful master-discourse."
But, Hot Summer Winds can't envision how or why a dominant ideology would willingly cede its power and accept a potentially disruptive
alternative discourse, as represented by the mother's poetry. The film can
only imagine a dominant figure's sudden and inexplicable transformation
from an intolerant patriarch to a tolerant patriarch. This isn't to say that
the film is closed to alternate readings (for example, the father's status as
both a household authority and a national subaltern makes him an ambiguous and multifaceted figure), but in valorizing the dominant discourse as
a site of liberal accommodation, Omori rejects the rich discursive interrogation at the heart of Yamamoto's stories.
Moreover, dominant cinema developed its discourse of closure through
many racially reductionist narratives - with D. W. Griffith's Birth of a
Nation (I9IS) standing as the best-known and most blatantly racist paradigm. So, the viewer may still ask whether Omori's efforts to locate an
equitable space for Asian Americans within the dominant might be misplaced. After all, if the dominant discourse is so accommodating, why is
an Asian American film like Hot Summer Winds relegated to PBS, while
the dominant entertainment industry grants higher profiles to projects
that actively marginalize the presence of Asian Americans? The I990 controversies surrounding both the Broadway production of Miss Saigon and
the Hollywood movie Come See the Paradise have recently exemplified
the industry's insistence on Asian marginalization, even in the face of outspoken criticism. 10 Can Asian American filmmakers absorb the standards
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of dominant cinema without compromising the distinctiveness of their
voices? Or in the words of documentarian Renee Tajima: " ... Asian
American films have gained in technical standards, narrative cohesion,
and basic watchability. We have learned the master's language, but have
we sacrificed our own?" (Tajima 1991, 30).
In the same article, Tajima asserts that Asian American cinema will
realize its fullest power in concert with other oppressed and marginalized
voices searching for their own distinctive accent. One may then assume
that Tajima is searching not for a discourse that presumes to define Asian
Americanness for all time to come, but for one that breaks down arbitrary, Eurocentric racial classifications and frees people of color from
thinking of themselves primarily in terms of race. Just as Yamamoto's stories provide a perceptually inquisitive space to contemplate patriarchy as
an oppressive force that transcends racial and cultural "boundaries," an
alternate cinematic discourse might illuminate positive commonalities
shared between cultures and ethnicities. Although it would work against
racism and the lingering legacy of white colonial domination, such a prospective discourse would be severely limiting if it excluded marginalized
voices emerging from white America and Europe.
In this spirit, it's worth noting that the feature films which best correspond to Yamamoto's alternate discourse weren't made by an Asian American. Two of Spanish director Victor Erice's films, The Spirit of the Beehive (EL Espiritu de La coLmena, 1973) and EL Sur (1983), seem to be
discursive companions to "Yoneko's Earthquake" and "Seventeen Syllables": both of Erice's films employ adolescent or preadolescent female protagonists; his camera adopts a visual and narrative field that approximates
the inquisitive curiosity of the young girls, creating an investigative
diegetic space; and most importantly, Erice, too, leaves intriguing structuring absences in his narratives, elliptical ruptures that (in this case) provoke the viewer to question the films in the context of fascist Spain.
Because Erice, like Yamamoto, locates his own alternate, elliptical, antifascist discourse in the eyes of children, his films give us some idea of the
non dominant cinematic strategies that were available to Omori's adaptation. And although such strategies are more than commensurate with
Yamamoto's stories, Hot Summer Winds, in shifting emphasis from the
child characters to the adults, chose not to utilize them.
Hisaye Yamamoto's stories remind the audience of the power of imagination. By leaving crucial details to the reader or viewer, the open narra-
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tive acknowledges its indebtedness to the active mind on the other side of
the page, the other side of the screen. Narrative "incompletion" may also
signify a societal incompletion, a nation's inability to realize an identity
for all of its people outside racism and other forms of marginalization.
The gaps in the text, as Bhabha has said, suggest where the culture's
future remains to be written, as they simultaneously suggest that the writing must be done by the audience.
Ethnic visibility, as represented by Hot Summer Winds, is an important
and valuable part of forging a national and cultural identity beyond racism, and audiences of all colors should continue to insist on increasing the
well-rounded representation of non-white people in popular media. But
such an identity can't be forged by visibility alone: Hollywood has too
often appropriated images of minorities to encourage greater demographic support for films that implicitly sustain the racial status quo.
More attention must be given to what kinds of discourses may be created
through greater cultural diversity in the media, and how these discourses
might create new ways of thinking about - and beyond - race and ethnicity.
Robert M. Payne is a Los Angeles-based writer whose articles on film and video
have appeared in such publications as Film Quarterly, Jump Cut, and the New
Art Examiner. In 1988, he produced and directed a radio reading of Hisaye Yamamoto's "Seventeen Syllables" for KPFK/Pacifica.

Notes and References
A shorter version of this essay was presented at "Dangerous Liaisons? A Conference on Literature, Film, and Video," held at the University of Southern California, on February 15,1992. I would like to thank David James and Marsha Kinder
for their insightful comments during this article's preparation.
I use the term "Asian American" with the knowledge that it is an externally
assigned racial category which groups together people of widely divergent cultures and histories. The term's use in this essay is not intended to reify this racial
construct. Given the history of American racism, however, culturally specific Japanese American issues are unavoidably linked to larger, more general Asian
American issues.
1.
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2. "Seventeen Syllables" was first published in the November 1949 issue of Partisan Review, pp. II22-II34. "Yoneko's Earthquake" first appeared in Furioso, 6,
no. I (1951), pp. 15-16. Both stories are reprinted in Yamamoto (1988, 8-19, 4656).
3. For a history of Asian American writing at this time, see Kim (1982, 140141). See also Yamamoto (1968).
4. Cf. King-Kok Cheung, introduction to Yamamoto (1988, xxiii). The centrality of haiku to the plot - even to the title - of "Seventeen Syllables" supports
readings of this poetic form as a stylistic influence upon Yamamoto.
5. Here, I'm drawing upon James Clifford's heterogeneous concept of culture.
See Clifford (1988, 46).
6. Hot Summer Winds also boasts a very talented cast, with Natsuko Ohama
as the mother, Sab Shimono as the father, Pepe Serena as Marpo, Tricia Joe as
Yoneko, and Rand Takeuchi as Seigo.
7. Although "Yoneko's Earthquake" carries an implicitly negative view of
Mrs. Hosoume's abortion, I'd like to make it clear that I'm not lauding the story
to argue against reproductive freedom. In the current debate over abortion, the
paramount concern of the pro-choice position is a woman's right to decide for
herself whether or not to bring a pregnancy to term. In "Yoneko's Earthquake,"
Mr. Hosoume appears to be the abortion's greatest beneficiary, because he can
selfishly maintain the appearance of a monogamous marriage. Nothing in the
story suggests that Yoneko's mother had any choice in the matter.
8. Bruce Kawin: "There are ... three familiar ways of signifying subjectivity
within the first-person narrative field: to present what a character says (voice
over), sees (subjective focus, imitative angle of vision), or thinks. The term I propose for this final category is mindscreen, by which I mean simply the field of the
mind's eye." See Kawin (1978, 10).
9. The bathing scene also begs the question of the voice-over's omniscience:
how did the adult Yoneko, supposedly the film's narrator, get inside her mother's
head - especially in a scene where the child Yoneko isn't present on-screen? The
viewer may conclude that Yoneko ultimately isn't the film's controlling perspective. Rather, Yoneko's split points of view (as a child and as an adult) are only two
of many perspectives (including the mother's) sewn together by the film to create
its omniscient visual field. This narrative strategy reinforces the film's adherence
to dominant cinema.
10. For more about the Miss Saigon controversy as "part of a broader conservative assault on progressive attempts to alter the patterns of [white] racial privilege," see Omi (1990). For details about the controversy over Come See the Paradise, see Aoki (1991).
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Korean Cinema and the New
Realism: Text and Context
ISOLDE STANDISH

198os, there was a gradual easing of
the laws governing the production and release of films. When Roh Tae
Woo (No T'ae-u) succeeded Chun Doo Hwan (Chon Tu-hwan) as president of the Republic of Korea in I988, this process reached a peak with the
enactment of a new constitution, which, among other things, established
the right to artistic freedom. The accompanying relaxation of the political
censorship laws has brought about a rebirth of films that attempt to
address and interpret social realities through serious representations of the
working-class experience. These films represent the shift into mainstream
popular culture of the formerly suppressed underground philosophies of
the Minjung Movement! and signal a new wave of realism in contemporary Korean film production.
To investigate how these films handle contemporary social realities,
and what interpretations of social reality they encourage, I have adopted a
critical approach that David Bordwell sets out in Making Meaning (I989)
as an alternative to interpretation - a "historical poetics of cinema." This
he defines as "the study of how, in determinate circumstances, films are
put together, serve specific functions, and achieve specific effects" (Bordwell I989, 266-267).The discussion will include an assessment of the significance of these films in relation to the society of which they are a part.
In this respect, I am concerned to emphasize how an understanding of the
society from which these films came can tell us more about the films and
the nature of their representations than can purely analytical structuralist
interpretations of their content. This does not mean that I intend to rule
out all analytical interpretation, but rather that I intend to subordinate it
within a holistic approach.
IN KOREA THROUGHOUT THE
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It has been argued that films reflect society. They do much more than
just reflect, however; they also actively explain and interpret the way in
which the world is perceived and understood. The positions of a minority
adopted by film representations often come to be seen as the "natural" or
"normal." Thus what films tell us about a given society has to be interpreted in terms of the groups and viewpoints from which they are derived
and connected. By adopting a multidisciplinary approach including the
historical, social, and economic contexts of film production and reception, I intend to consider not only how adequately the issues raised in
these films are dealt with, but also what perspectives and attitudes have
been adopted in the films and how these films appear to encourage particular ways of interpreting the world.
KOREAN SOCIETY

1960-1991, FROM THE MINJUNG PERSPECTIVE

A key to understanding Korean politics and society since the Korean war
resides in the interaction of two factors: economic development, which led
to a degree of affluence, and the gradual suppression of political freedoms. 2 A degree of economic affluence grew out of a policy of industrialization predicated on low wages and the suppression of labor. Closely tied
to economic development was urbanization similar to that which occurred
in Japan after World War II. Economic growth was also, in part, responsible for the gradual dissolving of the old agrarian-based class structures
and the creation of new social groups.
Between 1945 and 1960, the proportion of South Koreans living in cities
more than doubled to 30 percent of the total population. This increased
during the I960s with as many as five hundred people a day arriving in
Seoul. A similar movement of rural population occurred in other urban
areas. This trend grew as the nation changed to a cash economy. There
was an accompanying boom in education: the literacy rate in I960 was
over 70 percent of the population, and between I948 and I960, the number of tertiary institutions had doubled. The circulation figures for the
Tonga Ilbo newspaper rose from twenty thousand after the war to four
hundred thousand by 1963 (Eckert et al. 1990,353). The newspapers were,
moreover, critical of the American-imposed government of Syngman Rhee
(Yi Sung-man) and helped to stimulate an existing urban discontent. This
discontent increased because as many as 60 percent of students graduating
from university found it almost impossible to get jobs. If they did find
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work, it was often unrelated to their fields of study and therefore unsatisfactory.
Students were at the heart of Korea's new urban discontent. By 1960,
student protest had a long and heroic tradition. As Carter J. Eckert
explains:
Students saw themselves in good Confucian fashion as guardians of state
virtue, and they identified that virtue in 1960 with many of the ideas of constitutional democracy that they had been taught since 1945 but had never
seen practiced by their government. (Eckert et al. 1990,353-354)

The students acted as the vanguard that brought down the Rhee government in the spring of 1960. After Rhee's resignation, there was a freeing of
the press and the restraints on political activity were removed. This precipitated the publication of a profusion of new newspapers and magazines. This was short lived, however. In less than a year after the second
republic's inauguration, a military coup d'etat brought Major General
Park Chung Hee (Pak Chong-hili) to power on May 16, 1961.
Park's first act after assuming control was to establish an Economic
Planning Board which would put Korea on the road to capitalism and a
hoped-for equality with Western industrialized nations. Shortly after the
Economic Planning Board was established, a five-year plan was implemented to begin the process of overcoming Korea's poverty. Park's systematic approach to industrialization succeeded. Each year the GNP grew by
an average 8.6 percent; between 1963 and 1972, per capita income
increased from $80 to $225, and unemployment declined. This new economic growth helped Koreans once again to feel a certain pride in their
country. In the 1963 presidential election campaign, Park spoke of the
need for "pride in one's country and one's self" and of how the Korean
people "had to work together to build their nation and be dependent upon
no one" (Ogle 1990, 14). In those early days, he was appealing to the
nation's sense of han,3 which the internationally imposed division of
Korea into north and south had intensified. This sense of han stemmed
from the Japanese occupation of 1910-1945 and appears to have precipitated a generalized cultural anxiety around questions of male identity.
This anxiety has manifested itself in popular culture as attacks against
"effeminacy" in general and violence against women in particular. One
example is the film version of The Story of Ch'un Hyang (Ch'un Hyangchon) directed by Yi Kyu-hwan, which opened at the Kukdo Theatre in
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Seoul on January I6, I955. The film was a huge box-office success; in the
first two months, two hundred thousand people - more than IO percent
of the population of Seoul at that time - saw it. Ch'un Hyang-chon is a
classic Choson-dynasty (I392-I9IO) Confucian morality tale about a
beautiful daughter of a kisaeng (geisha) who promises to marry a nobleman. He, however, is sent off to the capital and leaves the hapless Ch'un
Hyang behind. The local governor/magistrate tries to force her to become
his concubine, but Ch'un Hyang refuses, whereupon he throws her in jail
and subjects her to unimaginable tortures daily until she almost dies. The
nobleman eventually returns as a secret government inspector and saves
her. The subtext of this narrative has been interpreted variously in different historical periods, the most recent being that the rape of Korea by foreign powers is depicted symbolically in Ch'un Hyang's torture.
This film precipitated the birth of a major genre in Korean cinema that
takes female rape as its theme. A more recent series is Ppong, in which the
heroine is raped by Korean officials of the Japanese occupation government. Another recent development of the theme includes attacks on
homosexuals and male prostitutes who are seen to have been contaminated (raped) by foreigners, for example, The Human Market 2 (In'gan
sijang 2, I989) and The Male Market (Namja sijang, I990). Korean cinema has been dominated by heroic images of a tough, virile masculinity
which is a reaction to a sense of national impotency, the final humiliation
of a nation no longer in charge of its manhood. 4 Park, through his promise of an "economic miracle" offered a chance to alleviate this han, something his successor, Chun 000 Hwan, was unable to do.
In reality, Park's economic development plan was based to a large
extent on low wages and the suppression of labor through both physical
force and an elaborately oppressive legal structure.
On October I7, I972, Park declared a state of emergency under the pretext of a communist threat from the north. All democratic rights and civil
liberties were suspended and in their place he imposed a new social order
which he called yusin. Yusin usually translates into English as "restoration," but Park preferred "revitalizing reforms."
Under the yusin system, Park established himself as a dictator. The
National Assembly became a mere rubber stamp; unions, universities,
churches, and the media were put under surveillance by the Korean CIA,
the riot police were used to control the students, and a network of spies
infiltrated the population to control public opinion. However, these dra-
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conian measures only served to strengthen the already strong public opposition to Park and his policies. Students took to the streets in anti-yusin
demonstrations.
By the mid-1970S, labor union membership was increasing at a fast
rate, reaching one million by 1978. Park could not completely ban labor
unions because of Korea's relationship with the United States, which mitigated against such direct action. Workers in the 1970s, supported by students, intellectuals, and Christian groups, were becoming increasingly
assertive.
In the 1963 presidential election campaign, Park had created a myth of
affluence that aimed to give the working class a stake in a future industrialized, strong Korea, binding the new urban classes to the hegemonic
order. Government and management propaganda constantly reinforced
this myth, appealing to patriotism and spurring workers to even greater
heights of production. In the 1970s, this myth was blown wide open; economic inequalities had not been eroded, and the realities of continuing
inequalities were only too apparent.
Because of the opposition to the yusin policies and the failure of eight
earlier emergency decrees to quell the unrest, Park was forced to announce
the implementation of Emergency Measure no. 9 in May 1975. This law
made criticism of the president, or of the measure itself, a criminal act.
There followed a profusion of arbitrary arrests, prolonged detentions,
forced confessions taken under torture, sham trials, and executions. It
was in this period that the Minjung Movement became firmly established
as an underground political and cultural opposition to the dominant ruling hegemony. The victims of Park's yusin policy became part of its pantheon of heroes and martyrs. As Eckert has observed:
By 1979, the movement had begun to assume the character of an underground institution in South Korean society, with its own extensive organization, heroes and martyrs, patois, and culture. Works by dissident musicians, writers and other artists, together with the artists themselves, became
icons of the new subculture and gave it both emotional strength and intellectual substance. (Eckert et al. 199°,368)
YOGONG: FACTORY GIRLS

One of the effects of rapid industrial growth and the need for cheap labor
was the emergence of a new urban group, the factory girls (y6gong). In the
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I960s, factory girls aged between fourteen and twenty-four made up 30
percent of the workforce; by I980, the figure had risen to 40 percent.
Most were, and still are, employed in textile-related industries, and some
are in mining and manufacturing. They came from rural backgrounds and
were housed in overcrowded dormitories, a practice that continues today.
The average worker has two days off a month and frequently is obliged to
send a large proportion of her wages back to her family in the country.
The money that they earn often goes towards the university education of
male siblings. 5
Women's positions in the factories are very weak, due to the inferior
social standing of women in traditional Korean society, where their main
function is biological, in providing a male successor for their husband's
family. Sexual harrassment from male supervisors is a real threat. Violence, characteristic of many marital relationships, often extends into the
workplace, where male supervisors feel that they have a moral right to
physically and verbally chastise female employees. Despite Korea's rapid
industrial growth, attitudes and behavior towards women have lagged
sorely behind, though there are now some signs that change is gradually
occurring, albeit slowly. This has been reflected in the film industry from
the mid-I950S with the development of a new genre targeted at a predominantly female audience.
This development attests not only to the film industry's acknowledgement of a growing degree of economic independence on the part of
women, but also, through the narrative content of the films, a growing
awareness of the renegotiation of women's roles within society.
The films all follow a tight narrative framework in which an affluent
married heroine, neglected by her husband, falls in love with a handsome,
more attentive man. The first film to be released dealing with this theme
was The Free Woman (Chayu puin, I956), directed by Han Hyong-mo. In
I98I, Park Ho-tae directed a sequel, which, like its predecessor, was a
huge box-office success. The success of these films prompted the production of a number of films taking similar themes; some more recent examples include Today's Woman (Gnul yoja, I989), The Second Sex (Che i
song, I989), and The Free Woman 90 (Chayu puin 90, I990). A further
recent thematic variation has grown out of this genre with the production
of films like The Girl Who Draws Water from the Surface (Mul-wirUl
kinnun yoja, I99I), which deals with friendships between women and the
conflicts of career and family. Male/female relationships in this film take
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a secondary place, reflecting Korean women's growing concerns with
careers and opportunities outside the marital home.
From the 1970s, women workers began to assert themselves and
responded to the harsh employment conditions imposed on them rather
more frequently than their male counterparts. All instances of work
stoppages in this period were strikes by women, and most of the disputes
registered were by women. In the mid 1980s, women employed in the
Kuro-dong district of Seoul took sweeping industrial action in a wave of
demonstrations that became the theme for one of the first films to come
out of the 1988 reforms, Kuro arirang (1989).
KWANGJU: THE TURNING POINT

Park was assassinated on October 26, 1979, after which General Chun
Doo Hwan, through various measures, eventually took control of the government. One of the first things he did after gaining control was to put
down, in a particularly brutal fashion, a demonstration by students at
Chonnam National University, Kwangju. The students had been demanding the release of Kim Dae Jung, an opposition leader who had been
imprisoned for political activities. Shocked by the brutality of the attack,
ordinary people joined the students, but the black-bereted paratroopers
killed indiscriminately. By May 21, 1980, angry Kwangju citizens began
seizing arms from police stations and army stockpiles and succeeded in
driving the army out of Kwangju. For five days, the citizens controlled the
city. However, on May 27, Chun sent in the 20th Army Division to invade
the city. Again there was indiscriminate killing. The official number of
dead was given at two hundred, but witnesses to the tragedy claim a much
higher number, usually around two thousand. The 1986 Asia Watch
Report noted that the city's death statistics for May 1980 were 2,300 over
the monthly average.
The Kwangju incident became the focus for subsequent anti-American
sentiments, as the 20th Army Division had been brought in from the demilitarized zone between North and South Korea, where it was under the
command of U.S. General John Wickham. It was assumed that General
Wickham knew of Chun's intentions when he released the division and
therefore was an accomplice in the plan.
The Kwangju incident also strengthened the anti-Chun atmosphere.
This mood was intensified by the government's refusal to accept responsi-
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bility or to compensate victims of the incident. As Eckert (1990, 378) has
observed: "The Kwangju Incident continued to haunt Chun throughout
the Fifth Republic and, more than any other single factor, denied him the
legitimacy he sought."
STUDENTS' OPPOSITION

The students of the 1980s appeared to have undergone an ideological shift
to the left or at least towards a minjung-based Christianity. Unlike their
parents, who had grown up during the Korean war and been influenced
by it and a state-provoked fear of communism, these students had grown
up under General Park's yusin policy and had been influenced by the
Kwangju incident. The 1980s saw the emergence of a generational consciousness among students who saw the threat coming not, as their parents had done, from the north, but from their own government and the
imperialistic policies of the United States. The students believed that the
United States had played a major role when Chun seized power by force in
1979-1980, and that the United States was equally responsible for the
Kwangju massacre. Their suspicions were confirmed when President
Reagan invited Chun to the White House in February 1981. This period
saw a shift in the appropriation of blame for Korea's problems:
[The students] regarded South Korea's major political and social ills, including the national division, as structural problems embedded in the country's
sociopolitical system, or in its "neocolonialist" relationship with the United
States - impervious, in either case, to reform at the top. The logical task,
from the students' perspective, was revolution against these two evils, usually seen as interconnected. (Eckert et al. 199°,379)

It is from this generation of 1980s students that some of Korea's most
influential contemporary film directors have emerged. For example, Pak
Kwang-su, Yi Myong-se, and P'ae Yong-kyun are all in their thirties now,
and their films reflect the political and social issues that dominated this
period.
In 1986, there was a spate of student suicide protests, and massive violent confrontations broke out between the police and demonstrators, by
this time a mixture of students and workers. In the early 1980s, Chun had
increased the security forces by tens of thousands of young conscripts who
trained as riot police. This intimidated not only the students, but also the
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average citizens and "suggested a country under siege by its own government" (Eckert et al. 199°,378).
Many students left the universities and went to work in factories to create an alliance between students and workers for political change. It is
estimated that as many as three thousand students became factory hands
during this period. Police claimed in 1985-1986 to have arrested 671 student "agitators" working in factories.
In January 1987, the death by torture of Pak Chong-chol, a Seoul
National University student, became known publicly. It was the first time
that the Chun government had admitted to torturing its suspects. Two
policemen were prosecuted, and the home affairs minister was dismissed
along with the head of the National Police. However, public opinion had
turned against the Chun government. After continuing strikes and demonstrations, Roh Tae Woo, the Democratic Justice Party's next presidential
candidate, announced on June 29, 1987, his eight-point program of
reforms. This program began with an endorsement of direct presidential
elections and included the restoration of civil rights for Kim Dae Jung and
other political prisoners, protection of human rights, the lifting of press
restrictions, the encouragement of local and campus autonomy, the promotion of political parties, and a call for "bold social reforms."
Roh Tae Woo was inaugurated as president on February 25,1988, after
having won the election with 37 percent of the vote. He was able to win
largely due to the divisions in the opposition parties; Kim Dae Jung had
won 27 percent of the vote and Kim Young Sam 28 percent.
The Sixth Republic may offer greater hope for the establishment of a
quasi-democratic political system, but it is too early to say. Students have
continued to demonstrate, and Amnesty International continues to publicize the cases of three young artists held under the National Security Law.
There has been a considerable freeing of the press, however, and restrictions on the film industry have been eased.
THE FILM INDUSTRY

After the Korean war, in the late 1950S, the Korean film industry experienced a minor boom generated by the extraordinary success of The Story
of Ch'un Hyang in 1955. However, that period was short lived. After General Park seized power in May 1961, he enacted the Motion Picture Law of
January 1962, the first law pertaining to film to be decreed by a Korean
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government. Its purpose was to push out independent film producers,
forcing the industry into a Hollywood-style studio system that was more
amenable to central control.
Stephen Neale (1987) has shown how the film industry can regulate
spectator "desire" and "memory" at the point where spectator expectations regarding film narrative (generic) conventions meet the industry's
need to provide novelty in films. This results from the peculiar nature of
film itself. Audiences do not buy a product in the conventional sense, they
pay money at the box office in the expectation of receiving some form of
pleasure. In order to attract audiences, the industry has to balance spectator expectations of generic conventions and a degree of novelty.
Park sought to limit access to the means of film production and thereby
to ensure that the ideological positions of the ruling minority came to be
seen as "natural" and "normal." This he did by requiring all production
companies to be licensed and to fulfil five conditions: (1) The company
had to provide studio space of not less than two hundred p'yong (approximately 800 sq. yards); (2) it had to possess adequate sound recording and
laboratory facilities; (3) it was required to have an elaborate lighting system; (4) it had to own no fewer than three 35 mm cameras; and (5) it had to
employ at least two full-time directors and several full-time actors and
actresses. Each company had to produce a minimum of fifteen films a
year. In order to secure finance, each film production company licensed
under the new law was given a special quota for the importation of foreign
films.
This law effectively reduced the number of licensed film production
companies from seventy-one to sixteen, forcing many established filmmakers out of the industry. The minimum requirement of film productions proved to be unrealistic, and only four companies managed to meet
their quotas in the first year of their license. This led to the first revision of
the Motion Picture Law in March 1963. Despite this revision, there was
still great dissatisfaction within the industry, and a committee was formed
in 1964 in an attempt to have the law repealed. The government compromised and agreed to a further revision, which was enacted in August 1966.
During the 1960s, the number of film productions did increase. This
was due mainly to a provision in the law that linked the quotas for importation of lucrative foreign films to domestic production at a one-to-three
ratio. This gave rise to the production of many cheap second-rate domestic films known as "quota quickies" in the latter half of the 1960s and the
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early 1970s. The foreign film import quota system had been established to
help to protect domestic production by limiting the number of foreign
films that could be screened in Korea and to provide funds for making
domestic films. In reality, however, it had the opposite effect, reducing the
quality of domestic films. The quota system stipulated that foreign films
could be exhibited for up to 245 days a year. This meant that domestic
films were given only very short runs. Cinemas did not want to give more
time to domestic films at the expense of the more lucrative foreign films,
which generally accounted for about half their annual box-office income.
Despite the poor quality of domestic films being produced, in 1969 attendance figures were a record 173,043,272, but by 1979 this figure had
dropped to 65,518,58r.
This rapid decline is attributed mainly to two factors. The first reason
is the decline in the quality of domestic films brought about by the foreign
import quotas. This was exacerbated by the fourth amendment to the film
law in February 1973, which placed far greater political censorship burdens on the industry. In keeping with Park's yusin policy, this fourth
amendment required film companies to produce films directly related to
government policies. These films became known as "formality films." The
second reason for the decline in attendance was the increase in television
ownership, which rose from just over one million in 1973 to nearly six million in 1979.
The 1980s saw a slight relaxation in government policy, rendered necessary perhaps by the democratic image required in order to be able to host
the 1988 Olympic Games. This was reflected in the film industry, as
greater emphasis was placed on the promotion of films as art, a reaction
against the "quota quickies" and the "formality films." In July 1985, a further amendment was made to the Motion Picture Law. This was again
brought about by agitation from within the industry. Article 4 changed the
laws concerning the establishment of film companies from a license system
to a registration system, greatly reducing the requirements laid out in the
1962 law. This meant that virtually any Korean citizen who could fill in
the forms and demonstrate sufficient funds could start up a film production company. The law also allowed independent filmmakers to make one
film a year without registering if they were Korean nationals and if they
notified the government of their intention.
Equally important was the separation of film production companies
from import companies, effectively breaking the link that had tied import
quotas to domestic production. By June 1987, sixty-two film production
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companies and fifteen independent producers had registered under this
new law. A further sixty foreign film importation companies had also registered.
The law included a "screen code" designed to protect domestic films.
The number of days on which Korean films must be exhibited in cinemas
was set at 146 (two-fifths of the year).
The reform of the laws relating to the importation of foreign films
brought about a tremendous increase in the number of imported films
exhibited. This can in part be attributed to the great pressure the United
States government had exercised on the Korean government to liberalize
its importation laws to allow American companies to open agencies for
the direct distribution of American films in Korea. This they achieved in
July 1987. Korea is likely to become Asia's second largest American film
market, second only to Japan. In 1989, foreign films accounted for
US$44.2 million of total box-office takings - a total of 79 percent. Moreover, the percentage of people going to foreign films increased 3.1 percent
over the 1988 figures.
These latest reforms of the Motion Picture Law have brought about
mixed results. Koreans are continuing to go to foreign films rather than to
their own domestic productions. However, the liberalization of the studio
licensing system has meant that the means of film production have again
been opened up to a variety of different independent producers and
groups. Also, the new constitution of February 1988, Article 22, includes
"the right to artistic freedom," a right incorporated into the revised
Motion Picture Law of May 1988. At this time, all government agencies
were removed from the censorship board.
Generally speaking, there has been a rise in the standard of contemporary Korean films characterized by the growth of a "new realism." For the
first time since the late 1950S, filmmakers have been free to choose their
own subjects, and, judging from recent audience rating figures, there
would appear to be a swing back to the popularity of certain domestically
produced films. This has not been at the expense of foreign films, however, but one may hope that it is sufficient to ensure continued growth in
the domestic industry.
REALISM AND NARRATIVE

When reading Korean film journals on contemporary cinema, one is
struck by the number of times the term "new realism" (nyu ri611ijum)
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appears describing films produced in the late I980s and early I990S.
Before discussing some of the films of the new wave, I want to discuss in
theoretical terms the relationship between realism and narrative.
The film industry attracts audiences by providing a balance between
cinematic conventions based on spectator expectations and a degree of
novelty. One of the central expectations is that a film should tell a story,
and allied to this is a demand for realism. An audience should be able to
think of the story a film is telling as if it were a real event.
[The audience expects] to operate a particular suspension of disbelief in
which the mimesis of the photographic image reinforces the circumstantial
and psychological "realism" of the events those images contain. (Maltby
1983, 187)

It is perhaps these two factors, narrative and realism, which are paramount in our definition of a good film.
The conventions of narrative and realism are not neutral conductors of
meaning but encourage the development of certain types of meaning while
discouraging others. Freed from political censorship, the films of the
Korean new wave have taken over as their subject the social and political
problems that had, until recently, found expression only in the underground Minjung Movement. In keeping with the philosophies of the Minjung Movement, these films have placed the working man/woman at the
center of the narrative, hence the use of the term "new realism" to describe
them. These films of the Korean new wave express attitudes and ideas not
only through their subjects but also through the very form in which the
subjects are placed. Spectator expectations of narrative convention constrain and structure a film's subject. Obviously these conventions of film
narrative still allow for a great degree of flexibility, but certain general
implicit tendencies inherent in these conventions affect the way certain
subject matter is portrayed.
Tzvetan Todorov, in the Poetics of Prose, sets out the basic structure of
narrative:

An "ideal" narrative begins with a stable situation which is disturbed by
some power or force. There results a state of disequilibrium; by the action
of a force directed in the opposite direction, the equilibrium is re-established; the second equilibrium is similar to the first, but the two are never
identical. (Todorov 1977, III)
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Built into the reestablishment of equilibrium in this structure of narrative
is the idea of solution, a return to order. This presumption of solution
affects the way a film can treat subject matter related to social and political problems. An attitude towards the subject is already taken by the very
structure of the narrative form which requires a solution. The stress which
the narrative structure places on the resolution of the problem raised in
the film implies that the problem can be solved without any great change
to the existing social and political structures of the society. This is further
reinforced by the narrative's tendency to stress individuals as agents of
causality. The actions or ambitions of characters, rather than more general social or political relations, precipitate the plot. A stress on private,
personal dramas is implicit in the conventions of narrative. Therefore,
these contemporary Korean films dealing with social and political problems tend not to treat them as social or political problems (that is, problems of the social and political structure), but as personal problems (that
is, personal qualities, attributes, and so forth). The emphasis is on interpersonal drama rather than on the interaction of social and political
forces.
Raymond Williams has stated that "realism" in the artistic sense is an
emphasis on the "real world" as against the characteristic presentation of
the world in romance and myth. In European society it came about as a
result of a "revolt" against previous conventions. He goes on to say that
realism
in eighteenth century bourgeois drama ... made three innovations: that
the actions of drama should be contemporary (almost all earlier drama, by
convention, had been set in a historical or legendary past); that the actions
and resolutions of the drama should be secular (conceived and worked
through in solely human terms, without reference to a supernatural or metaphysical dimension); and that the actions of drama should move beyond
their conventional social exclusiveness (tragedy as confined to princes) and
include the lives of all men .... (Williams 1991, 122-123)

Just like eighteenth-century drama, contemporary Korean film is now
"making a break towards realism" characterized by the three innovations
to subject matter set out by Williams. The Korean new wave has come
about as a "revolt" against traditional conventions imposed by a stringent
system of political censorship. The Korean new wave is characterized by
new content: new characters (the working classes, radical students), new
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settings (the factory, slum houses), and new problems (the north/south
division, urbanization, industrial unrest, and family breakdown). Thereby, these films have appropriated the established conventions of realism.
Williams has demonstrated that realism is dependent on conventions just
as much as any other artistic expression. In the case of realism, however,
these conventions have achieved the status of being accepted as realistic.
The subject matter of contemporary Korean cinema has changed, but
the conventions of the narrative form remain the same, reducing the subject matter to personal solvable dramas. It is possible to show in film how
the poor live, but it is difficult for Korean directors to stay within film
conventions of narrative and show how such poverty is the result of a particular sociopolitical economic structure.
THE FILMS

One of the most striking characteristics of the Korean cinema towards the
end of the 1980s was its increasing concern with contemporary social
issues and its commitment to realism. The 1980s saw the emergence of a
generational consciousness among students who saw the threat to their
society coming from their own government as well as from the imperialistic policies of the United States. These students represented a new breed of
restless youth produced by increased opportunities in education and influenced by Park's oppressive yusin policies and Chun's excesses during the
Kwangju massacre. By combining with the working class (minjung),
whom they saw as representatives of the true Korea, untainted by corruption and foreign connections, they became the center of political and
social change in the 1980s.
It is from this generation that some of Korea's most prominent contemporary filmmakers have come. They have sought to differentiate their
films from earlier periods by their apparent determination to confront
"real situations" and important social issues and, in so doing, to make a
positive contribution to society. They seek to go beyond mere entertainment by extending cinema's subject matter to include the industrial working classes (the minjung). In this way, they are seeking to oppose the traditional marginalization of such social groups, representative of the lowest
levels in the Confucian social hierarchy and previously excluded by the
former state-controlled cinema. These new-wave directors represent a
group who, for the first time since the late 1950S, have been able to choose
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their material freely. By placing working-class people in working-class settings on the screen, they are expressing an authorial style that is committed to humane values.
One of the first films to come out of this "break towards realism" was
Pak Chong-wan's Kuro arirang (I989), based on a short story by Yi Munyol and first screened in the West at the Berlin Film Festival of I990. The
narrative evolves around a group of young female workers (y6gong) who
gradually get drawn into industrial action as a result of the harsh conditions under which they are expected to work and live. The Kuro-dong textile factories had been at the center of the wave of industrial action that
had helped to bring about the political demise of Chun in the late I98os.
This film takes up the central concerns of the women workers at that time
on two levels. First, the factory-related external issues are exposed - the
long hours of work, the addiction to "timing" pills (a drug taken by the
workers to keep awake), the mistreatment by male supervisors, the overcrowding of the company dormitories, and the lack of amenities. Second,
at the emotional and psychological level, the film deals with the failures of
their personal relationships and, in some cases, the disintegration of their
sense of morality.
The film begins with a group of new recruits commencing work at the
factory. Chong-mi (played by Ok So-ri) is a slightly senior girl, and it is
largely from her perspective, through subjective camera work, that the
events of the narrative unfold. At first, she strongly resists all attempts by
would-be union organizers to draw her into the plan to establish a union
in the factory. However, through the course of the film she is gradually
converted, not by the words of the union organizers, but through a series
of incidents that include the injury by electric shock of a male worker
through the negligence of one of the supervisors and later the death of
another female worker due to a dependence on "timing" drugs. The death
of this girl carries with it all the symbolism of the martyrs of the minjung
subculture. Her death becomes a catalyst for action. In the final scene, the
workers and riot police clash over the body of the dead girl. The authorities, by taking the body from the women during the funeral procession,
acknowledge its potential power as an icon of the opposition movement.
Chong-mi's character is treated with great sympathy in the depiction of
her devotion to her family through her relationship with her younger
brother. It is to pay for his university education that she is working at the
factory. She is thereby denied the opportunity to marry and to lead a "nor-
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mal" life. At all times she remains within a Confucian morality which
places a woman's loyalty to her family very high on its list of female virtues. Unlike some of the other girls, she never weakens. When she finally
does take action, it is not seen as deviant, the film from the beginning
sought to legitimate her actions in this final scene.
The narrative is tightly contained within the opening shots of the roofs
of Kuro-dong's factories and the final scene in which the camera pans
back along the street in front of the factory as the workers and riot police
clash. The narrative conforms exactly to Todorov's basic structure, built
into which is an ideology of individualism. The film exploits this ideology
of individualism in its attempt to express worker alienation and the breaking down of traditional Korean group-orientated morality. Individuals,
whose desires and motivations structure the film's forward flow, are the
agents of causality. The treacherous actions of Chin-sok (played by Choe
Minshik), one of the male workers who betrays his friends after Chong-mi
refuses to marry him, are directly blamed for the hardships the women
endure. He is also held accountable for the injury suffered by a male
worker and the subsequent deal made with the injured worker's wife to
defraud her of any financial compensation to which she may have been
entitled. The film exploits this sense of individualism to create an atmosphere of character vulnerability and isolation. The workers are ultimately powerless, and a Buddhist sense of fate pervades the film. This is
reinforced by the few scenes in which the manager of the factory watches
his workers from a window high above the factory fore-court. The camera
is placed just behind his head and we, the spectators, look down onto the
small, ant-like workers from his god-like point of view. He is inextricably
linked to the power that controls the anonymous gas-masked riot police
who threaten the women whenever they hold a meeting. The very title,
Kuro arirang, alludes to the ascribed status of Korean women's han. The
folksong "Arirang" is symbolic of the suffering of women under a Confucian social order which discriminates against them. It has come to represent the futility of their situation.
Chin-sok's betrayal of his friends is linked to his failed relationship with
Chong-mi, who asks him, "How can I marry when I have my younger
brother's education to provide for?" The industrialization of Korea is
inadvertently being held responsible for Chong-mi's inability to marry.
Women in the industrial age must sell themselves to support their male relatives, increasing the general cultural anxiety around definitions of mas-
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culinity. Chin-sok is weak and needed a strong woman and the support of
his family to keep him from transgression. His character is contrasted in
the film with that of his senior supervisor, who is depicted as corrupt from
the beginning. Chin-sok's progression to betrayal is a gradual process that
continues throughout the first half of the film.
The use of location in the new-wave films has taken on a new meaning
in Korean cinema as a realist innovation. As already demonstrated in the
preceding section, realism is a construction and not an unmediated reflection of the external world. Raymond Williams has shown that the factors
that identify a realist innovation are not really connected to its relationship to an external referent, but to its place in the history of artistic conventions. Realistic innovations uncover reality by exposing the artificiality
of the realist conventions that had gone before. Traditionally in Korean
narrative cinema, location has been transferred into a setting that is a site
for the action of the drama. In Kuro arirang, however, it is often the factory or the dormitory site, rather than the action of the characters, that
demands spectator attention. In Kuro arirang there are several shots that
delay the fixing of a place as a locale for action by extending the number
of establishing shots involved in the introduction of a scene, thereby establishing the reality of the Seoul industrial suburb of Kuro-dong. Roland
Barthes has suggested that the function of objects not directly related to
the narrative process in fiction is to signify reality, to furnish the effect of
the real. In this way, the factory and the dormitory in Kuro arirang are
accredited with an autonomy of their own outside the narrative, authenticating the film's claim to realism.
By giving locations a degree of autonomy, the film acknowledges the
fact that work is a crucial determinant of how the characters' personal
lives are expressed. By confining the action almost completely to the factory and the dormitory, the film emphasizes the dominance of work in
shaping the physical and emotional existence of the employees. There is
an emphasis on noise and a sense of imprisonment; the women are caught
behind their sewing machines unable to leave for even a minute. Numerous shots of the closed factory gates and the riot police lined up outside
help create a claustrophobic atmosphere of confinement and a sense of
siege. These shots are bound into the actions of individuals as the camera
pans from one worker to another. The film makes a strong connection
between the characters and their work, but the emphasis is always on the
individual and interpersonal drama. It is only in the last few scenes that a
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group is really brought together through the death of a colleague.
Throughout most of the film, the group is fragmented, reduced to its individual members. As stated earlier, this increases the sense of isolation of
the characters and a foreboding sense of fate which dissolves into a general sense of han, appealing to an empathetic and not an analytical mode
of spectator reception. It is at this point that Todorov's narrative structure
adopted by the filmmakers fails its subject matter. The company and the
socioeconomic structures that caused the situation that developed in the
Kuro-dong in the 1980s escape being censured in the film. The political
issues of exploitation and alienation are reduced to individual conspiracies. The dynamics of the industrial actions taken by the women are
reduced to simple manipulation. The characters in the film become representations of a general human condition rather than a concrete social situation.
Pak Kwang-su's films also take up questions of working-class alienation
resulting from the period of rapid industrialization symbolized by Park's
yusin policy. Ch'il-su and Man-su (1988), Pak Kwang-su's first film, follows the day-to-day tribulations of two young men, symbols of the minjung, who have been cut off from their families and society due to a breakdown in traditional Korean social values and morality. They are victims of
a society that encouraged, or, in some cases, forced, their parents to go
against traditional codes of behavior. As a result, they are shunned and
misunderstood as social outcasts. This theme, of people living on the economic edge of Korean society, is taken up again in Pak Kwang-su's later
film, Black Republic (KudUlto urich'orom, 1990).
In Ch'ilsu and Man-su, the character of Ch'il-su (played by Pak Chunghun), twenty-two years old, was born near an American army base. His
mother died when he was young, and his stepmother and sister became
prostitutes for the American soldiers. This accounts for his ability to
speak some English. Eventually, his sister went off to America, promising
to send for him when she was settled. He has fallen for the American
dream: so his flight of imagination, superimposed over the video screen in
an amusement arcade, informs the viewer in the opening sequence of the
film. He and his sister have been contaminated by American cultural
imperialism. It is significant that when he goes to the cinema, it is Rocky
IV that he sees. In this film, Rocky fights and wins against the superhuman Russian boxer, a celebration of the ultimate American dream. Ch'il-
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su wants to escape the oppressiveness of Seoul and go to the Miami of his
dreams. Of course, the letter from his sister never arrives. As his drunken
father tells him, once his sister went to America, it was as if she had died.
The twenty-seven-year-old Man-su (played by An Song-ki) also harbored a dream. He applied for a passport to work in the Middle East but
was refused on the grounds of his father's political activities and subsequent imprisonment. Both Ch'il-su and Man-su had dreams of escape
from the trap of their everyday lives. Both have relatives, but neither has a
family - the divisions have become too deep. Man-su cannot understand
his father's refusal of a three-day pass from prison to come home and celebrate his sixtieth birthday. The gap between them is too wide. This sense
of division is implicit in the opening shots of Seoul, still and deserted
because of the air-raid drill, a constant reminder to all South Koreans of
the division of their country. American imperialism is inadvertently
blamed for the divisions in Ch'il-su's family, while the emergence of a new
bourgeoisie class consciousness is alluded to as the cause of his failure to
establish a relationship with Gina, a young middle-class Korean girl. This
theme provides the black humor that pervades the film, a humor based on
the inability of people to communicate with each other. They talk, but
only in platitudes and so cannot really communicate.
Pak Kwang-su uses location in much the same way as does Pak Chongwon in Kuro arirang. In one scene early in the film, an open, deserted
place under a railway line is shot from a high angle. Ch'il-su and Man-su
emerge from a vinyl tent that serves as the local bar. They walk slowly,
half drunk, across the emptiness and out of the screen, small, insignificant
objects in a desolate industrial wasteland. Once again place rather than
action assumes importance - it is the insignificant actions of Ch'il-su and
Man-su walking across the screen that provide the pretext for a visual display of space. As members of the lowest social level, their job as advertising hoarding painters on high-rise buildings is paradoxical, reinforcing the
theme of lack of communication, as people shout to them from the
ground.
In the final scene, Ch'il-su and Man-su at last reach a point where they
are being honest with each other and the facade is dropped. They look out
onto the streets of Seoul from their position on top of the hoarding, high
up on the Kangnam-do bus terminal building. They shout out to the people of Seoul, but no one can hear them. This scene becomes the ultimate
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representation of noncommunication as the people of Seoul misinterpret
their antics as a suicide attempt. The police are brought in and the whole
incident escalates until Man-su, no longer able to cope with this inability
to communicate with people, jumps. His attempted suicide had been
alluded to earlier in the film through a television news broadcast reporting
on a man who committed suicide by jumping off an apartment building.
Man-su's life was always perilous, hanging from tall buildings, and his
attempted suicide became his ultimate escape from a repressive society.
Ch'il-su is then taken by the police and pushed into a police car, his face
framed in the final shot by the rear window of the car as he looks back,
helpless.
Pak Kwang-su's films are characterized by the desolate locations in
which he places his characters. In Black Republic the hero, Han T'ae-hun
(played by Kim Ki-yong), is placed in a bleak mining town. The starkness
of the all-pervading slag heaps around the town almost reduces the film to
black and white. The landscape emphasizes T'ae-hun's isolation as a student activist who is wanted by the police. Yi Song-ch'ol (played by Pak
Chung-hun) is the wealthy estranged son of the coal pit owner. He jealously guards a watch with a picture of his mother. This is his only emotionallink with his family. His father took a second wife and abandoned
his mother and sister when Yi Song-ch'ol was young. This is the reason
given in the film for his wild James Dean-like behavior as he rides recklessly through the town on his motorbike. All the characters in the film are
cut off from their families, concealing their pasts, and in so doing fail to
communicate with those around them. The mining town is cut off from
the outside world and provides a microcosm of Korean society, made up
of individuals who are outcasts, each existing in his or her own isolation.
Money is not the answer. Song-ch'ol is wealthy, since his father tried to
buy his affections, but he is shown to be just as lonely as the incidental
character Tae-shik, who works at the briquette factory. Tae-shik's father is
in prison because of his union activities, and his mother works in Seoul as
a housekeeper. This family, too, has been divided by industrialization.
T'ae-hun, the student activist, is the only person able to communicate
with these characters in an honest way. Both Tae-shik and Yong-suk, the
local prostitute, are able to open up to him. He is seen to have a moral
authority, based on his Confucian student role as moral guardian of the
state. The final scene of the film does, however, provide hope for the
future. T'ae-hun escapes once again from the police, and as his train pulls
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out of the station, he says to himself: " ... the change has already
begun .... To some people today's darkness is despair, but to those of us
who dream of a brilliant tomorrow, today's darkness is called hope."
Once again Pak Kwang-su's films conform to a narrative structure that
reduces socioeconomic and political issues to individual drama. Man-su
suffers because of the actions of his father. Song-ch'ollikewise has been
denied the maternal affection that would have made him into a "normal"
man and not a rebellious lout. The characters in Pak Kwang-su's films all
suffer for their parents' past actions. At no time do the films sucessfully
examine the forces that prompted their parents to act as they did. This
stress on individualism has led one Korean critic, Kim Kyong-uk, to
reduce these films to the rantings of a young director out of touch with the
realities of the previous generation, that is, the critic's own generation, as
Kim Kyong-uk is sixty-five. His critique of the film clearly demonstrates
the inability of the conventional narrative structure to deal adequately
with this subject matter.
In Pak Kwang-su's films, the problem is located in the individual. It is
portrayed as a problem for society rather than a problem of society. The
films invariably end with the reestablishment of order through the corrective action of legal restraint or punishment. Man-su and Song-ch'ol are
rushed to the hospital and will probably die; Ch'il-su and Yong-suk are
taken off by the police. Despite Pak Kwang-su's commitment to represent
the plight of working-class Koreans, his films, through their adoption of
conventional narrativity and realism, reduce the whole question of industrial urbanization and its effects on the family to an accentuated individualism that can only appeal to a shared sense of han in the spectator. These
films provide a hermetic critique of the events of the narrative that fails to
recognize the political and economic structures that caused the situation in
which the characters are placed.
The films discussed so far all share a common concern with social control reflected in an implicit nostalgia for a past Confucian patriarchal
order which placed the extended family in the center of society, where
women were contained and manageable within a family group. Industrialization and the resultant urbanization have led to a breakup of rural communities and a move towards nuclear family units. This process has put
great pressure on traditional male roles, thus aggravating a growing cultural anxiety about the male image in general. The increasing number of
women in the workplace and their increasing financial independence have
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further precipitated anxieties about masculinity, family stability, and the
decline in moral standards. These are all implicit concerns in the films
already discussed. However, in films like Love in Umukpaemi (Umukpaemi ui sarang, I990), directed by Chong Son-in, and The Rooster
(Sut'ak, I990), directed by Sin Sung-su, they become the main theme.
The narrative of Love in Umukpaemi evolves around a young textile
worker who has an extramarital affair with a young married woman
working in the same sweat shop. The film is characterized by its preoccupation with the control and stabilization of sexuality within the regime of
marriage. The characters are punished for their expressions of sexuality
outside marriage and are rehabilitatd back into the family and marital
norm. The narrative is told predominantly in the form of a reminiscence
from the point of view of the young man (played by Pak Chung-hun), with
the use of voice-over and flashbacks. It is only when he leaves his wife and
transgresses Confucian morality that the perspective of the narrative
changes (a Confucian morality that tolerates male dalliance outside marriage as long as the institution of marriage itself remains unthreatened).
We are given a subjective view of his wife which includes flashbacks to
their first meeting when she was a prostitute. This revelation is softened
by further flashbacks showing her cruel, poverty-stricken childhood in the
country and her escape to the city. When she does track her husband
down after his abandonment of her, she drags him back in a most humiliating physical fashion, a metaphorical castration, through the town to his
parents' house. There he experiences the full humiliation of traditional
group censure. His wife and Miss Min, his lover, are juxtaposed. His wife
represents the modern Korean woman who has known an economic freedom which has given her strength to stand up against her husband who is
physically afraid of her. She is a threat to his masculinity and by implication to the patriarchy. Miss Min, on the other hand, becomes even more
threatening as at first she is gentle with him and is seen to represent traditional passive female virtues. Her transgression is justified by her husband's brutality towards her. However, as a modern working woman, she
still poses a threat to traditional male authority as she is not content to
bear the abuses of her husband, but enters into a relationship with another
man. Also, it is she who finally ends the illicit relationship with the young
textile worker and leaves him crying like a child in a winter landscape in
the final scene. If an excess of sexuality outside marriage represents a
"problem" in the film, so too does a deficiency within marriage. The
unfulfilled woman is also seen to represent a problem.
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In The Rooster, the unfulfilled woman becomes the source of the hero's
problems, the locus of his discontent. The strength and economic competence of his wife in the day-to-day running of their chicken farm, has, over
the years, reduced him to sexual impotence. His wife frequently humiliates him in sudden outbursts of rage in front of the whole family. His
inadequacies are well known to those around him. It is only when, by
accident, he visits a barber shop and is given extra service that his masculinity is restored. Again a strong, economically competent woman threatens male authority. A fear of the socially disruptive potential of sexual
desire is evident in both films. However, this fear does not manifest itself
in violence against the women who threaten male authority. Unlike contemporary American films that have stemmed from "male paranoia"
about the new woman, Korean female characters in this genre do not
appear to be killed off, an interesting point of cultural divergence.
The assumption of a sexual norm and a corresponding concern with its
regulation within traditional marriage relations are the central concern of
these two films. However, they tend to conceal or detract from the socially
structured determinants of the issues related to changing gender roles in
industrial Korea. As a result, the responsibility for the social problems
that are dealt with in the narrative are shifted onto isolated individuals. It
is for this reason that these films, despite the issues they raise, seem to end
up confirming rather than questioning a Confucian-based consensual
world view.
CONCLUSION

This essay has analyzed selected film texts relating to the Korean realist
films of the new wave in relation to the social and economic context of
their production. The emphasis has been on the interconnection between
film and ideology in that the narrative content of these films grew out of
ideas and ideologies of the underground Minjung Movement of the I970S
and early I980s. Filmmakers like Pak Kwang-su, who belong to the I980s
student generation, have attempted to make a connection in their films
between, on the one hand, the division of Korea, u.s. imperialism, and the
repressive regimes of successive Korean military / civil dictatorships, and,
on the other hand, the sufferings (han) of working-class Koreans.
I have attempted to demonstrate how these films themselves are active
in the construction of meaning. This is not to suggest that the meanings
which these films produce are autonomous, but that they work in con-
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junction with many other social and cultural factors to produce meaning.
Despite the innovations and a shift in attitudes evident in the films, permitted by the relaxation in political censorship, they still remain constricted and constrained within conventional narrative structures and
therefore are limited in the world view that they construct.
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Notes and References
I would like to thank Dr. Martina Deuchler and Dr. J. Ross King for their comments on an earlier draft of this paper.
1. Minjung means quite simply the "mass of the people." In recent times, however, it has taken on new connotations when used in relation to culture and politics. One Korean theologian has stated that "the minjung are those who are
oppressed politically, exploited economically, alienated sociologically, and kept
under-educated in culture and intellectual matters" (quoted in Commission on
Theological Concerns 1983, xvii). Sasse (1991, 31) argues that the word minjung
started to take on political connotations some fifteen or twenty years ago. He
links minjung, correctly in my view, to "a growing self-awareness and self-respect
on the part of Koreans coupled to the psychological recovery from Japanese occupation, the destructive and divisive Korean war and the almost absolute dependence on help from outside which followed the war."
As the first definition implies, this concept has its roots in a working-class culture, but the word minjung has, in recent times, through the Minjung Cultural
Movement, become linked to another Korean word, minjok, which is related to
concepts of racial homogeneity and nationhood. It is from this blurring of the
boundaries between these concepts that Sasse's "process of psychological healing"
stems. This process of psychological healing is reflected in nationalistic attempts
to establish notions of Korean uniqueness. Concomitant with this is the establishment of the "otherness" of non-Koreans, with particular emphasis on the Japa-
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nese and the Americans. It also explains in part the current interest of bourgeois
(middle-class) artists and intellectuals in the movement.
2. Chi Un-I, in his introduction to Yi Song-Kwang's book, Minjung t:ti yoksa
(The History of the Minjung), states that the author's aim was to place the workers at the center of history and that he tried to interpret historical events from the
perspective of the common people. He argues that this perspective is central to an
understanding of the whole Minjung Movement (Yi 1989, 7). It is from this perspective that I have approached the discussion of Korean society from 1960 to
1991.
3. Han is defined variously as a "bitter feeling," "hatred," and "unsatisfied
desire." Sasse (1991, 31) describes the sensation of han thus: "The basic meaning
of han is the kind of feeling one develops based on an unfulfilled wish or longing."
Shapiro (1990, II), on the other hand, was concerned with the causes of han when
he defined it as "the result of injustices perpetrated by, among other, parents,
friends, siblings, a colonial ruler, an occupying army, past governments, the
present government, and those who in crucial moments failed to display sincerity."
4. The hero of In'gan sijang 1 and In'gan sijang 89 is a Christ-like Jackie Chan
student who uses tae-kwon-do to fight his way through brothels, night clubs, and
the like, taking on American soldiers and corrupt Koreans in an attempt to
restore a moral code. This he does while intermittently holding conversations
with God. In'gan sijang 1 was adapted from a best-selling novel that came out in
the 1970s. The film seems to have had a similar success as it was rereleased on
video in May 1989 to coincide with the opening of the sequel, In'gan sijang 89, in
the cinemas.
5. The theme of women selling themselves in various forms to support their
male relatives is a common one in Korean films. A particularly good example is
1m Kwon-t'aek's Ticket (Tik'et, 1986).
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Where Is "The Nation"?:
Public Discourse,
the Body, and Visual Display
JANE

IN

C.

DESMOND

I have been viewing quite a bit of contemporary video work that uses the body as its primary signifier. In this work,
produced by artists and circulated in the more experimental realms of the
u.s. art world, a discourse of nationhood, nationalism, or national identity is rarely present. If it is, it is often muted, or transmuted into another
discourse of identity, usually gender, sexual identity, or race. 1 I found
myself wondering why so little of this work concerned itself explicitly with
issues of national identity. What does that absence of discourse imply?
What does it tell us about the attribution of signification to the body,
about the relation between the body and concepts of national identity,
about the United States and current issues of identity in the public discourse? I'd like to consider some of these questions here. What discourses
of nationhood are currently dominant in the public realm? What is the
relationship between national identity and other discourses of identity,
such as gender and race? How do these issues relate to the visual display of
the body?
The absence of work focusing on national identity is not total, of
course. But some of the strongest examples of work currently in distribution through major u.s. channels are produced by an Indian woman and a
Palestinian woman, both currently residing in Britain. Pratibha Parmar's
very strong piece, Sari Red (1988), provides a poetic narrative of a shocking attack on three young South Asian women as they walk home from
college one day in a British city. Three young white Englishmen call out
insulting remarks to the women. We hear the chant, "Paki wo, Paki wo"
on the tape. One of the women shouts back. The men retaliate by driving
THE LAST YEAR OR TWO,
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their van into the women and crushing them against a wall. One dies. The
men are never charged with their crime. The refrain "blood against the
wall" and images of blowing saris and burning candles are mingled with
pictures of protests in the Indian/Pakistani community. Mourning and
activism meld. This is an act against the body, a rubbing out of existence
and crushing to nothingness of the physical embodiment of cultural, gender, and "racial" difference that was perceived as so threatening and
enraging to the men in the van. Here national identity, "Britishness," is
defined in the act by what it is not. It is not female, it is not non-European, and it is not nonwhite.
In Mona Hatoum's Measures of Distance (I988), a similar unity of body
and national identity occurs. This piece uses still photographs of the artist's mother bathing, a spoken sound track in English and Arabic, along
with an overwriting of Arabic script to evoke the sense of longing the artist feels for her mother, her family, and her country. These three levels of
community come together in the nude figure of the mother's body, a body
like the daughter's, yet separated from it by war and thousands of miles.
Here it is the mother's body which stands for home and homeland, and
the desire for both.
But what of the United States? Where is the idea of "the nation" in u.s.
video work or in other realms of mass-mediated public discourse? There
certainly are arenas were the identity of u.s. nationhood is worked over in
public debate. Television wrestling, for example, presents a good guys/
bad guys drama of u.s. patriots fighting Arabs and other assorted "enemies" that change right along with the newspaper headlines. The hit
movie Born on the Fourth of July explores the agony of returning Viet
Nam veterans and participates in our current public reworking of that
national memory. And there is some video work that is directly critical of
u.s. foreign policy, such as Sherry Millner's Out of the Mouth of Babes
(I987), which likens the development of a toddler to the implementation
of u.s. policy in Central America. There are a few other pieces that take
on the concept of "America," such as Bill Viola's Anthem with its collage
of exploding mushroom clouds, flags, and a screaming Asian child, or
Annette Barbier's My Country 'Tis of Thee, which features a repetitive
series of progressively deteriorating landscape shots and a sound track of
the u.s. national anthem. But these pieces fall more into the category of
critique of national policy, especially foreign intervention. They do not
directly constitute a discourse of nationhood.

WHERE IS "THE NATION"?

For the bulk of the work that I've been viewing lately, the more pressing
questions become "who am I, or who are we?" as people who are female,
black, gay, old, or sick. 2 The linkage of identity with various categories of
difference is more pressing than the issues of nationhood. This emphasis
on "identity politics," as it has been termed in some community organizing
circles, parallels the currently fashionable and seemingly ubiquitous discourse of "multiculturalism." Here I'd like to discuss two instances in
which concepts of the nation are mobilized in relation to other discourses
of identity, specifically race and gender. The two cases I'll examine in
detail are the video installation Out of the Corner by Adrian Piper and a
television drama, the Senate confirmation hearing on Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas. In the end, I'd like to propose a way of thinking
about identity that I find more useful than the multicultural model.
THE NATION, THE BODY, IDENTITY

Notions of 'The Nation"
In Cultural Imperialism, John Tomlinson draws on the work of
Anthony Giddens and Benedict Anderson to discuss ideas of national
identity. Tomlinson gives a succinct summary of Anderson's argument.
Anderson, he says, argues "that national identity is a particular style of
'imagining the community' made possible by and also, in a sense, required
by the process of social modernity: secular rationalism, a calendrical perception of time, capitalist-driven technological development, mass literacy
and mass communications, political democratisation, the modern nationstate. All these features combined in complex ways to promote identification with the nation as the dominant form of cultural identity" (Tomlinson
I99I, 83). Giddens's formulation, Tomlinson notes, is quite similar. For
both theorists, national identity is a sense of belonging to an "imagined"
group. "Both stress the 'imagined,' essentially mediated, nature of this
belonging, and the fact of its being peculiar to the broader social conditions of modernity, in particular the 'convergence of social space and time'
brought by technological advances in communications and so on. Both
also argue that identifying with the nation somehow replaces cultural
identities formed around the cultural 'givens' that supplied the existential
certainties and ontological security of pre-modern societies" (Tomlinson
I99I, 83; emphasis mine). What is different is Giddens's emphasis on surge
and decline.
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Giddens asserts that nationalist sentiments are not constant, but rather
surge and fall with respect to varying conditions of social and political stability. During periods of relative stability, identification with communities
tend to be regional, ethnic, religious, and the like. Nationalism surges
when there is a perceived threat to national identity. Even with these differences, both Giddens and Anderson posit national identity as an overriding category, one that abstracts and supersedes other modes of identity.
What happens when we try to insert the body into this equation?

The Body and Identity
In the attribution of identity, our readings of the visual signification of
the body are paramount. How a body "looks" is linked closely in our perception with how a body acts, how it moves, what gestures are made or
not made, how it occupies or shrinks from occupying space, what vocal
inflections and vocal timbres are used, under what "formal" or "informal"
circumstances. Dress can also be a clue, or even more precisely, one's way
of inhabiting clothes can be perceived as significant, as meaningful. It goes
without saying that our reading of these semiological clues is informed by
our own social context and the frames of knowledge that we knowingly or
unknowingly apply.
We can divide major categories through which difference is constructed
into those which are visible/ audible and those which are not. Or perhaps
the key here is more of a continuum. "Sex" is generally presumed to be visually ascertainable, for instance. Sexual preference is less SO.3 "Race" is
also generally assumed to be visually ascertainable, and we often experience great discomfort when we can't figure out "what" someone is. Ethnic
identification is more slippery. At times it is confused with "racial" categorization - for instance, at certain historical periods, Jews are referred to
as a "race." The Irish are not thought of now as a race, but as an ethnic
group, or are they a national group? Or, national when they live in Ireland
and "ethnic" when they live in the United States?
Class affiliation too can be at least partially read off the body via clothing, speech, gesture, and ways of moving through or occupying space.
Age is also generally visually discernible, or so thought to be that a great
deal of our national energy (and income) goes into combating its visual
display. The fear invoked by AIDS is all the more threatening because during most of the term of the disease it remains invisible. Our difficulty in
categorizing people or groups on the basis of these concepts of difference
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is directly related to the visibility / invisibility of the defining characteristics
assigned to each category.
National identity is one of those slippery categories that is not always
easily discerned. "Language," both verbal and bodily, can be a powerful
marker. And we can often detect an "accent," or traces of one language
permeating another. But even then, we make at best general regional attributions. Someone may speak English with a Spanish accent (but which
Spanish? Uruguayan? Puerto Rican?) or we can detect a pronunciation of
vowels that signals that someone is from Britain, or is it Australia, or New
Zealand? And in countries with nonhomogeneous populations, where
dialect variation is more than regional, language becomes an even trickier
signifier. Similar problems confront us when we try to generalize about
identity via "body language." And the hybridity of "races" also makes the
attribution of national identity based on any fictive notion of "national
stock" difficult to read, especially in nonhomogeneous populations. In
such cases where race or language or ethnicity (all subject to diaspora and
hybridity themselves) cannot clue us in to national identity (and nations,
as geopolitical entities, are subject to redrawing over time of course),
national identity must be asserted or announced. 4 It cannot easily be "read
off" the body, and this is probably one reason why work which takes the
body as its primary signifier tends to explore issues other than "the
nation."
Another element factors into the distinctions among different types of
identities. Some identities we are "born into" by virtue of our fitting certain biological categories that have been conceptualized as registers of difference. These would include sex and "race." Citizenship, not quite the
same thing as national identity, is another one of those "born into" categories, but it is also subject to self-election. It can be changed during the
course of one's lifetime. Similarly, the nation one is a citizen of can disappear, be renamed, or be decimated by historical events. In some of these
cases the distinction between "a people" and "a nation" is unclear. The
Palestinians have been called a nation without a state, for example. 5 So
there is a difference at the level of possible conceptual essentialization that
seems to mark various categories of identity.
At the level of the body, then, we could say that sex is the most rigidly
prescribed category, with only two "legitimate" options (male or female)
for all people, and race is less rigidly prescribed, both because it is less easily read off the body in some cases and because there are, depending on
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the community involved, often many more than two divisions into which
people are sorted. National identity is perhaps the loosest category conceptually, because although most people retain one identity throughout
their lives, it is always in theory subject to change both through self-nomination and through events beyond individual control, unlike sex and
race. 6 Using Benedict Anderson's notion, we could say that all of these
categories of difference yield imagined communities, but some give the
appearance of being more imaginary than others, that is, less rooted in
what is counted as "fact," less immutable, less "real."
Given these relationships among concepts of race, ethnicity, sex, and
nationhood, I'd like to look now at two instances where the discursive
mobilization of these various categories and their interrelatedness comes
to the fore.
ADRIAN PIPER'S "OUT OF THE CORNER"

Adrian Piper in her recent video installation at the Whitney Museum in
New York City provides us with a different vision of America, an America
most of whose population is "black." In the fall of 1990, Piper, a philosopher and visual artist, had a number of shows in New York City. Within
the art world that fall, it seemed that a veritable explosion of attention
surrounded her work, which was widely reviewed in a number of major
art journals and in other publications like the Village Voice and Afterimage. Her shows at the John Weber gallery, at Exit Art gallery, and at the
Whitney Museum contained a number of different kinds of artifacts.
These included drawings, viewing booths with an option for writing
responses in an open diary, sound effects and recorded speech, and, at the
Whitney, a video installation piece. It is the installation piece that I want
to concentrate on here. It, like most of the rest of the work, is concerned
with the imaging and imagining of race and racial relations and seeks to
activate a self-awareness of the perceptions of the viewer.
In an essay titled "Goodbye to Easy Listening," Piper comments on the
political dimension of her art:
Representation of political content alone is unlikely to be successful in
effecting political change in the viewer, because it directs the viewer's attention away from the immediate politics of her own situation and towards
some other space time region that may have only the most tenuous connec-
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tion, if any, to the viewer's immediate personal circumstances. By contrast,
political content may be collaboratively constructed through an interactive
process in which the object explicitly confronts the viewer with her own
condition, and the viewer reacts to that confrontation by constructing an
interpretation of it that expresses her own particular level of self-awareness.
This process is inherently catalytic because it elicits cognitive and affective
change in the viewer's own conception of her condition. (Piper 1990, 2)

The 1987 piece, Close to Home, an installation with fifteen two-part
photo-and-text panels and audiotape, is representative of this strategy.
One panel, for instance, shows a black-and-white photo of a middle-classlooking black couple, he in sport coat, she in sweater and pearls with
straightened hair. They are smiling. Below them is a series of questions.
"Have you ever had a black person visit your place of residence?" "If yes,
how did your reaction manifest itself?" The questionnaire-type format
gIves us seven options, with space for check marks beside each. For
example:
averted eyes
increased heartrate _ _
5. adoption of black working class vernacular conversational idoms
6. adoption of streetwise mannerisms
7. none of the above _ _
I.

2.

Below this list is the following sentence: "Do you feel uncomfortable at the
thought of displaying such questions on your living room wall?"
The use of questions and of shifters like "we" and "you" throughout
Piper's work actively engages the viewer. The assumption running
through the body of the works is that the viewer is white, as is the majority of the gallery-going public.
This mode of direct address and personal implication of the viewer are
also central to the installation piece Out of the Corner, displayed at the
Whitney. (It is an expanded version of an earlier piece, "Cornered"
[1988].) In this piece, a discourse of national history and national identity
underlies the argument of the piece, but is never stated as such. Instead
discourses of race and racism are most prominently featured.
The installation takes place in a room completely given over to it, so the
viewers are enclosed in an environment separate from the rest of the
museum. Seventeen video monitors on stands are placed throughout the
room. Audience seating is arranged in a couple of rows on two sides of the
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room. In the opposite corner, a video monitor is set on a table. This is the
one from which Adrian Piper will address her audience. The other sixteen
monitors are scattered throughout the space, generally facing the audience
chairs. In front of each of these monitors is an overturned chair, suggesting, as John Hanhardt has noted, "the stance of a liontamer keeping an
aggressive animal at bay" (Hanhardt I990, 2). From every seat in the
house, the presence of these monitors partially obscures the main monitor
in the corner. Viewing Piper on that monitor thus requires some special
effort, craning your neck, leaning slightly to the side, for example. This
physical involvement increases our sense as viewers of actively participating in this event. Around all four walls are arranged a row of framed
black-and-white portraits of black women shot from the pages of Ebony
magazine. Their complexions range from light to dark, but all look identifiably of African ancestry. We are metaphorically surrounded by a gallery
of individuals silently looking on at the event.
Visitors are free to enter or leave the space at any time, but the video
portion of the piece does not run continuously; it is shown at regular intervals. It has a beginning, middle, and end and is meant to be consumed that
way. It begins with a long monologue by Piper in the corner monitor.
Framed in a static head-and-shoulders shot, she is dressed conservatively
in a dark sweater, with a string of pearls around her neck. Her hair is
pulled back from her face and flows past her shoulders. The background
behind her is blank; it provides no context. She sits behind a desk and
addresses us with the quiet assertiveness and rationality of a schoolteacher. Her demeanor, middle-class mode of dress and speech, as well as
her gender all enhance her nonconfrontational self-presentation. These
factors also highlight the issue of racial attribution as the subject matter of
the piece. They make her like her gallery going public in all ways but one.
And ultimately that one category, "blackness," will be maintained not as
difference but as sameness.
"I'm black. Now let's deal with this social fact and the fact of my stating
it together." This is how Piper opens the tape. Just in case any of us are sitting in the audience thinking "It doesn't matter to me if she's black, so why
bring it up," Piper catches us off guard. "If you feel that my letting people
know that I'm not white is making an unnecessary fuss, you must feel that
the right and proper course of action for me to take is to pass for white.
Now this kind of thinking presupposes a belief that it's inherently better to
be identified as white." Thus Piper maneuvers one step ahead of our
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thought processes to catch us in subliminal or liberal racism that discounts
rather than recognizes difference. She sets the snare that allows us to see
our own thought processes in action. Whether or not we agree with her
interpretation or presumptions about our internal thoughts during the
reception of the work, she successfully reifies our thought processes for a
split second, promoting self-recognition, even if we then choose to reject
the vision of ourselves that the work, through its logical and dialogical
structure, elicits.
The impact of this work rests largely upon Piper's own physical appearance and her self-presentation. Physical traces of her African descent are
not discernible in complexion, facial structure, or hair, the usual markers
from which "race" is visually read. 7 Piper grew up in Harlem being
taunted by neighborhood kids as "Paleface," and in an earlier photographic piece by that name she comments on the u.s. need to deny a
hybrid status to those who, like herself, have had not the "white" experience or the "black" experience, but what she calls the "Gray Experience."
With all its connotations of being either washed-out or dirty, "gray"
describes an in-between state that is seen as threatening to white racist ideology. In Paleface, she wonders if the reason racist ideology groups all
people of mixed-race ancestry with "the most oppressed and powerless
segments of society (black blacks)" is to "avoid having that segment gradually infiltrate and take over the sources of political and economic power
from whites through the de facto successful integration of which we
hybrids are the products and victims" (Piper quoted in Johnson 1990, 156).
In Out of the Corner, Piper extends this notion of hybridity to its most
potentially threatening extreme when, during the second half of the sixteen-minute tape, she tells us that not only is she black but so are we. "If
someone can look and sound like me and still be black then no one is safe
... some researchers estimate that almost all purportedly white Americans have between 5 percent and 20 percent black ancestry. Now, this
country's entrenched conventions classify a person as black if they have
any black ancestry. So, most purportedly white Americans are, in fact,
black .... What are you going to do about it ... ," she asks.
Next Piper reinforces her argument and the impact of the piece by having the sixteen monitors activated in swift succession. First with visuals
only, then with spoken sound, each tape shows a headshot of a different
"white" (and white-looking) male or female of European ancestry. They
all speak the following text in English: "Some of my female ancestors were

Figure 1. Adrian Piper's 1990 video installation, Out of the Corner, at the Whitney Museum in New York. Photo by
David Allison.
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so-called 'houseniggers' who were raped by their white slavemasters. If
you're an American, some of yours probably were, too." Subtitles in various European languages scroll across the bottom of each screen as they
speak, referencing their immigrant ancestors' national identity. In the
background at regular intervals we hear the popular song "We Are Family" sung by Sister Sledge.
We may not want to recognize or even imagine this "family" relationship, but the "white" viewer, and of course the "black" viewer, although
he or she is not the object of address in this tape, is confronted with the
repetition, first singly and then together, of the statement about slavery,
rape, and shared bloodlines. What might this invocation of u.s. history
reveal to or elicit from viewers? And what might it imply about a concept
of nationhood? That is, what is the relationship in this piece between the
invocation of historical memory and our contemporary representations of
ourselves both as individuals and as members of the "imagined community" of the u.s. nation? A nation, Piper asserts, made up of hybrid individuals?
The perception of physiognomy as it elicits racial categorizations and
our own racial identification surely play a key role in shaping viewer
response. Those factors help situate us as the interlocutors of this piece,
the "you" of the address. "Whites," having been accustomed to the privileges accorded their race, may feel internal resistance to this threatened
demotion from the majority to minority status. "Blacks" may find the
implied collapse of difference threatening to the maintenance of their
"imagined community." Those who regard themselves as neither one nor
the other, difficult given the legal and discursive construction of race in the
United States, but more common in parts of the Caribbean, for example,
may find the acknowledgement of hybridity satisfying. I wondered what
reactions the young black man sitting next to me was having, and I wondered also about the reactions of the Whitney guards, African-American,
one male, one female, as they stood by the door "guarding" this piece
"about" racism, a piece obviously directed at me, the white museum-goer.
Ultimately, the rhetorical strategy behind Piper's piece is to explode a
myth of racial difference. She uses the biological "evidence" of mixed
bloodlines, contextualized in some of the most blatant and violent acts of
racism (and sexism) during the slavery period, that is, the rape of female
slaves by white owners, to assert that ultimately, given the u.s. definition
of racial "purity," we are all the same. But this is a tricky stance, even
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though it may be rhetorically effective in eliciting a strong response from
viewers. A sort of biological humanism seems to underlie the ratio-logical
style of argumentation that structures the piece. If we are all hybrid, hence
all racially marked or unmarked, then the pernicious social, political, and
economic effects of racism have lost their putative grounds. Piper simultaneously asserts the specific historical and geographic dimensions of u.s.
racism, that is, the social and legal construction of "race" as a category
and of "racial difference" as black or white (with any black ancestry equalling "black"), and undermines the social constructedness of that difference
by asserting biological hybridity as the opposing conceptual category.
The imagined category of the United States referenced in the use of
"we" equally airbrushes other categories of racial difference that operate
contemporaneously. In Piper's piece, race is an issue of black or white or
shades of "gray." True, in one sense the determinative category for u.s.
racism may be "color" or "no color," with Asians, indigenous Americans,
and so-called Hispanics lumped together in the marked category, and with
Euro-Americans holding the "white" unmarked position of the norm. But
Piper's piece in some ways reproduces this lack of differentiation among
people of color. And her admonitions against racism are predicated on a
mixing of "racial" bloodlines that has not reached equally into all segments of the "white" and "nonwhite" populations.
Piper's logic rests on the tension between the visible and invisible. To
"be" and to "look" or to "seem" white or black are all different aspects of
the concept of "race." Genetic diversity is at specific historical periods and
in different systems of thought conceptualized in specific ways as "race."
This can playa major or minor role in the public discourse of a nation,
and that too can vary over time.
The tension in Piper's piece both points to and undermines such an
acknowledgment of the epistemological construction we term "race." She
brings forward the social and legal legacy of a u.s. system that terms anyone with any sub-Saharan ancestry as black, thus revealing the arbitrariness of the categorization, which, under different historical circumstances, might just as well have been reversed. Her presentation of herself,
looking, acting, talking "white," with all the class specificity that that designation hides in it, yet "being" black also points to the arbitrariness of a
conceptual system based on categorization of bodily diversity when there
is no such visible presentation of that bodily diversity to see. The time
bomb in this equation is the potential bodily presentation of that difference, a recessive gene that might surprisingly show itself, thus the concept
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and attendant historical pressures against "passing" in the United States.
Piper thus shows race to be a social construction contingent on specific
geohistorical instances, yet at the same time claims a genetic specificity to
race that runs counter to the potential radical disruptiveness of her other
claim. Ultimately, Piper's piece does not tell us that racism is wrong
because it is predicated on an arbitrary attribution of meaning to selected
characteristics of difference, but rather that racism is wrong because those
categories of difference are themselves incorrect.
In using herself as the primary performer and the central visual element
in this piece, Piper relies on the "invisibility" of her blackness as the physical evidence upon which the rest of her rhetorical moves are predicated.
The formal style of the spoken text, with its "if A equals Band B equals c
then A equals c" type of presentation, endeavors to engage us on a rational
plane about a highly emotionally charged issue. That type of argumentation relies on the marshaling of evidence, which Piper displays both
through her presentation of herself and through her quoting of statistics
and the like. All of this is predicated on our believing that in fact Piper is
"black." What if Piper were a "white" artist performing the same piece, as
are the performers on the other monitors?
The power of the rhetorical structure of the piece depends on her use of
her body as evidentiary material. We then can metaphorically transfer a
belief in her blackness to some level of acceptance of the other sixteen performers' assertions that they too claim African ancestry. Their assertions
mayor may not be "true," but they complete on a formal level the philosophical argument that is Piper's starting point for the piece. We might
then extend this belief to ourselves. In other words, the degree of perceived fictionality of the statements made during the piece can vary, but if
we don't believe Piper, the efficacy of the piece is compromised. Her
choice of video (with its intimate scale and patina of television news "realism") and her use of a static headshot emphasize the supposed "truth-telling" capability of the photographic medium, rather than highlighting its
status as a representational medium. The performance mode of low-keyed
direct address to the viewer also enhances this effect.
We are asked to reimagine our bodies as racially different from our
assumed white identification and thus to reconceive of our "selves" as
embodied persons. This differently imaged self would then have a different relation to all other selves perceived as black or as white. The national
body, the imagined wholeness of all persons making up the nation, would
also be changed, for this would then be a "black" nation, or a nation
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where racial difference was not marked, that is, if we are all black, then
difference is annulled. The existence of such a nation, a nation that shares
a past rooted in slavery, is posited via the existence of concrete bodies who
are said to embody that past through the shared genetic material that
makes us all black. But does this nation have a gender?
Let's return to that gallery of silent faces watching us watch Piper. The
sixty-four black-and-white portraits encircling the room, surrounding us,
are all of contemporary black women. Are these women metaphorical
stand-ins for their / our raped slave ancestors? Are they, by extension, the
"mother of us all," the embodiment of history as it is being invoked in this
piece? Is the identity of the nation built on the bodies of these women and
others like them? The "blackness" in Piper's monologue comes from
women, 8 because it was they who were raped by whites. What happens to
this linkage of race and gender?
In Piper's piece an odd split occurs. The multiply quoted assertion
"Some of my female ancestors were so-called 'houseniggers' who were
raped by their white slavemasters," which is one of the key rhetorical
moves in the piece, invokes the linkage of racism and sexism, INDEED IS
PREDICATED UPON IT (and on the concept of property rights under capitalism, too). But this linkage is never explored. Instead, the variable of gender, and its attendant sexism, is masked by the emphasis on race. The sex
of the raped slaves is of mere instrumental importance in this piece. We
are on familiar ground here. A choice has been made to highlight one discourse of difference while overlooking another. This is a strategic choice
faced by many who are in doubly, or triply, marked categories of difference. On how many fronts can one fight at once? But the problem lies precisely in overlooking the relationship among these categories of difference
and their masking, highlighting, or underwriting of each other in various
discursive realms. It is precisely this interweaving of discursively constructed identities and the pitting of one against the other as a way in itself
of constructing meaning that was so fascinating in the Clarence Thomas
hearings.
THE CLARENCE THOMAS HEARINGS

The u.s. Senate confirmation hearings on Judge Clarence Thomas provided a riveting display of the ways in which the discourses of race, gender, sexuality, and nationhood are intertwined. They showed how these
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discursive fields can be activated, transmuted one into the other, or
arrayed in contestatory positions in public discourse. The broadcast of the
end of these hearings focused on allegations of sexual harassment brought
by Anita Hill, lawyer and professor of law at the University of Oklahoma,
against Thomas. By all accounts on the news, a good portion of the u.s.
public sat, as did I, glued to the television set for three days of testimony
during the period immediately preceding the Senate vote to confirm
Thomas.
The performative nature of these hearings, their theatricality, scriptedness, improvisation, emphasis on the perceived believability of the performers, and their broadcast live on network and cable television all made
this a most extraordinary piece of public performance and of television.
The intimate scale of television, with its life-sized images of faces in closeup, revealing every passing wave of emotion visible in the smallest tightening of the jaw, or a shifting of eyes, contributed immeasurably to the dramatic impact of this national event. And the live capability of broadcast
television to frame events even as they unfold likewise created a narrative
tension and an urgency which drew viewers to the set for days. The liveness of the hearings, their "realism," was further enhanced by the bumbling of the fourteen senators on the committee, who groped for words
and developed new strains of narrative even as we looked on. This show
had none of the fluid eloquence of the closing arguments that we see in
legal cases on the hit show "L.A. Law" week after week. Here the sentences were incomplete, verbs and subjects separated by winding routes of
parenthetical phrases, punctuated by "umms," and "ahs" marking such
long silences you could drive a truck through the fractured syntax without
interrupting the flow, or lack of it.
This was a televisual event of the proportion usually reserved for
national crises like wars or state funerals. For three days, the major networks preempted much of their regular programming and cable networks
ran the hearings from cover to cover. Surrounding the actual testimonies
in the Senate hearing room was an extensive public discourse that grew in
ever-widening circles. The news media interviewed the senators, questioned "experts" in sexual harassment and legal proceedings, hunted down
Clarence Thomas's friends in Pinpoint, Georgia, for their reaction, and
commented on what commentators in the print media had said about
what the participants had said about what Hill and Thomas said. And in
the aftermath, popular journals have featured cover stories on the hear-
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ings and on the issue of sexual harassment that they raised. Academic
books and articles are beginning to appear.9 For all the protestations that
this was not a trial, these proceedings will surely be regarded as a "landmark case" for some time to come.
What I found most remarkable about these hearings was the way the
rhetorical terrain kept slipping. "Sexual harassment" turned into "gender
discrimination." Racism turned into nationalism, race became racism,
class overrode or failed to override the discourse of gender. And in the
slippage we also saw glimpses of the ways some of these discourses tend to
be linked in assumptions made by various segments of the population.
Overall, this was a frightening display of sloppy thinking or a brilliant display of a sort of rhetorical shell game, depending on one's opinion of the
outcome and of one's estimation of the main characters' abilities to understand and manipulate what was really being implied by what was being
said.
The setting of the stage is as follows. Clarence Thomas has gone
through ten days of confirmation hearings and the vote is nearing. Republicans generally support President Bush's nominee. The African-American
political community is mixed. Thomas's antagonism to affirmative action
is seen by many as a significant stumbling block. The liberal democrats
are in the tricky position of finding a black candidate too conservative on
the issue of civil rights. Many pro-choice women are fearful that Thomas's
refusal to reveal any opinion on Roe v. Wade hides an anti-abortion rights
stance.
Anita Hill's allegations had been presented to the Senate confirmation
committee, which decided they did not warrant a delay in the vote. Then a
report of her allegations was leaked to the press, and the charges became
such a political hot potato that an eleventh-hour extension of the hearings
was called for to investigate the charges prior to the vote. On Friday
morning, October II, I99I, Clarence Thomas appeared before the Senate
committee and made an impassioned statement about his innocence and
about his right to privacy. That afternoon, Anita Hill read her statement
and answered questions about the details of the sexual harassment activities that had allegedly taken place a decade earlier when she worked for
Thomas at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in Washington, D.C., and later at the Department of Education.
The judge, she alleged, had made sexually explicit remarks to her,
repeatedly asked her to go out with him even after she refused, and even
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told her that if she'd had witnesses she would have had a good sexual harassment case against him. His supporters argued that since she continued
to work with him (Hill claimed the harassment stopped finally) and maintained a professional relationship with him as one of the leading figures in
her field, she must be making it all up. Saturday, both Thomas and Hill
underwent follow-up questioning, as the senators endeavored to attribute
motive to Hill, and on Sunday, corroborating witnesses and character witnesses were called from each side to establish their veracity. The questioning went on until well past midnight, giving the hearings a sense of
urgency and melodrama as the deadline for the vote neared. Debate in the
Congress continued Monday, and the vote proceeded as scheduled on
Tuesday, with a very narrow 52-48 margin in favor of Thomas's confirmation.
There are several key components in the set-up for this whole action.
Importantly, Anita Hill, like Clarence Thomas, is African-American. Both
are Yale law school graduates, and both were employed by the federal
government. Ironically, both have experience working in civil rights law,
including that of gender discrimination, although a decade ago the legal
formulation of sexual harassment was not as clearly stated as it is today.
In two key areas, the protagonists in this drama differ. Thomas is male,
and he is somewhat older and significantly more senior in his position. He
was, after all, Hill's boss. Two more key elements enter into play. Every
senator, Republican or Democrat, sitting on the dais conducting these
hearings, is white and male. Hill's four main supporting witnesses, who
relate that Hill told them about the harassment, are all highly accomplished and highly educated. Two women and two men testify on her
behalf.lo One of each is black, the other white. They are all lawyers and
testify with careful precision. They are all professional colleagues, with
the exception of one of the black men, who dated Hill briefly during the
time under discussion.
Thomas's side produces a parade of supporters, the most damaging of
which are underlings who worked in the same office at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission with Hill. Only one seems to possess a
postgraduate degree. Three are black, one white. The class asymmetry
between his and her supporters remains submerged. Thomas's supporters
testify that they can't imagine him doing the heinous things Hill alleges,
didn't see any sexual harassment in the office, and always found Thomas
to be polite and professionally respectful to women. Hill was O.K., it
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seemed, but always very ambitious. In addition, a black male Yale law
school graduate who knew Hill slightly during the time alleges that Hill
seemed to have romantic fantasies about him although he showed no personal interest in her.
Anita Hill presented herself dressed conservatively and with a quiet
professional demeanor. Her body language was muted, her voice clear but
not strident. She spoke with control and with great precision, answering
the questions put to her with great care as to her accuracy and scope. As
the hearings proceeded, it became clear that the real rhetorical structure
upon which the quasi-court was operating was that of a rape trial. The
supposed victim had to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt her sexual propriety, her veracity, her "model wife" character in order to have a shred of
a chance of being believed. On the part of those on the Senate committee
who seemed to believe her story, repeated references were made to Hill's
status as a YALE law school graduate, as a LAW PROFESSOR, and as a lawyer. The inference was that this is no ordinary bimbo, no sexpot who led
him on and then is trying to entrap him. In effect, this strain of argument
strove not only to establish Hill's credibility, but to elevate her through her
professional achievements out of the category of "woman."
A number of other oppositional categories were operating beside the
woman versus man category. Black versus white and so-called specialinterest groups versus the good of the nation were the other framing
devices that motivated much of the questioning and the responses.
Repeatedly Hill's detractors, both on the Senate committee and among
those appearing as witnesses, strove to assert Hill's status as a woman
over her status as a (somehow gender-neutral) professional. It was simultaneously appalling and illuminating to see this in public action. The arguments or innuendoes against Hill implied the following: that she was too
professionally aggressive and therefore liable to do anything for publicity
(several callers on CNN asserted she was just out to get a movie contract,
and the same attacks were made by the senators although in a supposedly
joking way). Hill's aggressiveness made her not a "good woman" and
hence less believable. A second tack asserted that since Thomas was such
a good and fair man, obviously this didn't happen, so we must find out the
reasons that Hill would make this up. Probably she was a woman given to
sexual fantasy and desired Thomas, who had spurned her. "Hell hath no
fury like a woman scorned" was quoted more than once during the proceedings. Following this line of reasoning, the details of Hill's testimony
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could have been trumped up from reading books or, it was suggested, seeing movies, like The Exorcist. Ultimately, Hill's gender outweighed her
professional credentials, and she was discredited as a publicity-seeking,
delusional, scorned woman whose inability to separate fantasy from reality had gotten out of hand.
In the end, Hill's reserve worked against her. Clarence Thomas gave a
passionate denial of the charges and a detailed testimony of the ways in
which he and his family had been made to suffer by this "outrageous"
assertion. On Friday, he told us that the old Clarence Thomas was dead,
killed off by these hearings. On Saturday, he neared tears when he
described how he felt. "I've already lost. I've lost my name. I never aspired
to the Supreme Court .... I'm not here to be confirmed. I'm here to get
my name back." As his eyes brim with tears, the camera moves in to an
extreme close-up. One of the Republican senators gently leads him further
into bathos: "You haven't mentioned your grandfather during this particular sitting .... What advice do you think he would give you today ... ?"
Pulling out all stops, Thomas says, "In 1983 [at a previous confirmation]
... he told me not to cry uncle, and not to give up until I'm dead ....
That's what he would say to me." Having put his literal and metaphorical
self on the line, crying or braving "death" as it were, Thomas slides the
drama of the hearings right over into melodrama, complete with manly
tears. Had Hill risked displaying such passion, she could have easily been
labeled emotionally unstable or hysterical. Thomas, by virtue of his status
and gender, ran no such risk. His testimony was performed as the righteous outrage of the unjustly accused.
But Thomas's most brilliant strategy was not just to deny, but to deflect
and reframe the issue in two ways. He asserted that the Senate investigation of the charges was an "electronic lynching" and that it was a disgrace
to the nation for such a spectacle to occur in national politics.
Thomas's strategy worked for a couple of reasons. By accusing the
Democratic senators of "lynching," he activated in full their fears of
appearing or being called racist in their handling of the confirmation.
They were already on difficult ground there due to Thomas's conservative
stance on affirmative action. In effect, to criticize Thomas on that stance
was to call him not black enough to rightfully represent the interests of the
black population. Thomas accused the senators of giving in to pernicious
sexual stereotypes about blacks (that is, as sexually rapacious) in even
entertaining the charges by Hill that he had sexually harassed her. What
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was forgotten in this line of reasoning, but was once or twice asserted by
the senators in defense of the questioning, was that Anita Hill herself is
black. Is she racist in charging him with these actions? No, racism among
blacks is not even conceived of as possible in these hearings. 11 Her actions
are supposedly based on a female delusion. He is black; she is female. 12
The senators, in believing Thomas capable of such a thing, are called "racist," a lynch mob. Never in the course of the hearings are they called "sexist" for giving credibility to Thomas's denials.
As men, the senators should side with Thomas. 13 After all, everyone of
them is as vulnerable to such charges, which can rarely be substantiated
by eyewitness testimony since the actions usually take place when no one
else is present. As whites, they could not move against him for fear of
being labeled racist. Anita Hill, in these hearings, was never "black," only
female. 14 The particularities of black female professional employment
that might have influenced her decision not to press charges, to maintain a
professional relationship with Thomas, and indeed, even perhaps to
accept the inevitability of sexual harassment, enhanced by race, are never
brought Up.lS
As senators, they were extremely vulnerable to being charged with
ignoring the welfare of the nation, of being unprofessional in carrying out
their duties, and in lowering the level of public discourse to the level of
spectacle, farce, and melodrama. All of these genres are associated with
notions of excess, and often the excessive emotionalism attributed to
women and to the excess of the body. Thomas himself was able to contribute to this excess while decrying it, and in doing so to assert a counter
discourse of the body, not a sexual one, but one of life and death. Take,
for example, his assertion that "I was harmed by this process, this process
which accommodated these attacks on me. If someone wanted to block
me ... if they felt I wasn't qualified, that's fine .... But to destroy me,
Senator, I would have preferred an assassin's bullet to this kind of living
hell that they have put me and my family through."
If the process was "killing" Thomas, it was also killing the nation and
undermining the faith of the people in their elected officials, so asserted
Thomas and his supporters. The nation in this case was construed as a
collectivity of individuals, all of whom were presumably watching television. The senators were responsible for representing their interests and for
upholding the principles for which the nation stands. As a diversionary
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tactic, this worked wonderfully. Motions for reforming the process were
made right during the middle of the hearings, so never again would the
public be subjected to such a smarmy spectacle. Ted Koppel hosted a special expanded "Nightline" show the night after the vote, which was billed
as a forum on "A Process Run Amok." And predictably, following the
hearings, a government committee was formed to look into ways of
"improving" the confirmation process. Thus, an "insult" to the individual
Clarence Thomas was transmuted into an insult to the people of
America,16 one that must not be allowed to happen again. The shame that
was attributed to the hearings was based not on the commission of sexist
or racist acts deemed unworthy of our nation. It was the intrusion of the
body into these hearings that was so inflammatory.
One of the most remarkable aspects of Anita Hill's testimony was its
depositing of the images and words of sex and pornography into the formal, public space of the hearings and thus into the living rooms of the
watching populace. What usually remains a private experience or at least
a marginalized public experience, that is, the consumption of pornographic images or texts, was broadcast directly into millions of homes. 17
Senator Joseph Biden, as chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
drew forth, in as delicate a manner as possible, the details of the incidents
on which Hill based her charges of sexual harassment. At first, there was
an obliqueness to the questioning and answering, as if both the committee
and Hill were hoping that such detail need not be spelled out in the public
hearings. References were made to "the Coke can incident," for instance.
Eventually, though, specificity was demanded.
What emerged was remarkable in the intrusion of the sexually explicit
discourse of pornography into the u.s. capitol. Hill testified that Thomas
had described a pornographic film he had seen. The images included
women with very large breasts and women having sex with animals. In
addition, she alleged that he had referred to his own penis as "Long Dong
Silver," another phrase supposedly common in pornographic texts, and
had bragged about his sexual prowess. She also asserted that he had once
reached for a Coke can in her presence, turned to her and asked, "who put
pubic hair on my Coke can?" In an interview, feminist legal scholar
Catharine MacKinnon identified the Coke can image as possibly related to
scenes in pornographic movies where women are raped with Coke cans.
Presumably, the pubic hair reference refers to the can having been placed
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in a woman's vagina and catching hairs on its removal. Not surprisingly,
this possible etiology was not picked up by network discussants, and Hill
herself was only able to describe the comment as bizarre.
Throughout these comments and during Thomas's rebuttal to them the
next day, there is an invisible body, or a fantasy body, that is evoked
though these descriptions and the narrations of the events. The conjured
image of a potential Supreme Court justice taking out a ruler and measuring his penis, then animating it with its own persona by referring to it as
"Long Dong Silver"18 is comic because it clashes supposedly opposing
behaviors. It personalizes and thus minimizes a public figure who must
maintain a public image of supra-individuality, letting the good of the
country and the ethical principles encoded in the laws determine his
behavior and not showing "commonness" through concern with something so puny and individualistic as penis size.
The discursive sexualization of a public figure's body was seen by Thomas as part of the threat to the public good, or the nation, that he criticized the committee for allowing. A public body is a body without organs,
indeed, without gender, just as the body of the public is a collectivity of
undifferentiated persons, also without bodies, whom it is the job of the
public figure to serve. The level of abstraction that operates in the discursive construction of both the public figure and the figure of "the public"
and "the nation" serves to separate physical from mental bodies, rejecting
the former in favor of the latter. In addition to helping Thomas deflect the
discussion to the national good and away from sexual harassment and his
moral fitness for the Supreme Court, such a move also allied Thomas with
this public body without organs, putting more distance between himself
and "Long Dong Silver."
In these hearings, the shifting identities of the participants and hence
the characterization of their actions and words was paramount. At times
during the hearings, Hill was female, at times a gender-neutral "lawyer,"
never, it seemed, black. Thomas was always black, usually male,
although at times a public figure, and hence a-sexual. The senators were
always white, and always male, and sometimes the representatives of the
nation. The "nation" was, apparently, without gender (that is, by default,
male?), and usually without race, that is, de facto white. 19 When the senators were accused of being racist, it was not conceived so much an an act
being perpetrated against the nation or the common good, as against the
individual Clarence Thomas. The act being perpetrated against the com-
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mon good was the "spectacle" of accusation, a spectacle that exposed male
desire at its worst. It was the exposure, not the desire, that was framed as
melodramatic and hence ignoble for the nation.
DISCURSIVE "DIFFERENCE"

Linda Gordon argues against an increasingly factionalized concept of difference and for a relational investigation of the varieties of social difference. These categories of difference are constructed and experienced relationally, at both the group and individual levels. Gordon moves from a
concept of biculturalism, that is, a black woman, for example, experiences life as a member of both a racially marked and gender-marked
group, to a concept of "the multiculturalism within us all" (Gordon 1991,
104). This phrase may sound on the surface like yet another universalizing
panacea, but her usage does not imply a false unity of people who, though
different, are all supposedly the same. Instead, she is getting at the multiply marked aspect of each individual life and of the various groups within
which we are situated or with which we choose to associate ourselves.
There have been moves within the feminist scholarly community within
the last decade to come to terms with the differences in the experience of
gender between women in the black community and those in the white, as
well as the normativizing assumptions relative to class of the earlier phase
of the women's movement of the 1970s. This corrective emphasis on difference among women can make it difficult to make any generalizations
about women as a socially marked group. In order not to lose the potential efficacy of the concept of "gender" as an analytical tool and a tool for
political organizing, Gordon argues that we must develop our awareness
of the ways in which race and gender intersect not only in terms of white
women or black women's experience, but also in the intersection of black
and white women's lives both individually and in terms of the historical
relations between these two groups.
She states, for example, that
it is not adequate to teach or write about African-American women as having patterns of work, family, childbearing, and child raising that are different from those of white Americans. The African-American patterns arose in
the context of relationship to whites, relations including exploitation, domination, fear, and exclusion, for example. The context also includes specifi-
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cally relations with white women as employees, as other workers, as suppliers of cheap food, as sales clerks. Difference often implies separation, but
these relationships frequently involved proximity, involvement .... As an
organizing principle, difference obliterates relation .... Perhaps the worst
danger of this kind of "difference" thought is that it removes from us the
challenge to examine power relations. (Gordon 1991, 105-106)
At least the old dualistic notions of black versus white or male versus
female had the advantage of implying a relation, even if that relation was
simplistic and overly unitary. As Gordon states,
the advantage of a dualist model is that it makes clear the way one set of
meanings, attributes, or behaviors defines the other set. To specify such
relations among a molecule of many atoms if of course more difficult. But it
is vital because individuals and groups are not bounded objects in orbit
around each other; they are actually created in their relationships with each
other. (Gordon 1991, 106)
Gordon's notion of a multiculturalism within us all could be interpreted
to mean the multiple ways in which each person is socially situated vis-avis a variety of trajectories of affiliation. They are elected or "assigned" by
the current discursive practices or the current categories of knowledge circulating and ascribed to by members of a particular community. Simple
enough. The race, class, gender trilogy is well enough known now to
become a cliche. We can add sexual preference and ethnic or cultural "origin." These two latter categories have a slippery relation with the category
"race," and with each other, but each has recently been mobilized within
academic discourse as an important category of difference. Interesting in
itself is the rise and fall of the popularity of each of these categories, race,
ethnicity, and culture, and what each includes, excludes, and assumes
about the construction of identity. (Note, for example, the development
of "Hispanic" and "Jewish" at various historical moments as separate from
"white." Are these racial or cultural or ethnic assignations? Why and
when?) But there are many other categories of "difference" we might consider as well. Age may soon move to the fore as a chic analytic academic
category as the large cohort of baby-boomers moves up the corporate ladder of academe and sets the intellectual agenda for the next decade. Other
meaningful distinctions include those with children and those without,
those with AIDS and those without, victims of violent crime versus those
who have not experienced such violence. Any number of distinctions can
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be made. Some obviously are more important than others, that is, some
are more heavily invested with access to or denial of access to power.
What I am arguing for here is an extension of Gordon's argument. Not
only do these categories of difference intersect, they do so differentially at
different times. The discursive activation of one category at a particular
time and vis-a-vis a particular relationship (individual, group, nation) is
something we can take as an object of analysis in itself. For example,
under what conditions and for what stakes do discourses of race supersede
discourses of gender? When is economic class the dominant variable in a
relation of power, and when does class according to "cultural capital" take
over?
In charting these differential activations of various identities, I do not
know what we would find. In the Piper work, for example, gender is central but muted, while race is pushed to the fore and stands in for the
nation. And in the Thomas hearings, it was the discourse of sexuality that
was supposedly organizing the interchanges, while in fact race was powerfully brought into play, precisely to derail gender, and the overarching discourse of nationhood was used to further mute gender while practicing
containment for any negative fallout of the invocation of racial discourse.
The real argument, the real terrain, is the ability to set out the dominant
and defining discursive category of difference which will set the terms of
any contest. In these terms, a discourse of nationhood is not one that by
definition supersedes other categories of identity, but rather one that is
invoked in relation to them, discursively mobilized at particular moments,
in particular ways, and to particular ends.
Jane C. Desmond, currently on the faculty at Duke University, begins a new
appointment as associate professor of American studies and women's studies at
the University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, in the fall of I993. Her interest in the cultural politics of the body stems from an earlier career as a professional choreographer.
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Notes and References
I. I'm thinking, for example, of works like Julie Zando's Hey Bud (1987), a
work on women and exhibitionism; Lawrence Andrews's An I for An I (1988),
which explores the intersection of race and violence though the black male body;
Stuart Marshall's Bright Eyes (1986), which contextualizes AIDS in the larger
social history of ostracizing and criminalizing certain groups on the basis of physical evidence; and of John Goss's outrageous and very funny "OUT" Takes
(1989), which juxtaposes Pee Wee Herman and a Japanese children's show to
expose multinational homophobia and male body hysteria.
2. See, for example, Marlon Riggs's controversial Tongues Untied, recently
banned on some P.B.S. stations, Cecelia Condit's Not a Jealous Bone, Tom Kalin's
They Are Lost to Vision Altogether, and Johanna Sophia's Freedom. All of these
tapes were produced since 1987.
3. It is perhaps precisely for this very reason, for example, that some gay men
visibly "perform" gayness through the display of what some would term exaggerated gestures, a rigid stock of dress options, and a "feminine" or "macho" body
language. These semiotic clues of body performance make visible an identity that
is otherwise not readily apparent. These same semiotics of self-presentation can
also be mobilized for political effect and commentary. See, for example, John
Goss's fashion show send-up and AIDS protest in his video work Stiff Sheets.
4. This is probably one reason why national celebrations often feature
national costumes of some sort. We see this, too, at international competitions
and events. At the 1991 Miss Universe contest, for instance, Miss America
appeared in a white skirt, white cowboy shirt with long fringes and sparkling red
and blue stars on the bodice, and white cowboy boots. Other contestants were
similarly attired in a Las Vegas version of their national costumes. A similar display of nationality via material culture is seen at the state level in the development
of national museums. These serve as a repository for a national imaginary of the
particularity of the nation's culture, and it is that linkage of "particularity" and of
"culture" that is then used ideologically to shore up the notion of a nation.
5. Peter Schjeldahl (1991, 80) makes this point about the Palestinians, the
Kurds, and the Sikhs in a discussion of art and national identity.
6. The "right" to self-determination that we support for various nations is less
available to members of certain races and very little available to men and women
regarding their ascribed sex. See Dominguez (1991). Certain feminist writing has
pointed out the fuzziness of the female / male sex distinction even at the biological
level and certainly at the social level of gender, and there are whole groups of people who defy categorization by mixing and matching sexual and gender
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attributes, such as transvestites in the United States and Hijras in India. However,
for the majority, the "choice" to be male or female is not a real one, in the way
that some light-skinned blacks have had a "choice" to present themselves as
"black" or "white."
7. I should emphasize, of course, that traces of African ancestry were not visible to me (nor, I imagine, to the majority of white, upper-middle-class museumgoers). Others who have grown up in different communities can undoubtedly
read the semiotics of Piper's physiognomy differently. Subtle textural variations in
hair, small details like the shape of the orb of the eye socket, and so forth will no
doubt be meaningful markers of racial ancestry to those who are used to discerning, classifying, and naming differences among varying mixtures of African and
European ancestry. This would be common in many parts of the Caribbean, for
example. I am grateful to Virginia Dominguez for pointing this out and for sharing with me her thinking about the social construction of race, which has influenced my writing of this piece.
8. Indeed, black men are nowhere present in this piece, although their images
and stereotyping by whites figure prominently in other Piper pieces, such as
Vanilla Nightmares (1986). And there is also no reference to the opposite pairing,
whether by force or joint desire, of white women and black men, the unions of
which similarly would yield children of mixed race.
9. See, for example, the new collection edited by Toni Morrison (1992).
10. Richard Goldstein, writing in the Village Voice, makes an astute comment
regarding the backlash effect against educated women. Discussing the commentary of former Reagan and Bush speech writer, Peggy Noonan, he writes: "On the
[New York] Times's op-ed page, Noonan raised the familiar specter of Republican populism - in which hard-working, family-oriented Americans are pitted
against a perverse and detached liberal elite. Warming to the task, Noonan compared a 'Maybellined' witness for Judge Thomas (the chatty J. C. Alvarez) with a
friend of Hill's 'who spoke with a sincere, unmakeuped face.' Noonan was echoing a powerful - if subliminal - tactic in the assault on feminism: dyke-baiting"
(Goldstein 1991, 26).
II. The one exception was the speculation that Hill may have been jealous
because Thomas seemed to prefer, both personally and professionally, lighterskinned women.
12. Anita Hill's status as a black woman was rarely noted in the hearings or in
the discourse surrounding them. For instance, it was not until a full month following the hearings that the Village Voice, which had already devoted a lot of
space to commentary on the hearings, featured an article that covered this most
obvious angle. Commenting on Hill's treatment, Lisa Jones (1991) notes: "[It] is
ironic when you realize that in the last month, Hill has been the most visible and
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discussed African American woman since Tawana Brawley.... Discredited for
speaking as a woman and as a black person, Hill was rendered invisible as both"
(p. 27). We might ask ourselves, what would have happened if Hill had been
white? The power of the lynching charge would have been doubled, no doubt,
but would Hill have been taken any more seriously? I doubt it, for her femaleness
overshadowed her racial identity. Still, Jones is on target when she notes that
"what race loyalty often means for black women [is] protecting the honor of men
and the race before self" (p. 28). Black women are often expected to put race
before gender, to close the ranks so to speak, or else risk what Solomon calls the
stereotype of the Black Bitch, "the emasculating matriarch - calculating and bitter" (p. 27). We should note also that the stereotypical association of sexuality
with blackness can also apply to women. But given Hill's professional status and
religious background it was hard to invoke any image of a sexually profligate
black woman. Here Thomas supporters had to settle for insinuations about Hill's
desires and fantasies. Color came in again when, as Jones notes, "Thomas went
so far as to speculate at one point in the hearing that Hill's motive for depriving
him of the ... Supreme Court was her jealousy that he dated a light-skinned
woman and that the woman he promoted at the EEOC was light-skinned as well"
(P·27)·
13. And, as Republican Senator Charles Grassley of Iowa reminded the senators, "He who is without sin, let him cast the first stone." Senator Edward Kennedy, usually an avid cross examiner, was rendered nearly mute during these
hearings due to his sexually tainted history.
14. In one of the few intelligent commentaries on the whole case, law professor Patricia King of Georgetown Law School noted, in conversation with Dan
Rather on October 11,1991, on the C.B.S. network, the linkages between sexuality and racism. "I actually thought it was fairly ironic that Judge Thomas, who
has distanced himself from ... the African-American community all of a sudden
is using 'race discrimination' ... as a sword. The strategy seems to be, if you
vote against Judge Thomas then you're adopting the stereotype that has been
attributed to the black male. This is not a Southern lynching case ... of a black
man accused of having a sexual involvement with a white woman. This is a case
of a very creditable, respectable, conservative, religious, black law professor raising these allegations. And to suggest that she is doing it ... to feed into those
stereotypes to the detriment of the community ... is a dangerous strategy." In
effect, I would suggest, Thomas charges Hill herself with racism in making these
charges.
15. It should be noted that all three women who came forward during and
after the hearings and charged Thomas with improper conduct were black, while
Thomas's wife is white. The possible meanings of this triangulation are many.
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Thomas may have felt that he could get away with harassing black women whose
race-solidarity combined with a difficult climb up the career ladder would keep
them quiet. In follow-up articles in the Village Voice (vol. 36, no. 43, October 22,
1991), for example, both black and white writers noted the possibility that Thomas may have thought Hill would keep quiet precisely because making such
charges would be seen as a traitorous act, inhibiting the advancement of blacks as
professionals. That harassment could have inhibited her advancement as a black
professional is never mentioned. Also, the image of Thomas, a black man, married to a white woman who sat supportively behind him throughout these hearings, gave, perhaps, an added power to the lynching charges leveled at the senators.
16. At least some of the European press took this attitude also. Le Monde
called the hearings "a great American psychodrama," while the II Giornale
(Milan) declared them "humiliating for a great democracy" (quoted in Goldstein
1991).
17. President Bush said that what he saw on television was "deeply offensive to
American families." It worried him to think of his "little grandchildren hearing
some of the graphic sex allegations" (quoted in Goldstein 1991).

18. Interestingly, even this name became transmuted during the hearings,
alternately referred to by some of the senators as "Long John Silver" and calling
forth images of pirates or perhaps the chain of fast-food fish restaurants that goes
by the same name.
19. Richard Goldstein (1991) is hopeful that this event will mark the inauguration of "a new, gender-based politics, with the potential to challenge the traditional configuration of left and right, which is based on a much older model of
class." He asserts that feminism, at its most fundamental, "transcends class, defies
racial and regional interests, and enters into virtually every public institution, as
well as the most intimate interactions." While that may be true, my point here is
that it is precisely the relations among all of these categories of "difference," and
above all their discursive activation, that is key.
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The Tourist/Traveler Gaze:
Bertolucci and Bowles's
The Sheltering Sky
YOSEFA LOSHITZKY

Whereas the tourist generally hurries back home
at the end of a few weeks or months, the traveler,
belonging no more to one place than to the next,
moves slowly, over periods of years, from one
part of the earth to another ... another important difference between tourist and traveler is that
the former accepts his own civilization without
question; not so the traveler, who compares it
with the others, and rejects elements he finds not
to his liking.
PAUL BOWLES, The Sheltering Sky

T

HE BROCHURE-LIKE book published by Scribners as part of the publicity campaign surrounding the release of Bernardo Bertolucci's film The
Sheltering Sky - based on the novel by Paul Bowles - starts its portrait of
the film as follows: "1947. An ocean liner from New York sets Kit and Port
Moresby down in Tangier. They are seasoned adventurers with no plans
to return. Their friend Tunner wants to return with snapshots and stories
of sexual conquests. He is a tourist. They are travellers" (Negri and
Gerard 1990, II). This description, as well as the distinction made by both
the novelist and the scriptwriters of The Sheltering Sky between tourists
and travelers, recalls an emerging interest in tourism research: points of
convergence and divergence between pilgrimage and tourism. 1 Yet, the
fascination that the film holds for students of culture goes beyond the fact
that it provides a semi metaphysical , "artistic" framework to "contemplate" the scholarly debate about tourism. Bertolucci's The Sheltering Sky
"contemplates" the debate (but also can be "contemplated") in a fashion
III
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that foregrounds some current discussions, taking place on several disciplinary fronts, concerning the problem of the "Other."
In this article, I consider some of these discussions among anthropologists, sociologists, and literary and film scholars so as to provide a "thick
description" of the film The Sheltering Sky.2 Because this film addresses
concerns and sentiments that recur in debates about the inscription and
representation of another culture, my analysis extends beyond The Sheltering Sky. The right to inscribe or represent another culture is a power
that, as Johannes Fabian (1983) and Bernard McGrane (1989) claim, traditionally has been granted to the anthropologist/ ethnographer. Nevertheless, the links between ethnography and film are by now well known and
in dominant cinema, as Shohat (1991, 50) points out, "the spectator is subliminally invited on an archeological and ethnographic tour of celluloidpreserved cultures." Moreover, the fact that The Sheltering Sky is a Western film made in the African "Orient" raises the question whether
Bertolucci's object is a restoration of "authenticity" to this region or an
attempt to construct it, in Desmond's (1991, 155) suggestive phrase, "as the
imaginary geography of 'the West's' desire."3 If, indeed, The Sheltering
Sky is yet another manifestation of colonial discourse, then it may well be
read as a "tourist film" exploiting the exoticism of the Other. Yet the film
is open to negotiated readings, and in many respects it may be seen as subverting rather than enforcing the colonial discourse. The fact that it partially draws on the "road film" genre, as well as on the existentialist tradition (whose influence can be easily detected in Bowles's novel), obviously
goes beyond its concern with the anthropological Other.
Although Camus's "brand" of existentialism is intimately, if not physically, mentally, and geographically, connected to the North African/Mediterranean landscape, while the issue of the "Other" occupies Sartre's existentialist analyses, their presence in BertoluccilBowles's The Sheltering
Sky provides both works with the "dignity" of a "soul-searching" and existential! metaphysical journey / quest that goes "beyond anthropology."
From this vantage point, the film can be read as a "travel film," expressing
a movement toward the religious/ cosmic Other and not the "anthropological" one.
Bertolucci began his film work through evocation of his childhood
landscapes. Most of his stories were set in his birthplace, Parma. Parma in
these films is the keynote symbol of Bertolucci's antagonistic coupling of
nostalgia with an acute belief in progressive historical change. With The
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Last Emperor (1987), however, Bertolucci departs from the regions of his
childhood and goes further and further East in order to discover new
"exotic" and "pure" spaces. His themes, as well, become more and more
"non-Italian," universal, and even metaphysical in nature. Italy disappears
from the new Bertoluccian discourse, and the East becomes, in opposition
to the West, a utopia. The Sheltering Sky. Bertolucci's second non-Italian
film, seems to follow the track begun with The Last Emperor.
The nature of the relationship between The Sheltering Sky and colonial
discourse assumes special interest given the fact that the plot of the film, as
well as that of the novel, occurs in the immediate aftermath of the Second
World War - that is to say, at the moment when the long chapter of decolonization was just beginning. In that period, "Africa alone held out the
hopes of a new continent" and "the Sahara could still serve as a backdrop
to the kind of radical self-interrogation to which Port and Kit Moresby
subject themselves" (Negri and Gerard 1991, 35). Bowles himself, in moving permanently to Tangier, Morocco, in 1950, was fleeing
imperialist land, the America of John Wayne. Similarly his protagonists flee
those continents where the war has left too many traces; they abandon a
world in which they no longer recognise themselves. The idea of remaining
in this self-styled civilization has become intolerable to them as it would
imply their complicity in what is happening to it. (Negri and Gerard
1991 ,35)
TOURISTS AND TRAVELERS

Tourism emerged as a major research topic in the 1970s. Reactions against
mass tourism asserted themselves on both the scholarly and popular
fronts. In popular criticism, a set of "snobbish, nostalgic views was articulated" which reflected frustration at the destruction of "authenticity" by
the phenomenon of modern tourism. 4 In the scholarly discourse, tourism
has been conceived either "as a modern, mass-leisure phenomenon ...
devoid of any deeper spiritual or cultural significance" (Cohen 1992, 48),
with the tourist portrayed as an aberration of the earlier, serious traveler,
or as a sacred journey - "a timeless repetition of the archetype of the voyage" (Frow 1991, 124).
The elitist negative view towards tourism is, indirectly, expressed even
by an anti-elitist scholar like John Vrry, who distinguishes between the
mass character of the gaze of tourists and the individual character of the
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gaze of the traveler. Surprisingly enough, even his definition of a tourist as
someone who has "a clear intention to return 'home' within a relatively
short period of time" (Vrry 1990, 3) fits perfectly the definitions of both
Bowles and Bertolucci regarding the distinction between tourists and travelers.s The nostalgic, elitistic view expressed by Bowles is not surprising
given the historical context of his novel (the end of World War II and the
rapid development of mass transportation, which engendered the rise of
mass tourism) and his status as an American expatriate and "literary pilgrim." The nostalgic view expressed by Bertolucci, however, is rooted in
different ground (see Loshitzky 1992). Bertolucci's disaffection with the
West manifested itself in the 1980s through a romantic search for new utopias in the East. The Last Emperor is the first example of this quest, and
its last scene, in which a group of tourists gaze at what is left of the imperial glamour of The Forbidden City, epitomizes the victorious gaze of
mass tourism (Loshitzky and Meyuhas 1992). This scene can be read as
"the archetypical tourist's (or ethnographer'S) frustration at witnessing the
paradox of his activity: tourism (like colonialism) destroys the very
authenticity it desires" (Blythe 1990, 90-91).
The romantic conception of the traveler in Bowles's and Bertolucci's
works invokes the current sociological! anthropological analysis of tourism as sacred quest, substituting "the profound spiritual quest of the past
epitomized in the ancient traveler or pilgrim" (Cohen 1992, 49). Cohen,
however, distinguishes between pilgrims and travelers. According to him,
while the "Center" is the goal of the pilgrim, the "Other" is the goal of the
traveler. 6 Socially and religiously the traveler's attraction to the primordial
chaotic "Other" is conceived, in traditional cultures and societies, as dangerous and heretic. Yet, the traveler's role became socially more acceptable with the coming of modernity and the replacement of the mythic/ religious world view with "rationality." The perceived "shrinking" of the
world engenders a situation in which only the "wild regions" beyond the
boundaries of civilization preserve some qualities of "Otherness." In the
process of the growth of modern travel "landscapes are transformed into
'attractions,' not because they symbolize one's own culture but precisely
because they are different, allegedly harboring an 'authenticity' that
modernity has lost" (Cohen 1992, 52). Hence, as Turner and Ash point
out, tourism becomes "an invasion outwards from the highly developed
and metropolitan centers into the uncivilized peripheries" (quoted in
Cohen 1992, 52). The "traveler-tourist" version "grew in importance as
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modern man became increasingly alienated from his world and departed,
or escaped, in search of recuperation and relief, into its periphery....
For those most alienated from modernity, indeed, the search is crowned
by the discovery of a new, personal or 'elective' Center not shared by the
co-members of their society of origin" (Cohen 1992, 52).
Porter, the male protagonist of The Sheltering Sky and Bowles's alter
ego, is a combination of two of the four modes (the diversionary, the
experiential, the experimental, and the existential) of the touristic experience of alienated individuals described by Cohen. He is both the experimental and the existential. 7 Bowles's description of the difference between
a tourist and a traveler expresses his rejection of the American center. For
Bowles, an American expatriate alienated from his own civilization, the
new "elective center" is Arab civilization encountered in the periphery of
the modern world. What Bowles calls "Arab fatalism" becomes for him an
authentic alternative to the "huge monstrous 'non-culture', a 'non-civilization' " and "apocalypse" that is America today. 8
SEXUALITY, ORIENTALISM, AND OTHERNESS

Bertolucci inherited his romantic nostalgia for a "pure" civilization - that
is, one onterior to Western contamination - from his first cinematic mentor, Pasolini. Pasolini's heretical ideas concerning the sacaralita (reverence) of primal pre-industrial and pre-bourgeois reality (existing today,
according to him, only among peasants and in the Third World) were
strongly criticized at the time he expressed them. 9 His polemics against the
cultural logic of late capitalism, as Giuliana Bruno suggests, "were generally taken as nostalgia for an archaic world."10 Pasolini's hatred of the
world-wide spread of what he termed "cultura homogenieta" - characterized by consumerism and the destruction of "authentic" cultures - moved
him in 1973 to create The Arabian Nights, the last movie in his "trilogy of
life".l1 The film was shot on various "exotic" locations in Nepal, Yemen,
Iran, and Ethiopia in the hope of discovering in these "uncontaminated"
regions a "free" sexuality devoid of the repression and exploitation typical
of industrialized Western societies.
The intertextuallinks between The Sheltering Sky and Arabian Nights,
such as the evocation of Oriental landscapes and the film's homosexual
motifs,12 further accentuate Pasolini's influence on Bertolucci. The fact
that Pasolini synthesized several remote geographical regions of the Third
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World to construct a concept of the "Orient," and in particular a concept
of "liberated Oriental sexuality," emphasizes the function of the East as
the desired imaginary of the West. The hypersexualization of the East, its
promise of, to use Said's words, "excessive 'freedom of intercourse' " and
"freedom of licentious sex" (Said 1978, 167, 190; see also Behdad 1990b,
163-169), is a European invention whose cinematic expression in the
1970S and 1980s can be found in works of directors such as Pasolini and
Fassbinder (see MacBean 1984). Pasolini's celebration of imaginary Oriental sexuality as well as of violent sexual encounters - in his cinema and
life alike - was intimately related to his proclaimed beliefs in the purity of
the Third World and the world-historical victory of "the agricultural subproletariat of the Third World (and the Italian South) over Europe's weakening and thoroughly compromised bourgeois civilization" (MacBean
1984, IS). A similar view is expressed by both Bowles and Bertolucci,
whose depiction of Kit's (the "sophisticated daughter of Scott and Zelda
Fitzgerald," as Bertolucci called her) erotic obsession with the Tuareg
Belqassim can be read as analogy to the West's confrontation with the violent and vital sexual vigor of the Third World. Yet, instead of being
rejuvenated by the more virile "Other," Kit is physically and mentally
destroyed. Her loss of mind signifies the victory of the dark-skinned races
over white decadence.
Pasolini, as Roy MacBean rightly observes, "unbashedly became a tourist of the 'exotic' as erotic liberation, and tried to pass this off as the 'real'
revolution" (MacBean 1984, 15-16). Paul Bowles's The Sheltering Sky, like
Pasolini's Arabian Nights, embodies all the old colonialist projections
concerning the imaginary Arab sexuality. The second part of the novel,
beginning with Port's death, takes the form of a rape narrative rife with
white male fantasies on the sexual energies of dark-skinned peoples. At
the beginning of the novel, as Millicent Dillon observes, "Kit Moresby is
the observer, while her husband Port is the protagonist .... But by the
end of the novel, Kit is no longer the spectator outside the action. After
Port's death, she goes deeper and deeper into the Sahara and descends into
darkness and madness" (Dillon 1990, 47). The penetration into the Sahara
and Africa with its "inevitable" fall into madness assumes the form of
colonial travel literature exemplified by Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. Kit's "rape" in the novel by the imaginary Tuareg Belqassim follows
the tradition of colonial Orientalist discourse in its representation of the
Other's sexual prowess:
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There was an animal-like quality in the firmness with which he held her,
affectionate, sensuous, wholly irrational - gentle but of a determination
that only death could gainsay.... In his behavior there was a perfect balance between gentleness and violence that gave her particular delight . . .
but she knew beforehand that it was hopeless, that even if they had a language in common, he never could understand her. (Bowles 1949, 272-273)
Bertolucci, it should be pointed out, "resisted" this sexually overcharged
Orientalist fantasy of rape. "Discussing with the Tuaregs," he said,
I learnt that they deny that rape, or any form of carnal violence, exists in
their culture. Theirs is a matriarchal society. So it occurred to me perhaps
the end of the book was a kind of fantasy on Bowles' part. It was not to be
taken too seriously. . . . This is why there is no explicit violence in the film.
In this sense the film is different from the book. (Leys 1990, 60)13
Although Bowles's fantasy of gentle/violent rape was expelled from
Bertolucci's text, the film The Sheltering Sky is immersed with fantasies
and fetishizations of Oriental! African/ Arab otherness, most of them concerned with the hypersexualization and hyper sensualization of the "Other." Such are, for example, the nudity and dance imagery, which exhibits
the body of the "Other" as a site of sensuality and exotica. Even Bertolucci's by now famous poetics of sexual indeterminacy, potentially promising
a truly liberated sexuality, is burdened with the weight of this colonial discourse. His famous preoccupation with themes of bisexuality and the double is echoed in a series of bisexual figures. One such example is a young
girl!boy in the wagon of nomad Arabs who wears a panama hat and
resembles a similar character (also wearing a colonial hat) in The Spider'S
Stratagem. Kit herself, with her short-cut hair, is modeled after Jane
Bowles and communicates a bisexual energy.14 In the beginning of the
movie she is wearing the heavy makeup of a Manhattan sophisticate.
Gradually her look becomes more natural; she becomes sun-tanned and
seems more adapted to her surroundings. In the second part of both the
novel and the film Kit is disguised as an Arab boy in an attempt to fool
Belqassim's wives. She eats, sleeps, and thirsts for her Tuareg's secret visits. These trysts become the obsessive center of her existence.
Themes of bisexuality and sexual disguise are common in colonial discourse. Von Sternberg'S Morocco, for example, tells the love story of a
vaudeville singer and a foreign legionnaire. The ship's captain who brings
the vaudeville actresses to Marakesh calls them "suicide passengers,"
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explaining that they buy one-way tickets because they never return home.
As in The Sheltering Sky and other colonial narratives (for example, Conrad's Heart of Darkness and Forster's Passage to India), the text suggests
that the alluring fascination of the Other and the desire it invokes culminate in madness. In Morocco Amy Jolly (Marlene Dietrich) follows her
lover, Tom Brown (Gary Cooper), the legionnaire, to the heart of the
Sahara desert. The last shot shows her kicking off her high-heeled gold
sandals as she vanishes in the sand dunes of the desert. Amy Jolly, like Kit
in The Sheltering Sky, immerses herself (literally) in the sands of the
desert. Hence, the power of the desert/ Orient, the film suggests, causes
women to transgress social conventions, to surrender to archaic forces
(the id). The image of the Sahara desert becomes an image of madness,
uncontrollable passion, and the irrationality that leads to the destruction
of the white race. 1S
Marlene Dietrich, herself a legendary bisexual cult figure, first appears
in Morocco with a veil to accentuate her status as an "object of desire" and
to suggest "unveiling." In the film The Sheltering Sky Debra Winger
appears, while with Belqassim, with a blue indigo veil that masks her face
but brings out the color of her blue (non-Oriental) eyes. Her veiling,
although justified by the logic of the narrative, is problematic given the
fact that in Tuareg culture only men cover their faces with an indigo turban. 16 However, in accordance with Bertolucci's poetics of sexual indeterminacy, and within the tradition of colonial discourse, the "real" object of
desire is Belqassim, the Other, whose face is always veiled during their
journey in the desert and is only briefly unveiled in the "harem" during an
erotic scene with Kit. Like Fassbinder's Moroccan man (played by one of
Fassbinder's own homosexual lovers, EI Hedi Ben Salem, in both Ali: Fear
Eats the SouL and Fox and His Friends) and Pasolini's southern "ragazzi"
and "sacred barbarians," Belqassim epitomizes stereotypes of racial virility
and vitality. Bertolucci said on the casting of Eric Vu-An (a leading dancer
with the Paris Opera) as Belqassim that "perhaps the explanation is that
Belqassim is a figure who, both in the book and in the film, stands outside
all known psychological convention" (Bertolucci 1990, 58). The Western
association of Belqassim with transgression of conventional morality and
Western inhibitions follows the colonial discourse and its depiction of the
Orient as a place which "seems to have offended sexual propriety" and
suggests "untiring sensuality, unlimited desire, deep generative energies"
and "escapism of sexual fantasy" (Said 1978, 167, 188,9°). Hence, as Said
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suggests, the Orient becomes "a place where one could look for sexual
experience unobtainable in Europe" (Said 1978, 190). "Hiding beneath
that turban," Bertolucci (1990, 58) said, "is desire, the desirer and the
desired - all at once. He is the man without a face and without a country.
The true nomad."
Interlinked with the Oriental "Other" is the view of women as "Other."
Women in The Sheltering Sky, as in other colonial narratives, are seen as
being more susceptible to madness and hysteria. The desert seems more
dangerous to women than to men because of the traditional equation
between nature and woman. This explains the notion of feminization of
the Orient suggested both by The Sheltering Sky and by other colonial
narratives. As Urry points out, until the nineteenth century access to
travel was largely the preserve of men. But this changed with the development of "Victorian lady travellers," some of whom visited countries considered, at the time, "uncivilized" and "uncharted" (Urry 1990, 141).
Although Kit is portrayed as a sophisticated twentieth-century woman,
her being "swept way" into irrational sexual adventure with Belqassim
recalls the sexual fantasies of the heroine in Passage to India, whose
encounter with the "sensuality" of India engages her (actually her male
narrator-creator) in fantasies of rape. The intensity of the involvement of
the fictional heroine in both the novel and the film with the "natives" was
projected into "real" life as well and incorporated into the "narrative" of
the film production:
So involved did she become in the character of Kit that at the end of filming
Winger could not face an immediate return to the Western world. To "come
down" from her weeks in north Africa she took off for a week to explore the
deserts of Tenere and Air in Niger, guided by the Tuaregs who appear in the
film. She describes the film as "the story of the journey of a relationship. As
it is an inner journey so it is also a journey in a landscape."17

The scenes of nudity in The Sheltering Sky are marked by anatomical
"mapping" of exposure for white and dark women. While only the bottom
parts of the white woman (Debra Winger) are exposed, Mahrnia, the
Arab girl who seduces Port, played by Amina Annabi, the young Moroccan singer from Carthage in Tunisia, exposes only her full breasts. The
use of Annabi, who is currently enjoying immense success on the wave of
Arab pop music now being taken up by the West (she appeared in the 1991
Eurovision with an ethnic song and won the second prize), goes hand in
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hand with the use of ethnic music for The Sheltering Sky which comes
from the Jajouka band, for centuries court musicians in Morocco.
LITERARY "PILGRIMS" AND AMERICAN EXPATRIATES

The image of PaullPort-Jane/Kit as the lonely individual traveler penetrating the mysterious periphery of the cosmicized world of the Other
(emblematized by the penetration into the Sahara and its Arab I African
culture) is interlinked with issues of exile and displacement regarding both
the life and work of expatriates, in particular, expatriate artists. Indeed
within the theoretical framework of the sociology of tourism some emigrants, Dann Graham and Erik Cohen claim, can be classified as expatriates or even as "permanent tourists." As they observe, an element of fantasy exists in both emigration and tourism (Dann and Cohen 1991, 158).
The articulation of relations between "home" (the Center in anthropological discourse which stresses the travel dimension of tourism) and "voluntary exile" ("elective center") was central to the life and work of the American expatriates living in Paris in the 1920S and 1930S.18 The tradition of
American expatriates in Paris was established by writers like Ernest
Hemingway and continued to flourish with E. E. Cummings, Henry
Miller, Norman Mailer, Gertrude Stein, and others. In fact, Paul Bowles
himself left in 1929 for Paris, where he wrote compositions and poetry. It
was Gertrude Stein who discouraged him from writing poetry and dispatched him and his master, Aaron Copland, to go to Tangier. Bowles visited Tangier for the first time in 1931 with Copland and returned to live
there permanently in the 1950S with his wife Jane, whom he married in
1937. Also a writer, she published the novel Two Serious Ladies in 1942
and died in 1973.
There is a certain irony in the fact that Bowles, who left the metropolitan center in search for a new "elective center" in the peripheric East,
became himself a sort of "elective center" and a site of pilgrimage. Tangier,
city of sinister repute, became home to the Beat Generation of William
Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg, and Gregory Corso. For many hippies of the
1960s Bowles became a "guru," and his home at Tangier attracted many
"pilgrims" who tried "to find themselves."19 Bertolucci imagined Port and
Kit as two sophisticated intellectuals from Manhattan. They are, he said,
"like the children of Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald who in 1947 find out that
what used to be the cultural oxygen of their milieu was the glamour of the
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Fitzgerald genre. They leave and go looking for something else. They
leave because they feel their story is broken into a thousand pieces and
they come to North Africa to try to reconstruct the broken thing" (Palace
Pictures 1990, II).
Paul Bowles's choice of the Orient as an "elective center" is quite exceptional for an American writer. As Said reminds us, however, there is a long
and established tradition of nineteenth-century French pilgrims who
did not seek a scientific so much as an exotic yet especially attractive reality.
This is obviously true of the literary pilgrims, beginning with Chateaubriand, who found in the Orient a locale sympathetic to their private myths,
obsessions, and requirements. Here we notice how all the pilgrims, but
especially the French ones, exploit the Orient in their work so as in some
urgent way to justify their existential vocation. (Said 1978, 170)

Bowles, the existential traveler-tourist, according to Robert Briatte, the
author of the only authorized biography of Paul Bowles, had on a May
night in 1947 a dream of Tangier, the "white city." "In the labyrinth of the
unconscious the images of his dreams delineated a landscape of quite startling precision: narrow little alleys designed to make one lose one's way,
terraces looking out over the ocean, staircases ascending nowhere"
(Briatte 1990, 35). As a result of this "vocational" dream, Briatte observes,
Bowles decided to spend the summer in Morocco and to write. He left his
wife Jane in the United States, and that August in Fez he began writing
The Sheltering Sky. Bowles's delirious moment of "unconscious epiphany," and his hallucinatory vision of Tangier as a chaotic, mysterious, and
labyrinthine city, invokes the archaeological and geographical metaphors
prevalent in colonial discourse on the Orient. Bertolucci, also, used a similar vocabulary to describe Port and Kit's journey into the Sahara.
[T]hey go back into the past of North Africa. To reach the truth they have
to go deeper into the Sahara, they have to pass through the ruins of the Kasbah and the abandoned ksour that takes them into the labyrinth of tunnels
... somewhere very obscure and somewhere very big. There isn't anything
in the world that gives you a sense of timelessness like the desert. Port and
Kit's trip to the desert is parallel to their trip into the past. (Palace Pictures
199°,32 )

The Oriental desert in both Bowles's and Bertolucci's discourse becomes
the id of Western civilization. Here colonial, anthropological, archeologi-
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cal, and psychoanalytic discourses are clearly interwoven. The trip to the
desert is the quest for the past, that of the individuals Kit and Port, as well
as of Western civilization in search of its Eastern roots.
THE AMBIGUITIES OF COLONIAL DISCOURSE

Bowles's abandonment of the metropolitan centers of colonialism is reenacted by his protagonists in The Sheltering Sky. In a way, both deny complicity in the conditions of these centers, as well as of the colonies. Yet
what Said claims with respect to the presence of a European in the Orient
can effectively be applied to the presence of an American, particularly a
"Europeanized" American like Bowles: "To be a European in the Orient
always involves being a consciousness set apart from, and unequal with,
its surroundings" (Said 1978,157). Even the "innocent" presence of a "literary pilgrim," a "traveler-tourist" in search of "elective center" poses questions regarding co-option in the colonial discourse.
Indeed, even in tourism research, "a further stimulant to research has
been the negative reactions to tourism on the part of the Third World host
peoples themselves" (Graburn and Jafari 1991, 5). These reactions have
been echoed at all levels of the multidisciplinary spectrum of tourism
research. Anthropologists, for example, began to see the tourist, like the
conqueror, the governor, or missionary, "as the agent of contact between
cultures and, directly or indirectly, the cause of change particularly in the
less developed regions of the world" (Nash and Smith 1991,13). As the initial anthropological interest in tourism was closely linked to a more general interest in culture contact and its influences, tourism came to be seen
as "involving transactions between hosts and guests with consequences
particularly for hosts in the Third World" (Nash and Smith 1991, 15). This
emerging awareness in anthropology emphasized the problem of ethnocentrism and its Western-oriented bias and created the "new ethnography." The reflexivity of the "new ethnography" is a reaction to the question "how have anthropological writings constructed or perpetuated
myths about the non-Western 'other'?" (Mascia-Lees, Sharpe, and Cohen
1989, 9). The fundamental goal of "the new ethnography" is "to apprehend and inscribe 'others' in such a way as not to deny or diffuse their
claims to subjecthood" (Mascia-Lees, Sharpe, and Cohen 1989, 12). Issues
of tourism and colonialism have been articulated even more critically
within the framework of political science:
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Groups who have questioned the value of tourism to developing countries
have raised the central question of politics as posed by Lasswell (1936):
"... Who Gets What, When, How?" ... Is international mass tourism to
the Third World just another version of the plantation system under colonialism, with benefits accruing primarily to metropolitan parties? It is precisely this question and related ones that have led some individuals and radical organizations to view tourism as whorism. (Matthews and Richter
1991,131)

In sociology, tourism became identified as a form of imperialism or metropolitan dominance in a neocolonial setting, "in which the natives, particularly of Third World countries, are systematically exploited" (Dann and
Cohen 1991, 162-163).
The complexity regarding the relationship of literary pilgrims or expatriates like Bowles to the colonial discourse must be considered first on the
level of their physical presence in the colony or ex-colony, which, as Said
observes, sets up a consciousness alien to its surrounding. Second it can be
studied on the textual level. When examining the texuality and ideology of
the novel The Sheltering Sky, the dominance of the colonial discourse visa-vis the hypersexualization of the "Other" is especially apparent. Yet,
despite the prominence of Orientalist presuppositions in the representation of the Arabi African Other, there remains a certain ambiguity. The
fascination with the Sahara and the desire to penetrate the interior of
Africa can be read, as was suggested before, as the desire to conquer and
demystify the Other, as well as to unveil the past of the West. 21 Yet, this
very attraction, within the conceptual framework of the novel, in its historical context, is presented as subversive in relation to the metropolitan
center. This is best exemplified by the interior monologue of Miss Ferry,
the woman from the American consulate in Algier who takes care of Kitty
after she has managed to escape. Presumably, giving a voice to the official
and dominant American ideology of the late 1940s, she meditates: "There
is something repulsive about an American without money in his pocket .
. . . She asked herself what possible attraction the parched interior of
Africa could have for any civilized person" (Bowles 1949, 313). Here Kit's,
and indirectly Port's and Bowles's, fascination with the unconscious of her
own American civilization (the interior of Africa) is presented as a threat
to the "American way of life." It also suggests why the rights to produce
the film have never been supplied by Hollywood. As William Aldrich, the
son of Robert Aldrich, who owned the rights for the novel, notes, "some
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readers in Hollywood were frightened by the implied criticism of capitalism - what else, after all, could so tarnish two beautiful talented people?
Remember, this was mid-McCarthy time" (Aldrich 1990, 86).22
The questions regarding the implication of Bertolucci's film in colonial
discourse touch, of course, on issues of representation and texuality and
their celebration of "primitivism." But, in addition, they relate to issues of
production. Here, in fact, we deal with a problematic associated with a
much larger phenomenon regarding film productions in the Third World.
"Classical" questions regarding colonialism, recalling those relating to
tourism in the Third World, cannot but be raised in this context: Does the
production destroy the very authenticity it strives to represent? Are the
natives (both those who become the object of the cinematic gaze, as well
as those who help the film crews or provide services for the production)
being exploited? The brochures accompanying the release of Bertolucci's
The Sheltering Sky emphasize the producers' persistent search for "uncontaminated" regions of authenticity: "The filmmakers traveled thousands
of miles across mountains and deserts surviving illness, storms and flood
to end up in Niger where no feature film crew had ever been before" (Palace Pictures 1990, 33).23 Yet the same brochures emphasize the destruction
of authenticity in other locations by earlier film productions. This is how
the brochures describe one of the shooting locations, Ouarzazate in
Morocco:
Ouarzazate was once a small village with no paved roads and only a mudbuilt Kasbah, but now is a sprawling town with three modern hotels
perched on the hillside facing the Kasbah, courtesy of the film business.
Films such as Lawrence of Arabia and The Man Who Would Be King came
in search of sunshine and sand and created a whole new industry. (Palace
Pictures 1990, 34)

In order to avoid any impression that the natives or the Tuaregs were
exploited, the brochures also emphasize the benefits brought to them by
the film crews.
GEOGRAPHY AS A METAPHOR

Cinema's craze for the authentic and exotic spectacle (what Shohat calls
"the National-Geographic mania") is fully exploited in those films shot at
the periphery of the globe, in Third World countries. The Sheltering Sky is
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no exception to this "rule." In fact, in the second part of the film, the narrative becomes secondary, and the desert landscape, and later on the idealized otherness of the Tuareg culture, becomes the real protagonist. The
vastness and beauty of the desert, as in the classical Westerns, dwarf the
human subjects and overwhelm the heroine and the spectator alike.
Whereas The Last Emperor is characterized by excessive signifiers of the
Orient (lush foliage, peacock feathers, brocades and silk), The Sheltering
Sky emphasizes the simplicity and purity of the desert and its sand dunes.
The blue-and-yellow color schemes prevail in the scenes in which Kit and
the Tuaregs journey deeper into the Sahara. Bertolucci's customary ornamentalist tendency (see Loshitzky 1992) is restrained in these scenes, but it
blooms again in his portrayal of the tribal people whose bodies, clothes,
and jewelry are paraded and fetishized, recalling Pasolini's parades of
"sacred barbarians" in films such as Medea, Arabian Nights, and Oedipus Rex.
The desert is a geographic metaphor for the "private" id of the heroine
as well as for the collective id of Western civilization. But the geographical
desert is also a metaphor for an inner desert. The journey takes place on
two planes simultaneously: in the actual desert and in the inner desert of
the spirit. As the menacing id of Western civilization, the desert causes the
physical and psychical disintegration of Port and Kit. As they journey
deeper into some of Africa's most inhospitable terrain, so they move further apart from each other and surrender to the alien surrounding.
The brochures of the film, acting like tourist brochures promoting
"authenticity" and "idealized typicalities of the other" (Frow 1991, 144),
emphasize that the movie was filmed entirely on location in Tangier, the
Kasbahs and lush oasis towns of Erfoud and Ouarzazate in Morocco,
remote villages in Algeria and Niger, and the extraordinary sandscapes of
the Sahara. Indeed, all the signifiers of the desert and Arabi African culture are condensed in the film: camels, sand dunes, turbans, authentic
jewelry, and so forth. The visual rhetoric of the African Orient resembles
the staged and contrived "authenticity" typical of postcards, perhaps the
most commodified product of tourism culture. The first shots of the film,
representing New York City, are in brown colors invoking the nostalgic
look of old postcards. The nostalgic postcard-like look of the film emphasizes that the film is both a visualization of an inner journey and a journey
into external landscapes.
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THE INTERNAL/ExTERNAL JOURNEY AS A ROAD FILM

Marc Peploe, who wrote the script for The Sheltering Sky with Bertolucci,
says:
I read The Sheltering Sky in 1964 and felt an extraordinary sense of recognition about the world it describes. Five years later, when I gave up documentary film-making and decided to write a screenplay, this was the novel I
wanted to adapt. But Robert Aldrich owned the rights and wouldn't part
with them. So I wrote another story called The Passenger which begins with
a man who dies in the desert and another man who takes his identity and
inherits his journey. Life as a road movie. (Peploe I992, 84)

Cinema, travel, and identity, as Peploe suggests, are inextricably linked.
The theme of lost identity appears in many road films such as Antonioni's
The Passenger (written by Marc Peploe), Fonda's Easy Rider, and Wenders's Paris, Texas. The latter uses the landscape of the American desert as
a backdrop and geographic metaphor for the protagonist who literally lost
his identity.
THE ROAD TO EXISTENTIALISM

Paul and Kit's, Jane and Port's, search for something different to replace
the "American dream" directs them to another continent, to North Africa.
At the very same moment in precisely the same place, existentialism was
being born. The novel The Sheltering Sky actually starts with Kit, Port,
and Tunner disembarking in the Algerian harbor of Oran. However, a different choice was made in the film. Tangier was substituted for the legendary free port of Oran, where West meets East and North meets South,
thus imaging a colorful gateway to Africa. The replacement of Oran with
Tangier may be seen as a preference for the tourist discourse over the existentialist. Oran is the city that falls prey to the plague in Albert Camus's
existentialist novel, The Plague. Camus's antiromantic style and vision,
tending toward what Barthes later called the "zero degree of writing,"
emphasizes, especially in The Stranger, the centrality of the "geographic
presence" in metaphysics. There the Mediterranean "experience" (the glittering sun, the sea, and the dazzling heat) is in part responsible for the otherwise inexplicable and absurd murder committed by Meursault, the protagonist, to whose field of vision the narrative is restricted.
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The title of the novel The Sheltering Sky is taken from a song popular
before the First World War, "Down Among the Sheltering Palms." Paul
Bowles said that from the age of four he was fascinated, not by the tune,
but by the word sheltering. "What did the palm trees shelter people from,
and how sure could they be of protection?" he asked. "We think of the sky
as light and bright but in fact it is black if you get beyond the earth. With
the book I was saying 'don't believe in the sky except that it protects us
from the dark, beyond it is just blackness.' When Port says it protects us
from what lies behind, what lies behind is nothing" (Palace Pictures I990,
I7). This metaphysical existentialist quality (with its flavor of Camus's
"Mediterranean brand of Existentialism" signified by the palm tree) was
adapted to the film through the materiality of the mise-en-scene with its
emphasis on the "geographic presence" of the landscape. But the existentialist quality is conveyed even in the indoor scenes and in particular in the
room where Port dies, which recalls Sartre's Huis Clos (Closed Door), a
play depicting the hell that for each of us is the other. 24
CONCLUSION: BEYOND MEMORY

The nexus of discourses invoked by and interwoven between the novel
and the film The Sheltering Sky defies any monolithic reading. Hence,
colonial discourse must be seen to represent only one strand of the text's
signification. The ambivalence built into both texts also parallels and mirrors contemporary debates in tourism research: Is it a modern version of a
sacred quest for the Other? Is it a frivolous leisure-time activity typical of
consumer society? Or is it a postmodern game of "staged authenticity"?
Whichever reading we prefer, the question of the Other is still there.
Whether the Other is the unstructured cosmic order, the fetishized and
exoticized object of desire, or the touristic staged "sacred barbarian," the
question of what legitimizes a description of the Other is still there. Some
contemporary anthropologists no longer believe in the notion of "correct"
representation of the Other; they posit the idea that the anthropological
concept of the Other is invented much as science fiction is (see, for example, MacGrane I989). In fiction film, the demarcation between positivistic
"factual correctness" and invention is obviously less problematic than in
anthropology.
The Other of both Bowles and Bertolucci can be read simultaneously as
utopian or destructive in relation to the West and America in particular.
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The only American survivor in both texts is Tunner, the rich capitalist
tourist from Long Island. On the other hand, Port and Kit, the travelers,
are physically and mentally destroyed by the Other. Hence both texts render an apocalyptic vision of the West symbolically annihilated by the East.
Thus, the desert has the upper hand in the long-standing struggle between
wilderness and civilization. This reading is in fact suggested by Bertolucci
himself, who described the film as a sort of existentialist/ ecological allegory:
We could also speak of the renewed search for alternative values developing
as a reaction to the overdose of consumerism, and it isn't surprising that
existentialism should once again take hold of the popular imagination. Due
to the media bombardment, the encroaching desert, so pervasive in the
book, also pervades our thoughts now. A desert world about to become
tomorrow's reality. A symptom of the greenhouse effect. (Leys 1992, 59)

The sophisticated children of Scott and Zelda, the children of Coca-Cola,
are devoured by the Arab/ African desert. The binarism of culture and
nature, super-ego and id, New York City and the Sahara desert, decadence and primitivism, East and West is thus "resolved." New York, the
"city jungle," the capital of capitalism, is conquered by the Sahara desert,
"the only place in the world where even memory disappears" (Bourgeois
I99 2 ,66).
Yosefa Loshitzky is a lecturer in the Department of Communication at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem in Israel. Her book The Radical Faces of Godard
and Bertolucci is forthcoming from the Wayne State University Press.

Notes and References
For a summary of sources on this debate see Cohen (1992).
The term "thick description" was coined by the anthropologist Clifford
Geertz (see Geertz 1973, 3-30). Geertz views anthropology not as an "experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning" (p. 5).
For Geertz ethnography is thick description and anthropological writings are
themselves interpretations and thus fictions - "fictions, in the sense that they are
'something made', 'something fashioned' " (p. IS).
1.

2.
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3. Desmond makes this pronouncement in a separate case.
4. Graburn and Jafari (1991) include in their introduction a brief review of the
criticism of tourism on the scholarly and popular fronts. It is also a good introductory source for the history of travel and tourism, as well as for the history of
research on travel and tourism.
The problem of authenticity is one of the major issues in tourism research.
MacCannell (1973, 1976), in particular, is concerned with the in authenticity and
superficiality of modern life. All tourists, according to MacCannell, embody a
quest for authenticity. See also Cohen (1988).
5. Bowles expressed a strong sense of nostalgia towards older forms of travel:
"If travelling today still meant taking ships, I would have gone on travelling. But
taking the airplane for me isn't travelling. It's just going from one place to another
in as little time as possible. When you go on a trip, you shouldn't know for how
long. That's travelling." Quoted in Troncarelli (I990, 40). A surprisingly similar
nostalgia was expressed by Claude Levi-Strauss in an interview with Bernard
Pivot which he gave to Apostrophes in I986.
6. The model of the world prevalent in traditional society can be conceived,
according to Cohen, "as consisting of a sacred Center, an ordered, hallowed cosmos, and a surrounding dangerous but alluring chaos." He argues that "within
this socially constructed space, two prototypical, non-instrumental movements
can be distinguished: pilgrimage, a movement toward the Center, and travel, a
movement in the opposite direction, toward the Other, located beyond the
boundaries of the cosmos, in the surrounding chaos." Cohen observes that:
"While the Center is well-defined and frequently discussed in the literature, the
Other is a much more ambiguous and relatively rarely considered deep-structural
theme. Ambiguity belongs to its very nature ... ; it stands for the strange and
the attractive, the threatening and the alluring, in short, the fascinating, primordial, unformed, and unknown, lurking in the recesses of chaos surrounding the
ordered, 'civilized' cosmos. In its malignant aspect it is monstrous ... , the
embodiment of evil as cognitive and moral confusion; it is appalling and repelling .... In its benign aspect, the Other is alluring, promising the seeker the
innocent happiness of losing himself in the primordial pre-creational (or prenatal)
unity of all things, often identified with an effortless, creaturely satisfaction of all
desires, unhindered by the restriction of the socio-moral order" (Cohen I992, 5051).
7. In the "experimental" mode, "the tourist tries out various alternative lifestyles in an effort to discover the one that he would like to adopt for himself....
The frequently repeated claim that people travel 'to find themselves' is the
inward-looking facet of that mode .... In the existential mode, the tourist commits himself to an alternative that becomes for him a new, 'elective' center....
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His existential experience at that center is homologous to that of the idealized pilgrim" (Cohen 1992, 54-55).
8. "While the experience of the existential tourist at the elective center is
homologous to that of the idealized pilgrim, his structural position is not. The pilgrim's center is within his own society or culture, whereas that of the existentialist
tourist is not; rather, the latter transforms a point in the periphery of that world
into his elective center. Moreover, unlike MacCannell's attractions, that Center is
here not 'museumized' into modernity.... Rather, the existential tourist opts
out, spiritually, from modernity; his center lies outside it ... he returns home, if
at all, only for instrumental purposes" (Cohen 1992, 55).
In his interview ("What Happened to Kit?") with Fabio Troncarelli Bowles
said: "I don't know whether I have been influenced by the fatalism of the Arabs
and whether I have chosen to live amongst them because I see my fatalism mirrored in their fatalism" (p. 40). The interviewer remarked: "In your book you
describe disintegration, lack of balance, the precariousness of individuals who are
constantly in crisis - a crisis which involves the whole of Western culture ..." (p.
41). Bowles replied: "The collapse of culture which is already on the verge of
breaking down is inevitable." The interviewer asked: "In other words, does this
mean that the Western value system no longer works ..." (p. 41)? Bowles
answered: "The so-called Western 'values,' what kind of values are they? I don't
think, for instance, that the America of today is a country with values or 'culture':
it is a huge monstrous 'non-culture,' a 'non-civilization' ... It's an apocalypse."
9. Pasolini's assumptions recall the discourse of the travel literature with its
romantic vision regarding the uncontaminated state of non-European cultures.
As McGrane (1989, 106) observes, "With regard to the non-European Polynesians, the central visibles on Melville's horizon of concern are that (a) they are in
the state of nature, and (b) contact with white European civilization corrupts
them. These two relatively clear and distinct forms are common to much of midnineteenth century Europe's experience of the alien Other." See also Behdad
1990a.
10. Bruno's article is an attempt to rethink Pasolini's theory in light of postmodernist thought. In her view, Pasolini's ideas, which were strongly criticized at
the time he expressed them, can be seen as anticipating some aspects of postmodernism.
II. The other two films in the trilogy are: The Decameron (I971) and The
Canterbury Tales (I972). It should be pointed out, however, that in his last essay,
"Abiura dalla Trilogia della vita" (Disavowal of the "Trilogy of Life"), which he
published as a preface to the scripts of the three films, he rejected the trilogy. "In
an era of sexual liberation, all forms of sexuality have been assimilated into a cultural system Pasolini despises: consumer capitalism; even Pasolini's three films
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celebrating the liberating potential of human sexuality have been co-opted into
the system of values he rejects. Now, Pasolini declares, it is clear that the lowerclass characters he had always admired in other films and had seemed to discover
in the Third World were always potentially petit-bourgeois figures, anticultural
members of an ignorant lumpenproletariat whose only remaining function was
that of consumer" (Bondanella 1983, 293-294).
12. The disguise of Kit (Debra Winger) as a man recalls a similar disguise in
The Arabian Nights by Zumurrud (Inez Pellegrini), the clever slave girl.
13. Debra Winger, in a promotion film (Behind the Scenes of The Sheltering
Sky) on the making of The Sheltering Sky, said: "A lot of things in the end were
changed because when we actually did reach Niger it was clear that these people
that Paul had written about - he had used the names of the Tuaregs, but it was a
lot of fantasy. There was not a lot of empirical study, and so I felt that we had
either to change the name of the people or we had to show them for the benevolent race that they are - and they are amazingly beautiful - and I just couldn't, so
it was one or the other and we went with what was more the reality of that place.
Paul had never traveled that far south, so this part of the book was not based on
experience. So I think we all understand that that's an acceptable change." The
paradox, of course, is that the Tuaregs were the victims of white violence. The
European (mostly French) colonial penetration into the Sahara, the land of the
Tuaregs (called in their language "balad el-atsh" - the land of thirst), was violent.
From the middle of the nineteenth century on, the Tuaregs fought against modern
armies with traditional swords. With African decolonization, thirty years ago,
the situation of the Tuaregs, who found themselves split among different countries, deteriorated. When Mali gained independence in 1960, the country's blackdominated government in Bamako imposed its rule over the nomads of the north,
brutally crushing a Tuareg rebellion in 1963. In 1973, a severe famine wiped out
most of the Tuareg herds. Another severe drought followed in 1984-85. As a
result, many Tuaregs fled to other countries and remained as miserable refugees
in Algeria and Mauritania. Some of the youth joined the Libyans and the Polisario (the rebel group fighting for independence in Western Sahara). In April 1986
Algier transferred thousands of Tuareg nomads to Mali and Niger, where they
were persecuted and murdered. The former "knights of the desert" are today the
victims of colonization and decolonization in a peripheral region of the globe.
The stark contrast between their image in the film and the reality of their contemporary situation is therefore even more problematic. For another contemporary
literary portrayal of the Sahara desert and the Tuaregs, see Le Clezio (198o).
14. Jane Bowles had several affairs with women. One of them was with a
Moroccan prostitute. In his interview with Renato Leys (1990, 57), Bertolucci
said: "To me John appears like a centaur - these strong soccer-player thighs -
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whereas the upper part of his body seems softer, becoming at times almost effeminate. (In the same manner, Debra's incredible energy at times seems to have something almost boyish about it)." Bertolucci's fascination with bisexuality and
androgyny is a recurrent motif in his work. On this matter, he observes: "je dis
que j'aime les hommes qui ont quelque chose de feminin et vice versa. La virilite
absolue est horrible. La feminite absolue aussi ..." (Gravelaine, Lavoignat, and
d'Yvoire 1987, 60). In The Last Emperor, for example, although Pu Yi's homosexuality is never explicitly expressed in the movie, Bertolucci hints at it through
Lone's face, which he perceives as having androgynous qualities.
15. Shohat (1991, 66) observes that "the psychoanalytical postulation of id and
superego parallels, to some extent, the primitive/ civilized dichotomy permeating
colonial discourse."
16. The Tuaregs were called by different names in Arabic texts. One of them is
AI-Multhamin (the veiled people). Gendered metaphors such as "unveiling," Shohat (1991, 58) observes, "had become recurrent in archeology and psychoanalysis
(for example, 'unveiling the past')."
I7. Quoted from the promotion film Behind the Scenes of The Sheltering Sky.
18. For an interesting discussion of this issue, see Pizer (1990). Bertolucci's
Last Tango in Paris invokes and plays with the myth of expatriate Paris.
19. Bowles himself denied his acclaimed status of a "guru." In response to the
suggestion, "You once were called 'the guru of the Beat Generation' ... ," he
answered: "In the sixties, at the time of the hippies, many came to Tangier to visit
Jane and me. But they came here to see us as an object of curiosity.... I took
Allen Ginsberg to Marakesh; but this has not made me a poet of the Beat generation" (Troncarelli 1990, 44). According to his biographer, "Bowles does not
regard himself as a guru. He simply has the impression of having arrived on the
scene in time to be present at the end of a certain conception of nature and the
world" (Briatte 1990, 36).
20. The new emerging interest of anthropologists and sociologists in issues of
representation, in particular those regarding the incongruence between images of
natives produced by the "tourism culture" and the social and political reality of
the Third and Fourth Worlds, is, perhaps, another manifestation of the "new ethnography." See, for example, Cohen (1991).
21. "For Marlow [the narrator of Conrad's darkly profound Heart of Darkness (1890)] journeying up the African Congo, as for the anthropologist, to look
into this primitive area was to look back in time and to travel into this primitive
space was the equivalent of traveling back in time. For nineteenth-century evolutionary anthropology going beyond Europe now took on the meaning of going
back in time. Going beyond is going back" (McGrane 1989, 104).
22. Hence the fictional figures of Port and Kit, as well as their creator Paul
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Bowles, can be seen as rebels whose search for the id of civilization is a manifestation of revolt. This invokes what Dann and Cohen (1991,168) say about existential tourism: "while the less profound, 'recreational' tourism is socially functional,
serious 'existential' tourism is not - except perhaps in the oblique sense that it
deflects away deeply alienated individuals who might otherwise engage in activities aimed at the destruction or revolutionary transformation of the existing order
of their society of origin."
23. Bertolucci's The Last Emperor was also the first Western movie to venture
behind the walls of China's Forbidden City. Bertolucci's new "obsession" with discovering new virginal spaces for the spectator's gaze recalls Werner Herzog's
Aguirre, The Wrath of God (1972). The exploitation of the Miskito Indians by
Herzog (to a large extent the protagonist's madness in this film reflects Herzog's
own) is a well-known and disturbing fact. The question of Bertolucci's "exploitation" of the Tuaregs is more complicated. He can be criticized for exploiting their
"exoticism" and transforming them into the spectator's object of pleasure. However, there is no way to compare his treatment of the Tuaregs (on the level of production) and Herzog's treatment of the Miskitos; the latter was clearly cruel and
abusive. In 1984 Herzog, with French-German journalist Denis Reichle, made
Ballad of the Little Soldier (Ballade von kleinen Soldaten), a 45-minute documentary about the Miskito Indians and their rebellion against the Sandinistas. Interestingly Herzog made also Fata Morgana (1968-1970), a documentary on life in
the Sahara desert.
24. In 1946 John Huston directed Bowles's adaptation of Sartre's Huis Clos in
New York. No Exit, the play, was a hit, later winning the Drama Critics' Award
for Best Foreign Play of the year. Both Bertolucci's Agonia and The Last Tango in
Paris take place in a closed room. Bertolucci himself reflected on the similarities
between Last Tango in Paris and The Sheltering Sky from an existentialist point
of view. He told me in an interview in London on July 27,1991: "I was thinking,
isn't the empty flat of Last Tango a kind of a desert and isn't the desert an empty
flat?"
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Marcia Landy. British Genres: Cinema and Society, 1930-1960.
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, I99I. 553 pages.
$65.00 cloth, $I9.95 paper.
The aim of this book is to study British
cinema and its relationship to British
society by examining feature films produced in the three decades from 1930 to
1960. Hence the concepts of filmic
texts and social texts, cinematic representation and social history are central
to the intent of the author.
The book consists of ten chapters,
an introduction, and an epilogue. Marcia Landy characterizes the feature
films produced during this period as
"working within the genre system." She
identifies the dominant genres of the
period as melodramas, historical films,
war films, films of empire, woman's
films, comedy, horror films, and social
problem films. The author says, "my
book makes no claims to be a history
of the British cinema from 1930 to
1960. Nor do I claim to exhaustively
explore the history and theory of genre
production. I concentrate on prolific
and exemplary British film genres in
order to explore how things are instrumental in shaping the culture's conception of itself and not simply mirrors of
external historical forces" (p. IS).

The first chapter is devoted to a discussion of British film production focusing on such issues as financial and
industrial modes of organization, role
of censorship, contributions of studios,
directors, and stars. The second chapter deals with historical films and the
complex ways in which historical episodes and personages are represented
in British cinema. The next two chapters are given over to a discussion of
films dealing with empire, war, and
espionage. This is followed by a chapter that investigates woman's films and
their strategies of representation. The
sixth chapter speaks to the question of
male identity formation in British melodrama. This is followed by an exploration into the nature of family melodrama focusing on such questions as
class affiliation, arranged marriages,
and disagreements over inheritance.
Chapter eight examines the genre of
comedy with special reference to the
way class, gender, and region inflect it.
The last two chapters deal with science
fiction films, horror films, and social
problem films. Landy says that her discussion of films "is predicated on the
assumption that the films are particularly revealing of the contestation over
hegemony which expresses itself as
much in the private sphere as in the
public arena" (p. 21).
The author persuasively points out
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how, contrary to popular belief, British
cinema was a popular cultural practice,
and that it was not a monolithic instrument of upper-class ideology, and that
it cannot be characterized as a cinema
of repression. She also points out, very
cogently I think, the need to situate
British films produced from 1930 to
1960, not in the realistic aesthetic, as is
the normal practice, but in the "highly
conventionalized operations of the genre systems" (p. 483).
The concept of genre, which is at
the intersection of author, text, industry, and spectatorship, is central to the
author's investigation. Hence greater
attention to the contemporary responses to the films discussed in the
book would have usefully added to the
weight of the arguments advanced by
the author. Moreover, as cinema is a
cultural practice that is imbricated with
other cultural practices, a discussion of
the latter and its impact on films would
have strengthened the force of Landy's
observations.
British Genres: Cinema and Society,
1930-1960 is a clearly written and
lucidly argued book that is full of valuable information. Marcia Landy has
performed a useful service by opening
up for inquiry an area that has until
now received little sustained scholarly
attention.
WIMAL DISSANAYAKE
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Chris Berry, editor. Perspectives on
Chinese Cinema. London: British
Film Institute, 1991. Distributed by
Indiana University Press. 234
pages. $51 hardcover, $21.95 paperbound.
The last five or six years have witnessed a tremendous upsurge of interest in Chinese cinema in Western
countries. The works of such highly
talented directors as Chen Kaige,
Zhang Yimou, Hou Xiaoxian, and Wu
Tianming have won prestigious awards
at major international film festivals
and generated much enthusiasm. As a
consequence, there is a felt need for
more exegetical and interpretive writings on Chinese-language cinema. Perspectives on Chinese Cinema, edited by
Chris Berry, contributes significantly to
meeting this need.
This is a revised and greatly expanded edition of the book published in
1985 in the Cornell East Asia Papers
series. At that time, the interest in Chinese cinema was barely surfacing; in
the intervening years, a number of
young directors apart from the ones
mentioned above have made innovative and thoughtful films, and hence
the need to map this rapidly expanding
terrain.
The book opens with an introduction by Berry that points out the timeliness of the publication and the themes
that are to be explored in the pages that
follow. Leo Ou-fan Lee, as a literary
historian, discusses illuminatingly the
interconnections between literature
and film and historical trends and cinematic expression. Catherine Yi-yu Cho
Woo examines the relationship be-
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tween Chinese cinema and traditional
Chinese art. This interplay between
traditional aesthetics and modern movie-making is an intensely fascinating
topic that merits further investigation.
Berry, in the next essay, investigates
questions of sexual difference and the
viewing subject in Li Shuangshuang
and The In-laws. His essay focuses on
what he terms the "representational" as
opposed to the "cinematic" level that
consists of elements such as characters,
setting, costumes, and the like. In his
essay titled "Two Hundred Flowers on
Chinese Screens," Paul Clark explores
the evolution of Chinese cinema over
the last four decades in relation to the
wider political and cultural discourses.
He draws our attention to the ways in
which films of the 1980s have become
"a part of China's cultural life," reflecting changes in society.
This essay is followed by two close
and symptomatic readings of two
widely discussed films, Yellow Earth
and Red Sorghum. Esther M. Yau focuses on Chen Kaige's international
award-winning film, Yellow Earth,
while Yuejin Wang analyzes Zhang
Yimou's Red Sorghum in terms of
memory and desire. Wang discusses
insightfully the implications of the director's declared aim of steering a middle path between art cinema and commercial blockbusters. In the essay that
follows, Tony Rayns examines the origins of the New Chinese Cinema by
situating films associated with it in the
larger social and intellectual context of
which it is an important part. The next

essay, by Chris Berry, deals with a significant but often ignored aspect,
namely, the impact of market forces on
movie-making. In her contribution to
this volume, E. Ann Kaplan calls attention to the issue of cross-cultural analysis and comparative poetics of cinema
in relation to Chinese films. With the
rapid growth of film studies, this is
indeed a topic that will assume greater
and greater importance in the future.
The differences between Taiwan and
Hong Kong cinemas is the theme of the
next paper, by Chiao Hsiung-ping.
How films from mainland China and
Hong Kong differ in terms of cultural
values and imperatives forms the essence of the following essay by Jenny
Kwok Wah Lau. Marie Claire Quiquemelle, in her paper, considers the sixtyyear history of Chinese animated films,
which are increasingly drawing international attention.
The book also includes of three
appendices devoted to major directors,
chronology, and a glossary of Chinese
characters.
As can be seen from this brief summary of the contents, Perspectives on
Chinese Cinema deals with a broad
range of important and interconnected
issues. Many of the essays in this volume contain useful information and
interpretive insights and advance productive lines of inquiry into Chinese
cinema and culture.
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